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ABSTRACT 

Risky sexual behaviour among adolescents is one of the global challenges because of 

its dire consequences on the adolescents, family and the society. It could lead to 

unwanted pregnancy, abortion, school dropout, untimely death, as well as 

disappointment for parents, who strive daily to ensure these adolescents become 

useful in future. Even though efforts have been made by various stakeholders and 

scholars continuous and sporadic reported cases of unwanted pregnancy involving 

adolescents is an evidence of geometric increase in risky sexual behaviour. Previous 

efforts had been concentrated on identification of factors leading to risky sexual 

behaviour with scanty attempts at formulating strategies for curbing the menace of 

risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents. The objective of the present study 

therefore, was to investigate the effectiveness of Integrative Psychotherapy (IP) and 

Peer Education Training (PET) on risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents in 

Lagos State. The moderating effects of self-esteem and parental socio-economic 

status were also equally examined. 

Anchored on Problem Behaviour Theory (PBT), the study adopted pretest-posttest 

control group quasi-experimental design with 3x3x3 factorial matrix. Multi-stage 

sampling technique was used to select ninety six students from three secondary 

schools in Lagos State. The students were screened using Sexual Decision Making 

Scale (SDMS) and randomly assigned to IP (31), PET (34) and control (31) groups. 

The participants in the two treatment groups were exposed to eight weeks of 

integrative psychotherapy and peer education training respectively.  Risky Sexual 

Behaviour (α = 0.84), Parental Socio-Economic Status (α = 0.89), and Self-Esteem (α 

= 0.78) Scales were used for data collection. Seven hypotheses were tested at 0.05 

level of significance. Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was used as tool of 

analysis. 

There was a significant main effect of the treatment on risky sexual behaviour of in-

school adolescents (F2, 75 = 15.275, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.289). Participants in the IP (Mean 

= 21.2258) improved better than those in the PET (Mean = 22.7353). Self-esteem and 

socio-economic status had no significant main effect on risky sexual behaviour. There 

were two-way significant interaction effects of treatment and self-esteem, as well as 

treatment and socio-economic status on risky sexual behaviour of the participants (F2, 

75 = 0.565, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.015). However, there was no significant interaction effect 

of self-esteem and socio-economic status on risky sexual behaviour. Also, there was 

no significant three-way interaction effect of treatment, self-esteem and socio-

economic status on risky sexual behaviour of the participants. 

Integrative psychotherapy and peer education training were effective in reducing 

risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents in Lagos State. Counselling and 

Educational Psychologists should make use of integrative psychotherapy and peer 

education training as veritable strategies for reducing risky sexual behaviour of in-

school adolescents. 

Keywords:  Integrative psychotherapy, Peer education training, Risky sexual 

behaviour, In-school adolescents 

Word count: 447 
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CHAPTERIONE 

INTRODUCTIONI 

1.1 BackgroundI to theIStudy 

Adolescents, either in school, or out of school, are generally noted for restlessness and 

risk-taking. TheIissueIof risk-taking hasIcontinued toIbeIof seriousIconcern to 

psychologists,IschoolIadministrators, parentsIand theIgeneralIpublic. As a part of the 

growing up process, adolescents have been found to engage in risks, sometimes low and 

sometimes high. InIadolescence, reasonableIrisk takingIis considered normalIas itIleads 

to confidenceIin forming newIrelationshipsIand experiences in the socialIinstitutions 

where the adolescent lives. However, engaging in high and counter-productive risky 

sexual behaviour could lead to dire consequences for the adolescent. Risky sexual 

behaviour as opined by Guzman and Bosch (2007) can have antagonistic effects on the 

general advancement and prosperity of adolescent, as well as mar future successes and 

improvement. 

 

Early adolescence is a period of progress for kids set apart by increased peer affiliation 

and parental distancing; guardians have less open door for direct monitoring, (Fuligni and 

Eccles, 2003). This calls for guardians to receive new methodologies to indicate concern 

and involvement in their youngsters' lives. Moreover, more youthful adolescents are 

increasingly ready to utilize complex reasoning and in this manner will probably look for 

chances to exhibit independent thinking and personality improvement. Thus, a standout 

amongst the most essential and effective methods for continuing monitoring with 

adolescents is to enable them to take an interest all the more effectively in choice and 

standard making in and outside of the home. This shows adolescents that are trusted and 
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empowers guardians to exhibit their anxiety for the prosperity of the adolescent while as 

yet giving them more self-sufficiency (Fuligni and Eccles, 2003).  
 

Adolescents will in general connect progressively and relate to peers on the grounds that 

these connections are basically equivalent (Fuligni and Ecccles, 2003). Parent-kid 

relationship isn't symmetrical and isn't intended to be so. At the point when adolescents 

begin to distant themselves from their folks, there might be a propensity for guardians to 

either increase coercive and controlling conduct, or go the other way and endeavour to 

regard the adolescents as an equal. Likewise, the writing demonstrates that juvenile 

young men's commitment in risky exercises is for the most part influenced by peer 

demeanours, convictions and activity, however not essentially guardians. Conversely, 

research has demonstrated that female adolescents are influenced by guardians and peers 

similarly with regards to chance practices or risky activities, (Rai, et al., 2003).  

 

Adolescents, as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) (2001), are young 

individuals withinItheIages of 10IandI24 years old. The age range of adolescence differs 

from country to country as defined by various laws, convention and culture. Thus, it 

could be 10 to 14 years in one country, while it could begin from 12 years and end in 25 

years in some others. Based on UnitedINationsIPopulationIFundIAgency, Malmstrom 

(2011) adolescents and youthful grown-ups constitute the highest part of the world 

population, whereby about 50% of the adolescents are lessIthan 25Iyears of age and 

aboutI90% of these liveIin the developingInations. In Nigeria, the number of young 

people was estimated to 32.0% of the Nigerian populace in 2009 (National Population 

Commission of Nigeria (NPCN). Essentially, these reports suggest that adolescents and 

issues that have to do with adolescents should be given prominence because adolescents 

are the future hope upon which a nation is planning and resting. This is the more reason 

why the world and even nations cannot joke with any issue, such as risky sexual 

behaviour, that can ruin the lives of these adolescents. During this period of adolescence, 

sexual presentation and experimentation frequently occur. More so, from general 

perceptions, adolescents are not mature to sufficiently handle the social and enthusiastic 

ramifications of the sexual act; and thus susceptible to the risks associated with sexual 

behaviour. Ochieng (2013) considered that riskyIsexual behaviourIcan be defined as 
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anIunprotected penetrativeIsexual act. This act includes but not limited to initiation of 

sexualIintercourse at anIearly age, different sexualIaccomplices, and sexualIintercourse 

affected by liquor or the use of different substances of sexual enhancement, the absence 

of prophylactic aids, sexual intercourse under compulsion and sexual maltreatment. The 

illicit sexual act increases adolescent’s danger of contractingIsexually 

transmittedIinfections and additionally experiencingIunintendedIpregnancies, United 

States CentersIforIDisease ControlIandIPrevention, Kuehn (2012). When an adolescent 

is having unprotected sex either with numerous accomplices or influence of alcohol or 

drug, such an adolescent is engaging in risky sexual behaviour that could bring about 

negative effects that is capable of jeopardizing the future. 

 

Based on report of National Population Commission of Nigeria (NPCN) (2009),Ialmost 

halfI(48.6%)IofIadolescents ranging from 15-19IareIsexually dynamic, while aroundI1 

in 5IofIsexually dynamic femalesIand 1 in 12Isexually dynamic males hadIalready 

engagedIin sexualIintercourse byIthe age of 15Iyears, with a possibility of having more 

as time goes on. Specifically, Hervish and Clifton (2012) in an investigative report for 

United Nations Fund for Population Agency (UNFPA) reported that pre-adult birth rates 

remain high in numerous developing nations, in such Nigeria remains one of such 

countries. In the report, 16%Iof allIbirths in SubISaharanIAfrica are said to be by pre-

adult or adolescents. It is additionally detailed that going by these estimates, greater and 

enormous number of adolescents are faced with a social behavioural health challenge 

such as risky sexual behaviour; and are at stake, medically and psychologically. The 

resultant consequences of risky sexual activities make interventions necessary. 
 

Furthermore, Imaledo,IPeter-Kio,IandIAsuquoI(2012) submitted that most of these 

adolescent-mothers are probably going to encounter entanglements because of pregnancy 

and child-bearing. The sexually dynamic adolescents frequently confront problems in 

accessing contraception and wellbeing administrations, increasing danger of unintended 

pregnancy, and dangerously performed premature births. Sexual brutality and constrained 

sex is regular, particularly among female adolescents. The adolescents populate the 

secondary schools under consideration and are negatively affected as a result of the 

sexual risks experienced as students. 
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Similarly, in parts of the Sub African region where there are wars, insurgencies, and 

illicit trade in humans, adolescents form a larger percentage of those that are exposed to 

risky sexual activities. While some are raped, some are given out to marriage despite the 

inconducive environment and situations in places like Liberia, the Sudan and North 

Eastern Nigeria. Adolescents who are supposed to be attending schools become exposed 

to sexual activities that give room for risky sexual involvement and the consequences. 

Giving an empirical example to illustrate the vulnerability of adolescents, Songa (2012) 

in Tanzania observed that moreIthanI8,000 girlsIdroppedIout of school due toIpregnancy 

from both primary and secondary schools. This shows therefore that adolescents in 

Tanzania as in Nigeria are sexually vulnerable and need to be helped if the purpose(s) of 

their going to school will be achieved. 

 

There has been increased concernIabout the reducingIperiod of initiationIofIadolescents 

into sexualIexercises. Indeed, Djamba (2004) observed thatIadolescentsIare getting 

involvedIinIsexual activitiesIat younger ages than adolescents of some decades past; and 

this could be why Adegoke,I(2003) expressed thatIthe rateIofIrisky sexualIconduct and 

the spreadIof STIs continueIto be on theIincrease because of numerous variables 

including the lack of information regarding adolescents’ sexuality. In an audit by Doyle 

(2012), while working on theIsexual conduct of adolescentsIin Sub-SaharanIAfrica, with 

specific spotlight on the regularly dismissed 15-19 years of age gathering, it was found 

that adolescents hadIsexualIintercourse beforeIthe ageIof 15 years. Marriage occurred 

before 15 years old among females. Never-hitched adolescents engaged in sexual 

relations in the previous year. Multiple sex partnership phenomenons occurred. Sex with 

a partner who is 10 years or much older occurred. Adolescents have started using condom 

during sex, even before marriage. HIV testing with positive results had been reported. 

Some adolescents have become pregnant or have aborted and also that adolescents had 

had sex in the last 30 days. This goes to show the precarious situations that adolescents 

find themselves; yet the goal for schooling is not to drop out of school or experience 

other negative consequences of sexual risk while schooling. 

 

However, because there seems not to be any society that is devoid of favourable factors 

promoting risky sexual activities, it becomes difficultIif notIimpossible forIadolescents 
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to completely avoid the risks involved in sexual activities. Thus the period of risk of 

unprotectedIsexual activityIwith all its adverseIconsequences of unwantedIpregnancy, 

unsafeIabortion, STI/HIV isIalso prolonged (Lansford,IYu, Erath, Pettitt, Bates, and 

Dodge 2010). Expulsion from school and such negative consequences are very much 

expected and indeed occur. LackIof information andIguidance aboutIsex, andIsexuality 

make adolescentIpeople vulnerableItoIdiseases, physical, emotionalIandIeconomic 

exploitation (Famutimi and Oyetunde, 2014).According to Eder, Evans, and Stephen, 

(1995), some other identified factors responsible for adolescent risky sexual activities are 

the observed bodilyIchanges, sexualIhormones, socialIforces and rehearsalIforIadult 

genderIroles. 

 

In spite of the endeavours of socialization agencies like the home, religious associations, 

clubs and social orders that could give preventative exercises as adolescents do their 

sexual practices, high risky sexual exercises are recognizable, as well as are still on the 

increase (Willings, Collumbien, Slaymaker, Singh, Hodges, Petel and Bajos, 2006). 

Albeit individualIconduct changeIis fundamentalIto improvingIsexual wellbeing, 

endeavours are additionally expectedIto address the moreIextensiveIdeterminants of 

sexualIconduct especiallyIthose that identifyIwith the socialIsetting. Willings et al., 

(2006) further submitted that research on conduct intervention demonstrate that noIbroad 

way to dealIwith social wellbeing advancementIwill workIall over the placeIandIno 

single segment intervention willIwork just at anyplace. Exhaustive conduct interventions 

are required that will assess theIsocial settingIin mountingIindividual-levelIadvancement 

and furthermore endeavour to alter socialIstandards to helpItake-up and 

maintainIconduct change, which will handleIthe auxiliaryIfactors that addIto 

riskyIsexualIconduct.  

Information about sexual conduct is basic to the structure and appraisal of intervention to 

enhance sexual wellbeing. Vitally as well, an observational proof is important to adjust 

legends and suspicions of the open view of conduct. Regardless of this scrutiny all over 

the place, sexual conduct presents difficulties for logical inquiry. In spite of the fact that 

sexual movement is emphatically managed for all intents and purposes in each general 

public, yet its adjustment to enhance sexual wellbeing has proved troublesome (Willings 
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et al., 2006). There is a requirement for bringing into utilisation mental procedures that, 

when utilised on these young people, may decrease risky sexual conduct. A few mental 

methodologies have been utilised to address immature difficulties with varying success. 

This is the reason why this study is interested in finding out whether the utilisation of the 

procedures of integrative psychotherapy and peer education training can be efficacious in 

decreasing risky sexual conduct among in-school adolescents in Lagos State, Nigeria. 

Integrative Psychotherapeutic Intervention (IPI) is a counselling approach dependent on 

the supposition that clients needs are frequently better served if advisors work with at 

least two methodologies in solving their challenges. Integrative psychotherapeutic 

intervention, as one of the independent factors in this examination, is a reaction to the 

constraints of general conduct counselling propounded by Arkowitz (1989). 

 Integrative PsychotherapyIgrasps a demeanour towardsIthe act of psychotherapyIthat 

avowsIthe inherent estimation ofIevery individual. ItIis a counselling approach 

thatIreacts suitably andIsuccessfully to theIindividual atIthe emotional, social, 

intellectual, andIphysiological levels of functioning and furthermore tends to 

theIotherworldly measurement ofIlife. The expressionI"integrative" has various 

meanings. Integrative means the way toward putting together the identity, as far as taking 

repudiated, uninformed or uncertain parts of oneself and making them a player in a 

durable identity which prompts the decreased level of risky sexual conduct (Borkovec 

and Grayson 2000).  

 

The integrative psychotherapeutic intervention involves theIutilization of instruments that 

inhibit suddennessIandIadaptability in criticalIthinking, wellbeingImaintenance, and 

relating to individuals, which will prompt reconnecting existence with full contact. 

Through integration, it ends up workableIforIindividuals toIconfrontIevery issue 

transparently and newlyIwithout the security of aIpre-shaped opinion,Iposition, 

disposition, or desire. Meanwhile, scholarly attention has been given to the therapeutic 

effects of Integrative Psychotherapy; and the results have shown that it holds a promising 

future. For instance, Halmi (2005) concluded that integrative psychotherapeutic 

intervention had effect on conduct disorder, while Khazraei and Vijehfar (2010) 
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concluded that integrative psychotherapeutic intervention effectively treated general 

wellbeing challenges. In addition, Abazari (2007) demonstrated that Integrative 

Psychotherapy has to do with attitude of adolescents to sexual activities. Likewise, 

Bahramkhani (2010) affirmed that integrative intervention is effective in reducing 

unhealthy behaviour among adolescents. However, while it could be submitted that 

Integrative Psychotherapy has been effective in treatment of various negative and 

maladaptive behaviour as shown in the cited previous scholarly efforts, its efficacy on 

risky sexual behaviour of adolescents is yet to be tested. ThisIis scholarly gapIthatIthis 

study tried to fill byIinvestigating the efficacy of Integrative Psychotherapy onIrisky 

sexualIbehaviourIamong in-schoolIadolescents of LagosIState, Nigeria.  

 

One other independent variable considered in this study is Peer Education Training. Peer 

Education Training (PEI) is an enlightenment treatment given to the in-school 

adolescents on the way and manner peers could be handled so as to reduce possible risky 

sexual behaviour as students. Peer Education Intervention was developed by Bingham 

and Shope (2003) as a kind of intervention strategy that could be used to reduce 

undesirable behaviours. Bingham and Shope (2003) recommended that peer education 

intervention was powerful in reducing drug addictive conduct of adolescents. Peer 

education intervention changed as a component of individual peer similitude and 

maternal relations yet not in accord with other hypothetical forecasts. Actually, a great 

many investigations have examined peer education intervention in adolescents however 

in connection to other conduct signs, for example, in scholastic execution, internet 

utilization, confidence, internet enslavement among others (Uwakwe,IAmusan-Ikpa, 

Ofole,IAkanbi,IOjukwu, andIEjioforI(2014); Areoye and Fakeye (2008). The group of 

proof recommends that a standout amongst the most ground-breaking and steady 

indicators of adolescents' risky conduct, is whether an individual has companions who 

additionally take part in that conduct.  

 

Harris (2008) in a study of hereditary examinations dissected peer education intervention 

on immature conduct and reasoned that about half of the fluctuation in juvenile identity 

was hereditary in origin and the remaining half basically mirrors the influence of peer 

relationship. Different examinations have thought about the influence of various kinds of 
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peers and have presumed that closest companions are a standout amongst the most 

powerful wellsprings of influence, stronger than companions as a rule, general kinship 

systems, or expansive based peer organize Berndt (2006). The greater part of 

concentrates on immature peer education intervention just ask members what number of 

companions have performed risky conduct and after that correspond this incentive with 

the objective's own risky conduct. A factual connection between measures is accepted to 

reflect peer education intervention. In aggregate, there is proof that juvenile risky 

practices related to practices of their dear companions, yet it isn't certain that such 

affiliations reflect peer education intervention (Arnett 2010).  

 

In any case, a number of scholars have worked on causative elements that are related with 

risky sexual conduct among Nigerian in-school adolescents (Ofole 2015; Okonta 2007; 

Uwakwe et.alI2014). A portion of these factors examined were sexual orientation, locus 

of control, self-idea, confidence, dejection, self-adequacy among others. In this 

investigation, a few intervening variables that could have been considered are sex, school 

condition, age, poise, self-idea, a dread of outcome of sexual hazard, broad 

communications, peer influence, and a network of habitation. For this study, parental 

financial status and self-esteem were considered as the intervening components because 

of its consistently relating to risky sexual behaviour among adolescents. 

Parental financial status as an intervening variable in this study implies the aggregate 

month to month cash orIincome ofIthe guardians of in-schoolIadolescents dependent on 

the home, occupationIandIeducational capabilities. ResearchIhas demonstrated a 

connection betweenIlevelsIof parental financial statusIandIadolescents' involvementIin 

different hazard taking practices (Okonta,I2007;IRodgers,I2009). RodgersI(2009) 

discovered that elevated amounts of parental financial statusIwere related withIlower 

sexual hazard taking conduct. The parental financial status has likewise beenIfound to 

have huge influenceIon adolescents' sexual conduct. In numerous nations, young ladies 

lacking chances and from poor family or financial status look for help from men, trading 

sex, and accordingly hazard human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and other 

sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Some young ladies, some of the time, go into 

association with more established men called sugar daddies in Sub-Saharan Africa who 
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pay their school expenses, get them endowments, and offer incentives. (Meekers and 

Icalve, 2007; Okonta, 2007). Similarly, Macphail and Campbell (2011) submitted that in 

Africa, young ladies from poor family backgrounds do engage in risky sexual activities in 

return for favours, endowments, and money. It has also been noted that the rate at which 

young ladies engage in the acts of "sugar daddies" and "sugar mummies for financial gain 

is very alarming in Nigeria, Cameroon, and South Africa (Okonta, 2007; Uwakwe et al., 

2014). 

Another variable considered in this study that is identified with risky sexual practices is 

confidence. Self-esteem is an emotional evaluation ofIself and it reflects to howIan 

individual sees him/herself toIbe commendable or capable (AndersonIandIPolmhausen 

2009). StudiesIhaveIbeen doneIto examine the connection betweenIself-esteemIand 

riskyIsexualIconduct. It has been found, for instance that understudies withIlowIself-

esteem expended moreIliquor, hadImoreIsexual accomplices, andIhad moreIHIVIhazard 

takingIpractices thanIother different understudies (GulleteIandILyons,I2006). 

BenjaminIandIWulfert (2006) found the relationship between non-monogamousIsexual 

accomplices andIsubstance-utilize and recommended the presence of broad sexual 

systems thatIlinkIindividuals atIhigher hazard forIHIV infectionIwith increased open 

doors for disseminatingIinfection.  

Okonofua (2007) opined that the investigation of defensive conduct at the beginning of 

sexual commitment among adolescents in Nigeria pursues from the visualizations that the 

conceptive wellbeing of African young people yielded the most exceedingly awful 

indicators with respect to different areas of the world. The ensuing debilitating results of 

risky sexual conduct among juvenile individuals which includes STIs, HIV/AIDS, 

undesirable pregnancies, dangerous fetus removal, and high richness rates underscores 

the monstrosity of the test in dealing with the outcomes of adolescent sexuality in the 

African region. This continued requirement for better understanding and of the elements 

of pre-adult people groups' sexual commitment, in the request to inform effective 

interventions (Uwakwe, et al., 2014) turns out to be clearly needful. The adolescents are 

clearly goingItoIbe the grown-ups of theIfuture, the financial engineIroom or monetary 

driversIofIthe nations of theIworld. Likewise, the adolescents who are the expected 
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future experts, instructors, medical caretakers, social laborers, specialists, professionals, 

government officials, entertainers, architects, and daring new thinkers, visionary and 

youthful pioneers of confidence and must not be permitted to drop out of school due to 

the results of unguided sexual exercises (Laddunuri 2013).  

 

Notwithstanding the endeavours by researchers to lessen the difficulties and impacts of 

risky sexual conduct among teenagers, Okonofua (2007) stated that the second-age 

interventions must be created dependent on individual psychosocial and subjective 

methodologies that instruct individuals in reasonable aptitudes to have the capacity to 

decrease their sexual dangers. In like way, UNAIDS (2009) guarantee that all the more as 

of late, social researchers have come to understand that since complex wellbeing 

practices, for example, sexual intercourse or sexual exercises, for the most part, happen in 

setting, socio-social variables surroundingIthe individualImust beIconsideredIin 

designing decrease procedures for riskyIsexual conduct. 

 

It is on this basis that theIpresentIstudyIfocuses on the use of Integrative Psychotherapy 

and Peer Education Interventions in reducing risky sexual behaviour ofIin-school 

adolescentsIin Lagos State, Nigeria.  

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Risky sexual behaviour among adolescents is an issue of great concern worldwide due to 

its potential cost in terms of physical, social, and economic consequences. Despite the 

progress in sexual education on sexually transmitted infections (STIs), HIV/AIDS, 

and control worldwide, the available literature observed a substantial increase in the 

proportion of adolescents who engaged in sexual activities, especially in Sub-Saharan 

Africa. The heightened increase in adolescents’ engagement in risky sexual behaviours 

within this region stems from certain socio-psychological factors such as poverty, a 

downturn in the economy, wrong information, uncontrolled sexual orgies, ignorance, 

inquisitiveness, unsupportive parents and guardians or supposed care-givers, a lack of 

age-appropriate information, the influence of peers and friends, mass media, and social 

media, among others. More so, regions eclipsed by war, insurgencies, and widespread 
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poverty also increase the likelihood of adolescents being vulnerable to various forms of 

risky sexual behaviour and its negative impacts. 

Nevertheless, the brunt of risky sexual behaviour has been devastating especially among 

adolescents. ManyIadolescentsIhave fallenIinto the dangerIofIindiscriminate, unguided 

sexualIactivities, leadingItoIcontracting sexuallyItransmittedIinfectionsI(STIs), suchIas 

gonorrhea,Isyphilis,Ichlamydia,IandIHIV/AIDS, unplannedIpregnancy, maternalIhealth 

risk, clandestineIand unsafeIabortions which more often than not, results to life 

threatening complications and death. Also, the occurrence of riskyIsexualIbehaviour 

amongIin-schoolIadolescents have led to overwhelming consequences such asIpoor 

academicIperformanceIandIincreased rate of schoolIdrop outs. InIsomeIsocieties, 

pregnantIadolescent girlsIare madeIto withdrawIfrom schoolIor areIout-rightlyIexpelled, 

which may seriously affect their ability to focus on pursuance of worthwhile goals, 

leading to depression, suicidal ideation, social stigma, street begging, poverty, and a host 

of other problems in the society. 

 

Although numerous studies have been undertaken and documented to address 

adolescents’ propensity to risky sexual behaviours, It is still being discovered that 

because of the dynamic nature of human beings and the change in times and generational 

characteristics, risky sexual behaviour has not been fully addressed. Many adolescents 

still engage in various sexual behaviours that are antecedents to risky sexual practices, 

ranging from holding hands, kissing, and commitment in fondling of the body to sexual 

intercourse. These sexual behaviours, without the necessary and appropriate information 

and skills, heighten adolescents’ susceptibility to risky sexual behaviours and their 

attendant costs. Therefore, more scholarly efforts are needed to help adolescents address 

the issue of sexuality appropriately and in a way that will be productive and positively 

contribute to their overall wellbeing and health. Consequently, this study is focused on 

using two psychotherapies to train in-school adolescents on the ways in which risky 

sexual behaviours could be avoided. In view of the stated problem above, this 

study intends to examine the use of integrative psychotherapy and peer education 

interventions in reducing risky sexual behaviour mong in-school adolescents in Lagos 

State, Nigeria. 
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1.3 Purpose ofItheIStudy 

TheImain purpose of thisIstudyIis to investigate the effectiveness of Integrative 

Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training on riskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-school 

adolescentsIin LagosIState, Nigeria. Specifically, it includes:  

1. Finding out the mainIeffect ofItreatment onIrisky sexual behaviour ofIin-school 

adolescents; 

2. Investigating the main effectIofIparentalIsocio-economic statusIon riskyIsexual 

behaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents; 

3.  Determining the mainIeffectIof self-esteem on riskyIsexual behaviour ofIin-

schoolIadolescents; 

4. Investigating the interactionIeffect ofItreatment and parentalIsocio-economic 

statusIon risky sexual behaviourIof in-school adolescents; 

5. Finding out the interactionIeffect of treatment andIself-esteem on riskyIsexual 

behaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents; 

6. Finding out the interactionIeffectIof parentalIsocio-economicIstatus andIself-

esteem on riskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents; and 

7. Examining the interaction effect ofItreatment, IparentalIsocio-economicIstatus 

andIself-esteem on riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 

 

1.4 HypothesesI 

TheIfollowingInullIhypotheses were formulatedIin thisIstudy and wereItestedIatI0.05 

levelIofIsignificance: 

H1: ThereIis noIsignificant mainIeffect of treatment on risky sexualIbehaviourIofIin-    

schoolIadolescents. 

H2: There isInoIsignificantImainIeffect of parentalIsocio-economicIstatus onIrisky 

sexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. 

H3: ThereIis noIsignificantImainIeffect of self-esteemIonIrisky sexualIbehaviourIof 

in-schoolIadolescents. 

H4: There isI no IsignificantIinteractionIeffectIofItreatmentIandIparentalIsocio-

economicIstatusIonIrisky sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 
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H5: ThereIis noIsignificantIinteractionIeffect of treatmentIandIself-esteemIon risky 

sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 

H6: There isIno significantIinteraction effectIof parentalIsocio-economicIstatus and 

self-IesteemIon riskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. 

H7: There is noIsignificantIthree-wayIinteraction effectIofItreatment, parentalIsocio- 

economicIstatus and self-esteemIon riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-

schoolIadolescents.  
 

1.5 SignificanceIof theIStudy    

The importance of thisIstudy that is, the possibility of both the Integrative Psychotherapy 

and Peer Education Training as instruments for reducing risky sexual behaviour of 

adolescents, is highlighted as follows:  

In-school adolescents benefit greatly as adolescents are better equipped to deal with their 

risky sexual behaviour through their participation in the interventions. This was made 

possible since the students were part of the learning process of the eight sessions when the 

techniques and skills necessary for reducing sexual risk were taught, imbibed and 

facilitated using the instruments designed for the treatment. Consequently, the students 

were made to realize and practice the reasons for schooling rather than straying into risky 

sexual activities. The adolescents will have a better programming for academic work. 

Even if students want to engage in hobbies, it will not be sexual activities because some 

other more productive activities will then be of interest to them. The academic activities of 

these adolescents were also enhanced because the study facilitates more academic focus 

and concentration of the adolescents. 

 

Also, the study made the school administrative management to have a proper 

understandingIofIthe problems associatedIwithIrisky sexual behaviourIand help students 

to utilize psychological strategies towards the reduction of the risk. The school 

administrators also had a better understanding of sexual tendencies of teenagers and were 

able to guide the teenagers where necessary. This then helped inIreducingIthe rate 

ofIriskyIsexualIbehaviour amongIin-school adolescents.  
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The study is of great assistance to the educational psychologists and researchers in 

understanding the implications of Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training 

as interventions on riskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescentsIand consequently on 

howIto reduce riskyIsexualIbehaviour. The study is helpful to researchers who would 

like to research into other areas of intervention to manage risky sexual behaviour. It is 

believedIthat theIstudy alsoIsteer interestIin researchIin the areaIof risky sexual 

behaviour generallyIin this axisIof theIworld.  

  

Government and its agencies, particularly the MinistryIof EducationIand theIregulatory 

agencies and policyImakers might alsoIbe sensitized on theIneeds of thisIcategoryIof 

learnersIand workIout modalitiesItowards using the resultIof theIstudyIto advantage. 

TheIeffectsIof the two treatmentIinterventions (Integrative Psychotherapy and peer 

education interventions) on riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents would make 

it possible for the government to become more aware of the impacts of these 

psychological interventions. 

 

TheIoutcome ofIthis studyIwould addIto knowledgeIin the areaIof counsellingIin 

NigeriaIandIgloballyItoo. It willIalso addIto the existingIbut few researchIandIliterature 

inIthe area ofIin-schoolIadolescents and riskyIsexual behaviour in Nigeria. It 

isIimportant to noteIthat the findingsIin this studyIwill also serveIas a sourceIof 

referenceIfor other researchersIwho may wantIto conductIthe same orIsimilar studies 

inIother areas of learning in Nigeria. 

 

Family members of these adolescents would alsoIheave aIsigh of reliefIas theseIlearners 

becomeImore focused in their academic pursuit and become more successful. This is 

because a stable, purposeful, proper, psychological orientation in sexuality issues willIgo 

aIlongIway to positively affectIthe family members of these in-school adolescents. The 

study will also help to understand possible reasons for sex related problems in the school 

and to reduce collaboratively risky sexual behaviour of the learners.  

 

Through this study, counsellors andIotherIstakeholdersIin educationIwould be able to 

discover the impact, effects or importance ofIparentalIsocio-economicIstatus and self-

esteemIon riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. This will help the 
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stakeholders toIassistIthe learners inIovercoming the challengesIofIself-esteemIwhich 

might in turnIreduce theIrisky sexual behaviour.  

In summary, theIfindings of thisIstudy would beIof immenseIsignificance to prospective 

adolescents, counselling psychologists, educational psychologists, and indeed all 

stakeholders in the school system. 
 

1.6I  ScopeIof theIStudy 

The studyIinvestigatedIthe effectiveness of Integrative Psychotherapy and peer education 

interventions onIriskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescentsIin selectedIsecondary 

schools of LagosIState, Nigeria. Also, theIstudyIexamined the interaction effect of 

moderating or intervening variables (parentalIsocio-economicIstatus and self-esteem) on 

the dependentIvariable (riskyIsexualIbehaviour) amongIin-schoolIadolescents. The 

participants inIthe study included in-schoolIadolescentsIin Lagos State,INigeria. The 

classes covered were Junior Secondary I to Senior Secondary III or Basic 7 to Basic 12 as 

otherwise called. 

1.7I  OperationalIDefinition ofITerms 

TheIfollowingIterms and terminologies usedIin this work are definedIoperationally as 

follows: 

Risky Sexual Behaviour: It is an inimical sexual behaviour that is capable of negatively 

affecting the medical and psycho-sociological aspects of in-school adolescents. 

Integrative Psychotherapeutic Intervention (IPI): This is a counselling approach that 

combines various psychological methods aimed at reducing theIinvolvementIofIin-

school adolescents engagement inIrisky sexualIbehaviour.  

Peer Education Intervention (PEI): It refers to the process by which in-school 

adolescents are paired and guided to share information and activities that could help in 

avoiding risky sexual behaviour. 

Parental Financial  Status (PFS): This is the level of income, education, occupation and 

social prestige of parents of in-school adolescents. 

Self-Esteem: It means the value or worth of self that an in-school adolescent perceives 

based on subjective self-evaluation. 
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In-School Adolescents: These are secondary school students within the range of 10 to 20 

years.  
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CHAPTERITWO 

LITERATUREIREVIEW  

ThisIchapter deals with a reviewIof theIliteratureIrelevant to the study. This is done both 

theoretically and empirically. 

 

2.1I  TheoreticalIFramework 

2.1.1  Problem Behaviour Theory 

OneI of the remarkable theoriesIin explaining hazard taking isIProblemIBehaviour 

Theory (PBT), (JessorIandIJessor,I1977). PBTIconceptualizesIimmature hazardItaking 

as commitment inIthe practices that digress essentially fromIthe standards ofIthe 

dominantIculture. AdolescentsIthatIinvolve inIthe practices (e.g. risky sexualIconduct, 

medicate utilize, sexual action) really have conduct inclination issues. PBT accentuates 

social-natural and individual parts of juvenile hazard takingIand considers itIasIa 

maladaptiveIidentity characteristic (Shapiro, Siegel, Scovill and Hays, 2008). 

Consequently, a fewIof the hazard takingIresearchers, Shapiro et al., (2008) have 

grouped thisItheoryIin the identity approach. Then again, PBT's reformulation assesses 

chance taking rather as a formative normal for a youthful in late investigations. For 

instance, Jessor as referred to in ShapiroIetIal., (2008) contends that hazard takingIin 

adolescenceIcanIbe practical, purposive,Iinstrumental,Iand objective coordinated, and an 

essential piece of pre-adult improvement.  

 

Besides, Jessor (2011) contends that wellbeing compromising practices, for example, 

smoking, tranquilize utilize, drinking, and different kinds of comparable practices that go 

amiss individualsIfromIsocial standards canIbe produced byIadolescents because of the 

natural elements (e.g. peer weight, financial status). In addition, Jessor's Problem
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 Behaviour Theory accentuates the intellectual parts of hazard taking. At the end of the 

day, adolescents who have an inclination toward hazard taking conduct are portrayed by 

an arrangement of dispositions, recognition, and qualities aboutIthemselvesIandItheir 

condition (Alexander,IKim,IEnsminger,IJohnson, SmithIandIDolan, 2010). Accordingly, 

it appears that PBT sees chance taking as a typical piece of youthful improvement, 

alongside consideringIitIaImaladaptive identity quality. In JessorIandIJessor's view, in 

1977, conduct, seen condition and identity segments additionally include numerous 

social-mental factors.  

 

For instance, identity parts or personality components comprise of factors, for example, 

confidence, internal-outer locus of control, distance; seen condition segment comprises of 

factors, for example, parental control, peer control; and conduct segment comprises of 

factors, for example, issue drinking, liquor utilize, pot utilize, cigaretteIsmoking, and 

generalIfreak conduct (Jessor,IDanovan,IandICosta, 2011); as referred to inIRolisonIand 

SchermanI(2003). InIProblemIBehaviorITheory (PBT), Jessor (2011) utilized the idea of 

"inclination" in three frameworks (identity, seen condition, and conduct) to depict the 

inclination of adolescents' hazard taking practices. Inclination in identity framework is 

portrayed by low qualities on scholarly accomplishment, confidence, and religiosity, 

alongside more prominent resilience for aberrance and high qualities on independence 

(Shapiro, Siegel, Scovill and Hayes, 2008).  

 

Inclination in seen condition framework is prompted byIlow levelsIofIparental help and 

more prominent peerIinfluence on basic leadership. The issue conduct framework or 

problem behaviour system is into two subgroups; issue practices and ordinary practices. 

Inclination inIthis framework is described by lowIinvolvement in traditional practices 

andIhighIinvolvementIin issue practices. PBT recommends thatItheIindividuals whoIare 

profoundly involved in issue practices are the individuals who have the more elevated 

amounts of inclination in every one of the three of the frameworks (Shapiro, Siegel, 

Scovill, and Hays, 2008). Furthermore, PBT recommends thatIadolescentsIthat take part 

inIone kind of hazard taking conduct areIinclined to take part in different sorts of hazard 

taking conduct (Jessor,IDonovan,IandICosta, 2011). As such, adolescents whose 
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inclination is high in each of the three frameworks are more inclined to take part in 

excess of one hazard taking practices. 

 

2.1.2  Developmental Theory  

Individuals encounter an assortment of guidelines,Iroles, and connections duringIthe 

adolescenceIprocedure. DevelopmentalIview proposes that hazard takingIcan'tIbe 

definedIseparated fromIan individual'sIdevelopmental setting (LernerIandITubman, 

2011). A possibly riskyIconduct forIanIearly adolescent probably won't beIconsideredIas 

developmentallyIunsafe for a late immature. For instance, albeit sexualIintercourse is 

developmentallyIinappropriate forImulti-year-oldIpre-adult, it might be viewed as very 

regulating for an undergraduate, in spite of the way that such conduct is similarly risky 

for the two individuals. As it were, involving in hazard taking practices implies diverse 

things for more youthful and more seasoned adolescents, (Parsons, Siegel and Cousins, 

2007).  

 

FromIthe developmental pointIofIview, chance taking is seen as regulating and versatile 

for solid mental advancement (Baumrind, 2011) and conceptualized as a method for 

dealing with developmental undertakings, for example, self-governance and 

investigation. Ordinary and developmentally proper practices are regularizing and 

exploratory. On the other hand, obsessive and hazardous practices are seen as negative 

propensities. From typical/versatile viewpoint, experiencing a risky conduct gives an 

adolescent a genuine assessment of the results of that conduct. As it were, challenging 

beneficial encounters related with hazard add to judgments of adolescents. The 

adolescents in this way can settle on choices aboutIengaging or notIengaging inIsuch 

challengingIrisky circumstances. Something else, absence of experience may prompt 

errors inIjudgment when choices about hazard takingIareImade.  

 

Subsequently, developmentalIview contends thatIadolescents experiencingIsome level of 

risky practices can get a probability or some likeness thereof of intellectual headway in 

the hazard taking domain in the meantime. At the end of the day, theyImayIhave a 

chance toIlearn and discriminateIwhat conduct is probably going toIbeIrisky. As 

specified above, experiencingIsome level of hazard takingIduring theIadolescence is 
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acknowledged as regularizing by theIdevelopmentalIresearch. For instance, Baumrind 

(1987) recommended two unique sorts of hazard taking practices, which are named as 

neurotic and versatile. Versatile hazard taking gives adolescentsIincreased confidence, 

push resilience, andIinitiative asIsecondaryIgains (Baumrind and Moselle, 1985); as 

referred to in Siegel et al., 2004).  

 

Albeit a significant number ofItheIdevelopmental scholars have distinguished 

"experimenters"IasItheImost mentally soundIadolescents, thisIdoes not imply that 

exercises like medication utilize or unprotectedIsexIcould build up an immature mental 

wellbeing (Parsons, Siegel and Cousins, 2007). Be that as it may, itIwasIfound byIthe 

developmentalIresearchers that infrequent experimentationIof hazard taking practices 

(e.g. medicate utilize) is neither degenerate nor by and by ruinous (Baumrind, 1987; 

Shedler and Block, 2010). In this manner, chance taking can be viewed as a technique for 

developing ideal social and mental fitness, self-governance, independence,IandIself-

direction (Baumrind,I1987). 
 

2.1.3I  CognitiveIApproach Theory 

AccordingIto subjective (basic leadership) approach,Ia risky conduct canIbeIdefined as 

an activity requiringIsome possibility ofIa misfortune (Beyth-Marom,IAustin,IFischoff, 

Palmgren,IandIJacobs-Quadrel, 2003). From a choice theoryIviewpoint, 

choosingIaIrisky or non-risky activity is normal if the decision mirrors the significant 

qualities and convictions of the chief. Individuals who have distinctive qualities and 

convictions settle on various choices and activities under similar conditions. To think 

about or assess the discernment ofItheir conduct, one needsIto examineIthe segments of 

their individual basic leadershipIprocess, (Raiffa, 2008; Yates, 2010, 2002).  

 

As opposed to identity or personality, scholars, subjective scholars recommend that 

understandingIthe reasonsIofIhazard takingIis moreInoteworthy than considering the 

outcomes of these practices (ShapiroIetIal., 2008). This point of view concentrates more 

on underlying basic leadership procedure of engaging in risky conduct. At the end of the 

day, instead of simply analyzing results of the conduct, basic leadership approach talks 

about why and how individuals get involved in such practices.  
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Then again, basic leadership point of view underscores the contrasts between the grown-

ups' and adolescents' assessment procedure aboutIengagingIin hazard taking practices. 

Intellectual theoriesIof hazard taking, for example, AjzenIand Fishbeins (1980), theory of 

contemplated activity, and JanisIand Manns (1977), decisionalIbalanceItheory 

recommended thatIunder typical conditionsIindividuals can chooseIwhether to be 

involved inIthe risky conduct orInot (SiegelIetIal., 2004). Impression of dangers 

distinguishes the esteem andIthe advantages of the dangers. PsychologicalItheories 

accept thatIhaving information related with the expenses and the advantages of risky 

practices shield the individuals from engaging in those possibly destructive practices. 

Therefore, this methodology concentrates moreIonIexamining the recognition and 

advantages when making a choice aboutIengagingIor notIengaging in a risky action.  

 

An incredible greater part of research on the commitment of hazard recognition and 

obvious or glaring advantage to risky conduct recommends that hazard observation is 

huge and negative, and the apparent advantage is firmly and emphatically identified with 

involving in risky conduct. As such, involvement in hazard taking practices is inversely 

identified with seen dangers and straightforwardly identified with significantIbenefits 

(Ben-ZurIandIReshef-Kfir,I2003;IEssau,I2004). Therefore, subjective theories have 

added to youthful hazard-taking research regarding examining the basic leadershipIstyle 

of adolescentsIandIhave attempted to find the underlying components of hazard taking 

practices. In any case, Siegel et al., (2004) contend that psychological theories disregard 

the passionate intentions that drive an individual to participate in risky practices. Hence, 

an absolutely subjective methodology in explaining the adolescents' hazard taking might 

be inadequate.  

 

Hazard taking is viewed as an attribute impossible to miss toIan individualIlike 

sensation-seekingIandIconfidence. ResearchIon hazard taking regarding itsIconnection 

to identityIfactorIindicates that thereIexists a huge role of various qualities of identity 

includingIsensation-seeking (RolisonIandIScherman, 2003; Greene,IKrcmar,IWalters, 

Rubin,IandIHale, 2010); confidence (Wild,IFlisher,IBhana,IandILombard, 2004); locus 

ofIcontrol, KohlerI(2006), RolisonI(2002);Iimpulsivity, MooreIandIRosenthal (2003); 
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egocentrism,IGreeneIetIal., (2010); andIfive-factorIof identity, EssauI(2004) in 

explainingIhazard taking conduct. As an identity quality methodology, Zuckerman 

(2004) stresses the sensation-seeking in connection to chance taking. According 

toIZuckerman (2004) sensation-seeking is an identity attribute that gives 

individualsIsatisfying necessities of hazard taking. Moreover, one identity trademark 

alone isn't sufficient for clarification of hazard taking practices. Hence, while the impacts 

of single identity factors on hazard taking practices were investigated, identity overall 

was additionally examined as far as its consequences for hazard taking practices.  

 

For instance, EssauI(2004) investigated theIjob of five-factorImodel of identity usingI 

theIGoldbergsIfive-factorIidentityIinventory. Thus, ZuckermanIandIKuhlman (2010) 

examinedIthe impacts of identity on hazard takingIusing the Zuckermnan-Kuhlman five-

factor identity poll. Thus, identity quality methodology considers the relations between 

hazard taking practices and assortment of identity attributes, including the factors, for 

example, sensation-seeking, confidence, impulsivity,Iegocentrism,Iand locusIofIcontrol. 

With the exception of the studies that test the place of just a single or a few identity 

attributes, thereIexistIsome different kinds of hazard taking examinations that investigate 

the connections between hazard taking and identity all in all also. These investigations 

showed thatIsensation-seekingIhasImainly noteworthy role in explaining hazard taking 

practices of adolescents. 

 

2.1.4I  TheoryIof PlannedIBehaviour 

TheoryIof PlannedIBehaviour byIAjzen (2000) isIthe hypothetical system for this 

investigation which explains the connection among demeanours and conduct. It 

demonstrates that conduct is the immediate consequence of a social intention. TPB posits 

that individual conduct is activated by social intentions. TPB is isolated into three unique 

segments; these are mentality, emotional standards and observed social control. 

Disposition is the positive and negative feeling of an individual when performing a 

specific conduct. It is determined through an appraisal of the results of one's conviction.  

 

The emotional standard is anIindividual's recognition which dependsIon theIthinking of 

the general population who are vital to the individual. Thus, the inspiration of the 
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individual is according to the commitment of the opinion of other individuals. The 

individual will pursue the recognition and play out the conduct as the general population 

thinks about. Observable conduct control alludes to the impression of the individual and 

his capacity to play out the conduct. A specific conduct was performed dependent on a 

thought of internal and outside elements, both relating to past conduct.  

 

TPB can be utilized for social change. The employment of TPB adds to conduct intention 

and take part in social change. Be that as it may, for what reason are a few individuals not 

ready to participate in conduct change? For instance, an indiscriminate individual sees 

sex as a standout amongst the most fundamental physiological necessities. The state of 

mind and conduct of such individuals is that sex is extremely pleasant, even with various 

sexual accomplices. To the extent such individuals are concerned, sexual fulfillment 

exceeds every single other thing. To the extent emotional standard is concerned, it's 

anything but a wrongdoing to practice their entitlement to carry on the manner in which 

they need. Besides, such people may have a considerable measure of companions who 

carry on like them; claiming not to be distant from everyone else and exhibiting wanton 

conduct and that their training won't make any mischief themselves and their accomplices 

since they rehearse safe sex. Indiscriminate people guarantee likewise that through their 

conduct, no law is broken and can in this manner draw in with many sex accomplices. 

Clearly, such individuals need a positive attitude to societal emotional standards and 

positive support from society, family, and companions.  

 

Hopeless parental connection during youth results to discipline conduct (McLeish, 

Paetzold and Rholes, 2010). The kind of relationship one has is influenced by the 

association with their parental figure during youth. A man who experienced insufficient 

association with the guardians during youth is less inclined to encounter an anchored 

connection during adulthood. Subsequently, such a man is probably going to encounter 

insecurity, tension and even absence of confidence. Individuals with this poor connection 

style are by and large liable to dismiss long haul associations with a certain individual. 

Such people search for here and now relationship in a request to make up for the loss of 

security. The other high hazard bunches are individuals who are well disposed or socially 

dominant or either hostile and will, in general, be all the more sexually unbridled. 
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Moreover, it is interesting that warm individuals will, in general, be indiscriminate. Truth 

be told, they do it as a declaration of their glow to other individuals. Notwithstanding 

that, warm individuals have sexual relations with various individuals since they think 

about sexual experience as a positive demonstration of their kindness or love. Then again, 

because of the dread of abuse and dismissal, chilly and hostile individuals may like to 

have different accomplices in request to abstain from being in monogamous sexual 

connections. Such people are persuaded to take part in here and now mating as the 

individual can fulfill the sexual want and continue to maintain their interpersonal 

separation with their collaborator (Markey and Markey, 2007).  

 

Promiscuous individuals are one of the high hazard gatherings of infringement of law. 

Infringement of law is a dangerous medical issue. There is no "supernatural occurrence 

pill" or injection to fix it. There is a saying that goes along these lines: "Anticipation is 

superior to fix". One may know the real reasons for infringement of law, yet not know 

how to forestall it, particularly for an unbridled individual. These easygoing and 

unrestrained sexual individuals can have sexual intercourse whenever and at anyplace to 

fulfill their sexual habit. The majority of them wouldn't care less about the outcomes. 

However, education is the best path to this social test.  

 

ToIput the definitionIinto straightforwardIterms: a man'sIvolitional (intentional) conduct 

isIanticipated by hisIstate of mindItoward that conductIand how heIthinksIother 

individualsIwould see himIon the off chanceIthat he playedIout theIconduct. AIman's 

mentality, combined with emotionalIstandards, frames his social intention. FishbeinIand 

Ajzen (1975) recommend, be that as it may, that demeanours and standards are not 

weightedIsimilarly in predicting conduct. Indeed, depending on theIindividualIandIthe 

circumstance, these elements mayIhaveIaltogether differentIconsequences for social 

intention; consequently, aIweight is relatedIwithIevery one of theseIvariables inIthe 

prescientIrecipe ofIthe theory. ForIinstance, you mayIbe the kind of individual who 

thinks about whatIothersIthink. If so, the abstract standards would convey little weight in 

predicting your conduct (Miller, 2005).  
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Mill (2005) defines every one ofIthe threeIparts of theItheory as followsIand usesIthe 

case ofIembarking on another activity programme to delineate theItheory:  

Attitudes: Attitude implies the aggregate of convictions aboutIa specific conduct 

weightedIby assessments ofIthese convictions. Individuals may have the convictions that 

activity is useful for wellbeing, that activity makes individual look great, that activity 

takes excessive time, and that activity is uneasy. Every one ofItheseIconvictions canIbe 

weightedI(e.g., medical problems may beImore imperative toIyou thanIissues ofItime 

andIsolace).  

Subjective Norms: Subjective standard is the influence of individuals in that singular 

person's social condition on the conductIintentions; theIconvictions of individuals, 

weighted by the significance one ascribes to every one of theirIopinions, willIinfluence 

one's socialIintention. Individuals may have a few companions whoIare energetic, eager 

or enthusiastic exercisers and continually urge individual to join. In any case, the mate 

may incline toward a more inactive way of life and laugh at the individuals whoIwork 

out. The convictions ofIthese individuals, weightedIby the significance credited to every 

one of the opinions, willIinfluence social intention to work out, which will prompt 

conduct, to practice or not work out.  

Behavioural Intention: It is an element of the two states of mind toward conduct and 

emotional standards toward that conduct, which has been found to foresee genuine 

conduct. For instance, as a representation, individual's states of mind aboutIexercise 

combinedIwith the abstract standards aboutIexercise, each withItheir very ownIweight, 

willIlead toIintention to work out (orInot), whichIwillIthen prompt genuine conduct.  

 

The theory of contemplated activity or reasoned action has gotten impressive and, 

generally, legitimate consideration withinItheIfield of purchaser conduct. 

NotIexclusively doesIthe model seem to anticipate shopper or consumerIintentionsIand 

conduct great, it additionally gives a moderately basic premise to identifying where and 

how to focus on buyers' social change endeavours (Sheppard, Hartwick and Warshaw, 

2008). Sound et al., (2002) say that the TPB has been tried in various investigations 

crosswise over numerous regions includingIdieting (Sejwacz,IAjzen,IandIFishbein, 

2010), usingIcondoms (Greene,IHale,IandIRubin, 2007), consumingIhereditarily 

engineeredIsustenance (Sparks,IShepherd,IandIFrewer, 2005), andIlimiting sun 
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introduction (Hoffman 2009). Sheppard et al., (2008) couldn't help contradicting the 

theory yet made certain exemptions for certain circumstances when it is affirmed thatIa 

conductIintention measureIwillIforesee the executionIof anyIdeliberateIdemonstration, 

exceptIif intent changes beforeIexecution orIexcept if the intentionImeasure doesInot 

compare to the social basisIregardingIactivity, target, setting, time period as well as 

specificity. Along these lines, with reference to the above precedent, if before exercising 

a therapeutic condition is found, this may influence conduct intention.  

 

Along these lines within the theory of contemplated activity, wellbeing safety measures 

for safe sex should spread to the general public, particularly for the unbridled gathering 

through various projects, for example, crusade, handout, wellbeing stall et cetera. It 

increases the mindfulness towards discipline that won't prompt infringement of the law. 

Educating individuals on the significance of safe sex; that is, continually using a condom 

while having sexual intercourse ensures themselves or others against sexually transmitted 

sickness. A set of individuals act wantonly because of the mental issue of not 

experiencing adequate association with their parental figure during adolescence (McLeish 

et al., 2010). Thus, the medicinal services professionals can collaborate with the clinician 

to give counselling to the unbridled individuals. The helpline and different assets ought to 

be effortlessly available to everybody. Therapists and medicinal services suppliers can 

compose their wellbeing stall at jammed submit in a request to elevate their exercises to 

the general population. This will give support and techniques for how to dispose of the 

indiscipline. 

 

2.2     Conceptual Review  

2.2.1   Adolescence 

AdolescenceIis theItransitionalIgrowth period betweenIthe end of childhoodIandIthe 

beginning of adulthood. It means a time frame of significant organic, intellectual, mental, 

and financial change. During this period, adolescents achieve physical and sexual 

development, grow more modern reasoning capacities and settle on educational and word 

related choices that influence their growth processes (Harter and Monsour, 2002). These 

ordinary changes that happen in adolescence have critical ramifications for understanding 
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the kinds of dangers that adolescents take part in as they build up their personalities and 

separate from families (Steinberg, 2002). Adolescence gives interesting chances to 

development and improvement as investments in general mental, other worldly and 

physical wellbeing and prosperity (Friedman, 2009).  

 

In any case, middle adolescence is regularly connected with an emotional increase in 

wellbeing compromising practices, for example, the utilization of liquor and illicit 

substances among others. Secured sexual and physical well-being empowers adolescents 

to benefit as much as possible from these years which in turn give a sound establishment 

to the grown-up years. Similarly essential are the way of life designs that are embraced 

during this time of fast change and development that are so frequently continued into 

adulthood. These influence long haul results and the danger of developing incessant 

ailments. In this manner, the investigation of risky practices in adolescence is essential 

for gaining information to help preventive administrations and approach execution for the 

treatment of perpetual and dysfunctional behaviour. Lobby (2004) who was the principal 

analyst to propel a brain science of adolescence, defined this period to begin at 

pubescence atIaroundI12 or 13Iyears, and endIlate, betweenI22 yearsItoI25 yearsIold. 

CorridorIadditionallyIdepicted adolescence asIaItime of Sturm und Drang (i.e. storm and 

stress). Change through development and improvement during adolescence happens on 

numerous levels. Individual changes that happen are illogic development, subjective 

improvement and mental or enthusiastic advancement (Hall, 2004).  

 

Moreover, psychosocial changes happen with regards to the adolescents' families, peer 

groupings, schools and working environments. The time of adolescenceIcanIbe 

additionally subdivided intoIthree distinctIstages: earlyIadolescenceI(agesI11 to14), 

middleIadolescenceI(agesI15ItoI17) andIlateIadolescenceI(agesI18ItoI20). According 

to Fischer’s (1980) cognitive developmental theory, when examining these phases of 

adolescence from the cognitive and psychosocial development, early adolescence can be 

characterized as being primarily focused on theIchanges thatIoccur as aIresult of puberty 

including constructing thoughts and abstractions about one’s self, (Fischer; Harter and 

Monsour, 2002).  
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During middle adolescence, the individual begins to compare personal abstractions to the 

adolescent’s perception of others. This period is distinguished by peer orientation and 

participation in the typical adolescent concerns: music, clothing, appearance and 

acceptable behaviour. The transition to formal operations that occur in the middle to late 

adolescence is an accomplished tendency to assimilate social information to self-

regarding ideations (Elkind, 2007; Frankenberger, 2010). Within Piagetian theory, 

intellectual growth and development is summarized by the concept of egocentrism. 

 

Egocentrism can be further explained by the three intellectual processes that adolescents 

experience, identified by Elkind (2007) as pseudo-stupidity, imaginary audience and 

personal fable as part of their intellectual growth and development. In pseudo-stupidity, 

the adolescent has a tendency to implement abstract thinking to a situation when concrete 

thinking processes are all that is required. As a result, adolescents will make more 

intellectually complex moves than is warranted. Imaginary audience occurs when an 

adolescent is preoccupied with the belief that others are obsessed with behaviour and 

appearance as an individual is (Elkind, 2007). However, the adolescent does recognize 

that one’s thoughts and beliefs are different from those of others (Greene, 2010). During 

this phase of intellectual growth and development, the adolescent may think “everyone 

must be looking at how nice my outfit is today”. 

 

The actions of adolescents that often appear self-destructive and most pertinent toIhigh–

riskIbehaviours, such asIsexualIrisk and substanceIuse behaviours, characterize the 

intellectual process of the personal fable (Elkind, 2007). Consistent with the adolescent 

ego believing that the individual is the center of attention, this belief being special often 

translates into thoughts of not being subject to natural as pertain to others. For example, 

an adolescent may think, others will get pregnant, but not me; brothers get into a car 

accident while drinking and driving but not me because I am a good driver. Basically, it 

is a story that teens tell which is not true; a personal fable. Although all of the intellectual 

processes provide a good explanation of egocentrism in adolescents, the personal fable 

may provide the best explanation regarding the link between cognitive and behavioural 

development and risk-taking behaviours in adolescence. 
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2.2.2  Adolescent RiskyISexualIBehaviour 

RiskyIsexualIbehaviour is a fundamental concept in the understanding of adolescents. A 

clear understanding of what risky sexual behaviour means is necessary because there 

seems to be widespread misconception that risky sexual behaviour is all about issues 

related to sexual intercourse and on the basis of this misconception, some programmesIof 

riskyIsexualIbehaviour inINigeria have faced steep opposition. Therefore,Ithe definition 

of riskyIsexualIbehaviour is a necessary step in examining the scope and content ofIrisky 

sexualIbehaviour proposed in this study. RiskyIsexualIbehaviour can beIdefined in 

various ways. TheImost evident path is according toIthe conduct itself: 

unprotectedIvaginal, oral, or butt-centric intercourse. A second way alludes to the idea of 

an accomplice: HIV positive individual, intravenous medication client, or non-exclusive 

accomplice. RiskyIsexualIconduct can take a fewIstructures, ranging fromIan expansive 

numberIof sexualIaccomplices, or engagingIin riskyIsexualIexercises, toIsexual 

intercourseIaffectedIbyIsubstances, forIexample, liquorIorIcocaine (Hall, 2004, 

Kalichman,ISimbayi,IKaufman, Cain,ICherry, Jooste,IandIMathiti,I2005), while 

describing what comprises risky sexual conduct observed that risky sexual conduct has 

been recognized in various examinations to include: (1) having at least two sex 

accomplices in the past 3 months; (2) having vaginal or butt-centric intercourse without 

prophylactics that shield from STIs and HIV infection; (3) engaging in sexual intercourse 

that involve blood contact in the previous 2 or 3 months; (4) a background marked by 

STD infections, and (5) having a past filled with injection tranquilize using or having an 

accomplice who had a background marked by injection sedate using.  

 
Falaye (2012), corroborating the definitions and clarifications of riskyIsexual conduct 

amongIadolescents stated that reviews on the sexual and regenerative standards of 

conduct of youngsters inINigeriaIhave demonstrated thatIearly beginning ofIsexual 

movement andIearly relational unions are profoundly pervasive as proved by the middle 

ageIat firstImarriage ofI16.6Iyears; rangingIfromI14.6 inIthe North West toI21.3Iyears 

in the South West accordingIto the National Demographic and Health Survey (NDHS) 

(2003). The results of these include undesirable pregnancies, perilous premature births 

andIsexuallyItransmittedIinfections, HIV/AIDSIinclusive. TheI2005 nationalIHIVIsero-
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predominance overview directed atIsentinel stake natal considerationIclinics detailed a 

rateIofI3.6% andI4.7% for youngsters matured 15-19Iyears andI20-24Iyears separately. 

TheseIhaveIlong-haul outcomes, for example, infertilityIandIincreasedIrates ofImaternal 

mortalityIand grimness (National Demographic and Health Survey (NDHS; 2003).  

 

A few examinations have been done by researchers as a show of the substance and 

incidences or signs of sexual hazard among adolescents and the elements promoting risky 

or other sexual conduct among youngsters. In one investigation, Blum, Beuhring, Shew, 

Bearinger, Sieving, and Resnick (2010), more elevated amounts of incomes corresponded 

with a postponement of sexual intercourse and lower recurrence of sexual activity. What's 

more, the authors discovered that adolescents from low-income families, young people 

raised by single guardians and dark young people are measurably more prone to have had 

sexual intercourse before the finish of adolescence. From a natural outlook, positive 

family connections and parental help and supervision all through adolescence are basic in 

preventing immature risky conduct (Blum et al., 2010). This can be better comprehended 

through hypothetical builds that place an accentuation on ecological qualities and 

connections as having an influence on conduct.  

 

In Kenya, Lama (2010) detailed male and female sexual intercourse predominance of 

82.4 percent and 46.5 separately among pre-adult secondary school young ladies in 

Nairobi. Correspondingly among Kenyan understudies reviewed in the late 1990s, 48 

percent of guys in grade school and 69 percent of guys in secondary schools were a 

sexually dynamic contrast with 17 percent and 27 percent of young ladies in essential and 

secondary schools individually (Kiragu, 2011). The investigations record the way that a 

larger number of guys than females answered to having sexual experiences. In Ivory 

Coast, Kobayashi et al., (2011) revealed a commonness of sexual movement of 23.8 

among female understudies that were studied.  

 

A study carried out in Nigeria by Amazing and Sobolewski (2007), indicated that sexual 

movement increases with increasing age. These scholars discovered that the extent of 

sexually dynamic understudies increasedIfrom 26Ipercent of 14Iyears ofIage to 54-55 

percentIof 18 to 19 years of age in an investigation involving 2,640 understudies in South 
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East Nigeria. Thus, the 2010 NationalIDemographicIandIHealthISurvey (NDHS) of 

adolescents in Nigeria announcedIthat the level of unmarried females who have engaged 

in sexual relations increased from 26% among the 15-19 years of age to 66% among the 

20 – 24 years of age (McCauley and Salter, 2005).  

 

Slap, Lot, Danyan andtZink’s (2003) research carried out in Plateau State, Nigeria, 

revealed pervasiveness of 42.7% and 23.2% among male and female secondary school 

understudies separately inIa studyIofIadolescents matured 12-21Iyears. In this 

investigation, the sexual movement was accounted for by 42% of understudies from 

polygamous families contrasted with 28% from monogamous families. Different factors 

that were observed to be independently connected with sexual movement included male 

sex, seniority and lower feeling of connectedness with guardians, having a dead parent, 

family, polygamy and lower educational level of guardians. Similarly, Ajuwon’s (2011) 

investigation of sexual pressure among immature in Ibadan, Nigeria, demonstrated that 

65% ofImaleIandI48% ofIfemale disciples wereIsexually dynamic as opposed toI32% of 

maleIandI24% of female understudies individually. In an examination in Port Harcourt, 

Nigeria, the pervasiveness of sexual intercourse among female immature understudies 

was observed to be 25.7% withI34.3%Iof the understudies havingIintercourseImoreIthan 

once per week (Anochie and Ikpeme, 2011).  

 

The study of Sunmola (2003) in Niger State, revealedIthat 64 percentIofImaleIand 36 

percentIofIfemale understudies matured 11 to 25 years were sexually dynamic, with 

addition out-of-school (55 percent) than in-school (45 percent) respondents and more 

guys (64percent) than females (36 percent) being sexually dynamic. In the investigation, 

recurrence of respondents' sexual intercourse went from 0 to 13 times in the previous 

multi-week before the overview. Greater part of them (84.4 percent) announced having 

had sexual experiences somewhere in the range of 1 and 6 times during the period, 

however marginally more guys (54 percent) than females (46 percent) were in this class. 

Different examinations report commonness of sexual intercourse of 40% of pre-adult in 

Ilorin and 55 percent ofIin-schoolIadolescents in numerous southIeastern regions ofIthe 

nation (Areoye and Fakeye, 2008). In a study of in excess of 5,500 urban young people 
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matured 12-24 years, Makinwa and Adebusoye (2002) saw that 44IpercentIofIfemales 

and 37 percentIof guys hadIencountered sexualIintercourse.  

 

A few studies have shown abnormal state of sex involving adolescents with different 

partners across Nigeria and other African nations. For instance, Nnko et al., (2011) found 

in their investigation that eleven young men claimed having something like 4 

accomplices and young men revealed a sum of 8 easy-going accomplices. In Dar-es-

Salaam, Tanzania, 49.5% of sexually dynamic guys revealed in excess of five-lifetime 

accomplices (Mwakagile, 2011) contrasted and 14.1% of females. In Nigeria, Jinadu and 

Odesami (2003) detailed that 59.9% of male secondary school understudies; aged 15-

19years had numerous accomplices, including business sex specialists within the 

previous one year. Another examination by Olaseha and Alao (2011) in Ibadan, Nigeria 

indicates that 28% of the overviewed understudies had somewhere in the range of 2 and 5 

accomplices. Studies have indicated that guys will probably report having numerous 

accomplices than females.  

 

A review of in-schoolIandIout-of-school adolescents by Ajuwon etIal., (2011) revealed 

that male understudies showed an average of 7 accomplices, contrasted with 3 among 

male understudies and somewhere in the range of 1 and 2 among female gatherings. In 

Lagos, Nigeria, Odunjinrin (2011) discovered that 35 percent of the sexually dynamic 

female pre-adult and older guys report that they maintain in excess of one sexual 

accomplice within non-conjugal relations. In Benin, 35 percent of youthful school young 

ladies had different sexual accomplices, while in Lagos 75 percent of sexually dynamic 

juvenile understudies announced that the understudies had in excess of twoIpartners 

(OlokoIandIOmoboye, 2003). AmongIuniversity of Ibadan adolescent undergraduates, 

48%Ihad multipleIsexualIpartners (OladepoIandIBrieger, 2004). In another study in the 

same institution, Iwuagwu et al., (2010) reported that the number of sexual partners range 

from 10-23 with a mean of 3.4 among female students studied. 

 

2.2.4  Factors Influencing Adolescent Risky Sexual Behaviour 

While exploring the components influencing youthful sexual conduct inIPlateauIState, 

Nigeria, Envuladu, VandeKwaak, Zwanikken,IandIZoakah,I(2017) observed that 
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numerous variables, for example, poor negotiating aptitudes, low confidence, sex 

standards and peer pressure have been recognized to influence the sexual conduct of 

adolescents in setting and in the development procedure in Nigeria similarly for what it's 

worth in different networks on the planet. Numerous variables go about as drivers to 

immature sexual initiation and explanations behind sexual conduct. AmongIthe best 

reasonsIgiven byIadolescents who partook inIa nationalIoverview crosswise overI12 

statesIof Nigeria for theirIsexual action were: the show of affection, to infer delight, to 

have some good times and to fulfill curiosity. Others then again said they were 

constrained into sex or had intercourse for the financial and material gain (Folayan, 

Odetoyinbo, Brown, and Harrison, 2014). Proof likewise has been accounted for of 

contrasts in factorial influence of sexual conduct between the educated and ignorant 

adolescents.  

 

Monetary status has been found as a basic factor in the influence of adolescents' sexual 

conduct (Fatusi, and Blum, 2014). TheIinequality-look by NigerianIfemales, dependent 

on the sex standards puts the guys over the females. This has adversely influenced the 

females to affirm their rights in issues concerning sexual aura and exercises. Youthful 

females are socially subjugated to male counterparts and this makes one yields or submits 

to the guys at the danger of pregnancy and other negative outcomes of sexual intercourse 

at this age. This is a direct result of the apparent prevalence of the guys and the desire 

that the females ought to dependably submit to the requests of the youthful male (Makwe 

and Ahmad, 2014). There are different factors likewise influencing the risky sexual 

conduct of adolescents that are deserving of notice in this work. Mental factors for 

instance, extroversion, prosperity, confidence; conduct factors for instance early 

beginning of sexual action, liquor andItobacco-utilize; and socialIfactors (e.g.Ifamily 

structure,IparentalImonitoring andIsupport) are altogether linkedIto immature risky 

sexual conduct, (Kalina, 2012).  

  

Mental variables such as confidence, prosperity, religiousness and individual qualities 

have appeared to be related to sexual conduct, Mann et al., (2004). For instance, 

confidence assumes an imperative role in hazard taking conduct that may likewise be 

applicable to sexual hazard conduct however clearly not convincing, Mann, et al., (2004). 
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A few different examinations e.g. from DaviesIetIal., (2003), LejuezIetIal., (2004) and 

PrestonIetIal., (2004) bolster theIlinkIbetweenIlow confidence andIrisky sexual conduct, 

for instance earlyIsexualIintercourse, inconsistentIpreventative andIcondom-utilize and 

the outcomes ofIsexual hazard conduct, for example, undesirable pregnancies and STI. 

  

Various different elements, for example, desired education level and mental prosperity 

have been related to risky sexual conducts; however, the proof remains inconclusive. A 

higher goal level has for the most part appeared to be related to less risky sexual conduct, 

Bonnel et al., (2005). Likewise, some different examinations show the essential roles of 

mental components, especially stress, tension and depressive inclination, on adolescents' 

wellbeing risky conduct CallasIetIal., (2004); KlavsIetIal., (2005). The relationship 

between identity qualities and sexual hazard taking has been recreated over different 

investigations, Hagger-JohnsonIetIal., (2011). Eysench discovered that extraverts would, 

in general, support more good states of mind than didIintroverts towards having 

numerous sex accomplices and tryingIout various sexualIpositions. ExtravertsIlikewise 

occupied with sexualIintercourse at more youthful agesIthan introvertsIand additionally 

havingIsexImore every now and again with some a larger number of accomplices than 

introverts. Eysench (1975); same have been found among extraversion and more 

indiscriminate sexual wants, Costal et al, (1992). In any case, the steadiest indicatorIof 

sexualIhazard takingIis sensationIseeking Hagger-JohnsonIetIal., (2011).  

 

Social factors includingIfamilyIstructure, parentingIpractices, and peersIwere as often as 

possible found as important elements regarding risky sexual conduct of adolescents, 

(DiClement etIal., 2001; SieverdingIetIal., 2005; WightIetIal., 2006; PotardIetIal., 2008; 

DeIGraafIetIal., 2010). The familial condition is aImultidimensional build contained in 

the heterogeneous mental andIsocial components, DiClementeIetIal., (2001). TheIfamily 

framework andIitsIinfluences on immature sexualIconduct canIbe seen in two structures: 

(1) Family structure variable made up of single parenting, social monetary status and 

parental education, (2) Process factors which comprise of parentalImonitoringIand 

support,Iconnectedness, correspondence among guardians and kid and nature of 

relationship. These elements are better noted while working on the demeanour of 

adolescents with respect to their sexual conduct results.  
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To the extent immature peers and others are concerned, it ends up observable that during 

the time spent developing, adolescents attempt to build up personal characters and set up 

complex informal community move from the family to the social condition. This wide 

ecological degree targets factors, for example, peers, neighbourhood, and school 

condition. During adolescence, peers turn into a vital wellspring ofImodeling, 

reinforcement, andIsupportIconcerningItheir very own conduct, qualities and conviction 

framework (ForehandIandIWierson, 1993). In this way peers' practices and states of 

mind are identified with juvenile sexual conduct particularly thoseIadolescentsIwhose 

peersIareIsexually dynamic themselves, Miller et al., (2000). PeersIduringIadolescence 

areIthe special wellsprings ofIinformation aboutIsexuality. Along these lines, their 

conduct may fill in as a reference standard for others with high capability of effect 

(PotardIetIal.,2008). 

2.2.5  Consequences of Risky Sexual Behaviour among Adolescents 

Each movement of man has its consequence(s). Risky sexual conduct in adolescents is 

basic notwithstanding the way that it has its consequences. A portion of people matured 

15 to 19 have attempted vaginal sex, the greater part has attempted oral sex, and about 

11% have attempted butt-centric sex. Recognizable additionally is the way that early 

sexual introduction is related to the quantity ofIlifetimeIsexual accomplices. AboutI40% 

of people agedI15 toI19 haveIhad numerous sexual accomplices and this extent increases 

withIage (Sandfort, Orr, Hirsch, Santelli, 2008; Rector, Johnson, Noyes, Martin, 2003. 

Gindi, (2003) remarked that as of late, an ever increasing number of adolescents are 

engaging in oral and butt-centric sex. Numerous adolescents, he says, think these sexual 

exercises are protected on the grounds that pregnancy appears not to happen. Be that as it 

may, humanIimmunodeficiencyIvirus infection (HIV)Iand numerous otherIsexually 

transmittedIinfections (STIs, for example, herpes,Ichlamydia, gonorrhea, andIsyphilis are 

effortlessly transmittedIduring oral and butt-centric sex. The danger ofIacquiring anISTI 

during butt-centric sex isIhigh, a direct result of lower inside gashes and injury during 

butt-centric intercourse. These cuts and tears in the butt-centric mucosa make possible 

conditions that encourage infection, Halperin, (1999).  
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ApproximatelyI19ImillionInew STI cases happen in the UnitedIStates of America, 

(USA) everyIyear, aboutIhalf in people agedI15 to 24. The mostIwell-knownIinfections 

includeIchlamydia, humanIpapilloma virus (HPV), andItrichomoniasis. TheseIthree 

account forI88%Iof every single new case in adolescentsIand youthful grown-ups 

(Weinstock, Cates, Berman, 2004). Gonorrhea is another very regular infection. Most 

outstanding rates of gonorrhea are found in ladies and young ladies matured 15 to 19, yet 

the illness isIasymptomatic inI85% ofIinfected guys and over half in females. Gonorrhea 

mayIharmIjoints, theIheart, or the brainIif not treated. BothIchlamydia andIgonorrhea 

likewiseIincrease the danger of HIVIinfection byIthree to four folds, Hanson, Poner, 

Hassig, (2005). Again, if not treated may prompt pelvic inflammatory malady (PID), 

infertility, pelvic pain, and ectopic pregnancies, Taylor, (2008). 
 

The consequencesIof risky sexualIbehaviour amongIadolescents can also be viewed from 

the angle of Abdullahi’s (2013) submission that the consequences of pre-marital sex 

could be very detrimental to the adolescent. This seems applicable because the 

adolescents addressed in this study are secondary school students who are not married 

yet. Assuming a few of the adolescents are even married, the issue is that the subject 

matter is riskyIsexual behaviourIamong in-schoolIadolescents. A singular act of sexual 

risk may lead to regrets after, either because it leads to pregnancy and then to exposure 

and expulsion from school, the loss of ones virginity, or some other disappointment. Male 

students might believe that one needs to take a kind of drug to facilitate approaching a 

female student for sex. If and when this practice is repeated, there is a tendency for the 

adolescent to get hooked on drugs. Another consequence of riskyIsexualIbehaviour is the 

issueIof unwantedIpregnancy. Since the occurrenceIofIpregnancy isInot determined by 

the number of times one has sex; that single time of sexual activity might result into 

pregnancy. The question then becomes “What is the business of a secondary school 

student with pregnancy?” 

 

Sometimes it is the case of bondage where an adolescent keeps giving in to sex to avoid 

her secrets being leaked. There might be loss of self-respect if for example an adolescent 

in the process of trying to be popular or generous gives him/herself to risky sexual 

activity. This could turn out to be that there is regular demand for repeated sex or even 
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gang raping. The end result apart from other things would be a loss of one’s integrity or 

self-respect. While these risky sexual behaviours are going on, the character of the 

individuals are getting corrupted. Depression is yet another consequence of risky sexual 

behaviour. Sex that is founded on economic reasons, to settle social rift between two 

individuals, or founded on drugs, may lead to disappointment and consequently 

depression, fear of the future, poor academic performance, loss of parental support, etc., 

and the guilt of having done what the society frowns at that will even produce a 

regrettable result (Abdullahi and Umar, 2013).Looking at the result of adolescent risky 

sexual behaviour from the stand point of emotion consequences, early sexual movement 

and numerous sex organization are additionally connected with pain and suffering from 

broken connections, a feeling of selling out and abandonment, disarray about sentimental 

feelings, adjusted confidence, sadness, (Hallfors, Waller, Bauer, Ford, and Halpern, 

2005), and impeded capacity to shape solid long-haul connections, (Malhotra, 2008). 

 

2.2.6  Integrative Psychotherapy 

Integrative psychotherapeutic intervention (IPI) according to Arkowitz (1989) grasps the 

mentality towards the training that confirms the inherent estimation of every individual. 

The expression "integrative" has various meanings. Integrative as utilized here, implies 

the bringing together of the fullIfeeling, psychological, conduct, andIphysiological 

frameworksIwithin aIman, with a familiarity with theIsocial andItranspersonalIparts of 

the frameworks surrounding the individual. TheseIideas are used within aIpoint ofIview 

of human improvement inIwhich each periodIof life presents uplifted formative 

undertakings, requireIsensitivities, emergencies, andIopen doorsIfor newIlearning.  

 

The utilization of interpretation in Integrative Psychotherapy is gone for facilitatingIthe 

client's revelation ofIconflictual inspirations that haveIbeen beforehand averted fromIthe 

client's mindfulness, (Beutler, Engle, Mohr, Daldrup, Bergan, Meredith and Merry 2011). 

Likewise, interventions, for example, reflection, showdown, and two-seat systems are 

utilized byIhumanistic advisors to increaseIthe client'sIconsciousness of verifiable 

passionate encounters andIunfulfilledIneeds. By allowingIthe clientIto find or better 

comprehend imperative parts ofIself, these methods basically give new points of view, 
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meanings, orIpurposes thatIcan manage clientsIin adoptingIdistinctive methods for 

treatingIthemselves, copingIwith challenges of life, andIinteracting withIothers (Frank, 

2011). This, obviously, is consummately reliable with the objectives of integrative 

restorative intervention. The trouble, nonetheless, isIto knowIwhen, or potentially with 

whomIit is more helpful toIwork with these systems as opposed to with psychological 

relabeling techniques made reference to above.  

 

Clinical encounters recommend that integrative remedial intervention mayInot beIas 

useful when the interventions are seenIby clientsIas beingIthe mandate, (GoldfriedIand 

Castonguay, 2013). Observational researchIhas additionally shown thatIclients with an 

abnormal state of reactance, resists identity controlled by others, advantage less from a 

mandated treatment, for example, integrative restorative intervention than from a 

nondirective treatment, (Beutler and Clarkin, 2010). Accordingly, understudies were 

trained to be mindful ofIpotential markersIof client reactanceIand to move their 

specialized methodology from subjective relabelingIto interventionsIcommonly utilized 

inIexploratory treatment. Using a type of a specialist advisor, for instance, showing 

understudies how client-focused specialists can enable clients to changeItheir view of self 

by reflecting specific parts of the client's involvement.  

 

Understudies are instructed that as opposed to deliberately and as often as possible 

attacking the rationale, method of reasoning, or versatile estimation of the clients' 

musings, subjective conduct specialists can quietly reformulateIcertain parts of the 

client's understanding and bit by bit questionItheIclient's view ofIself (Cyr and Lecomte, 

2013). The International Integrative Psychotherapy Association, checked on in 2009 

stated that IntegrativeIPsychotherapy is defined as the integration of componentsIfrom 

variousIschools of psychotherapyIin the treatmentIof a client. IntegrativeIPsychotherapy 

may likewiseIallude to the psychotherapeuticIprocedure of integrating the identity while 

trying to join the fullIofIfeeling, subjective, social and physiologicalIframeworks within 

that individual, (Beutler et al., 2011). Along these lines, Integrative Psychotherapy or 

integrativeIcounselling is a combined wayIto deal withIpsychotherapyIthat brings 

together unique componentsIofIparticularItreatments.  
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Integrative specialists' contention is that thereIis noIsingle methodology that canItreat 

every clientIin all circumstances. The understanding and outlook that every individual or 

counsellee should be considered as entire and that counselling systems along these lines 

must be customised to the individual needs and individual conditions (Castonguay, 

Goldfried, Hayes, Raue, Wiser and Shapiro, 2010). Therapists concur that all hypotheses 

have the qualities, regardless of whether their sources or fundamental principles appear to 

be opposing to other people. A realistic or a hypothetical methodology can be embraced 

while fusing schools of psychotherapy. For this situation, down to earth experts could 

mix a few hypotheses from a couple of schools with a few procedures; such are once in a 

while called varied psychotherapies and are simply worried about what works 

(Castonguay et al., 2010).  

 

Then again, different advisors should seriously think about themselves to be hypothetical 

as they combine their speculations. These specialists are the ones called integrative 

psychotherapists who are worried about what works, as well as why it works (Norcross, 

2005). Integrative counselling maintains theIpossibility that thereIare numerousImanners 

by which humanIbrain scienceIcan be investigatedIandIcomprehended in the light of the 

fact that no one hypothesis holds the response to human difficulties, emergencies or 

issues. Integrative Psychotherapy in this manner lies vigorously on a type of multi-

modular bundle or evaluation to theImost fittingItreatment methods forIspecific clients 

withItheir extraordinary mental profiles and conditions (Beutler et al., 2011).  

 

The point of Integrative Psychotherapy is to advance healing and facilitating wholeness 

of the client. It guarantees that all levels of a man's being and functioning are expanded to 

their maximum capacity be it mental, physical or enthusiastic wellbeing (Cyr and 

Lecomte, 2013). The procedure that a client will experience must guarantee that the client 

is focused on self-investigation and be involved in an open recognizable proof of the 

elements in life that have been causing issues and therefore that in the act of Integrative 

Psychotherapy, the client would not have framed an opinion, desire or state of mind 

heretofore, (Foa and Kozak, 2006). This aura empowers the client to be centered on the 
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feelings of dread and damages that farthest point their mental opportunity and have the 

capacity to perceive particular triggers that might cause problematic examples of conduct.  

 

Through this mindfulness, Integrative Psychotherapy makes a sound partnership among 

mind and body empowering clients to begin setting objectives and practicing new 

practices. This further aid in offering newIviewpoints at the levelsIof hypothesisIand 

practice cooperative energy or blendIof various modelsIof identityIfunctioning 

psychopathology, and mentalIchange, Cyr and Lecomte, (2013). Integrative treatment 

anyway involves grounding oneself in one arrangement of psychotherapy yet with a view 

toward specifically incorporating (assimilating) practices and perspectives from different 

frameworks. That is, an assimilative nitration specialist utilizes a single sound 

hypothetical methodology as a center/base, however, could use from an expansive based 

scope of other specialized intervention speculations to enable clients to beat their 

difficulties or change conduct, Norcross, (2005).  

 

The regular factor approach professionals exemplified by learning therapists like Jerome 

Frank and Carl Rogers have acknowledgment among clinicians all through the world, 

that the center conditions alluded to in their training is essential and adequate to impact 

change in client. This has been changed by scholars into what has turned out to be known 

as "restorative union" (Hubble, Duncan, and Miller, 1999). The regular components 

approach has been portrayed by Norcross (2005) as the methodology that triesIto 

determineIthe center ingredientsIthat distinctive treatments shareIin like manner, 

withIthe possible objective of creatingImore tightfisted and adequate medications 

dependent on the shared characteristics which are more critical in accounting for 

treatment result than the extraordinary elements. 

2.1.6 Components of Integrative Psychotherapy 

Scholars and professionals of psychotherapy have attempted to integrate the different 

hypothetical ways to deal with treatment. Indeed, even clinicians have utilized various 

approaches to integrate the different counselling theories or psychotherapy. These include 

specialized diversity, hypothetical integration, assimilative integration, regular elements, 

multi-hypothetical psychotherapy and helping aptitudes integration, Norrcross and 
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Goldfried, (2005). Integrative Psychotherapy has been a methodology of felt that 

doesInot hold unbendingly toIany singleIworld view or anyIsingle arrangementIof 

suppositions, yet ratherIattracts uponIdifferentItheories to gain insight into the displayed 

test or marvels. In diversity the professional convictions that numerous elements 

influence human conduct and it is in this manner essential to think about clients' issues 

from a few hypothetical viewpoints (Goldfried, Pachankis, and Bell, 2005). Since this 

works, a mixed advisor utilizes grouped theories.  

 

Hypothetical integration involves the bringing together of hypothetical ideas from unique 

hypothetical methodologies, some of which may even present contrasting perspectives. 

Anyway the objective is to integrate treatment strategies as well as the psychotherapeutic 

theories involved. Specialists of hypothetical methodology empowerIthem to moveIpast 

their constraints and findImoreInoteworthy life fulfillment, Norcross and Goldfried, 

(2005). The Integrative Psychotherapy development rose to some extent as a response to 

the recorded example of disruptiveness among defenders of competing for 

psychotherapeutic customs.  

 

Early endeavours to accommodate psychoanalytic and conduct observations were met 

with reactions ranging from intense feedback to help for potential intermingling between 

these two lines of investigation, Castonguay et al., (2010). In this manner, a discussion 

started that continued over the ensuing decades. Notwithstanding, by the mid-1980s, a 

few key distributions reflected an increased acknowledgment of integrative thoughts 

(Wiser and Goldfried, 2013). Likewise, the growing interest in combining treatments and 

psychotherapies is in keeping with integrative principles, (Safran and Segal, 2010).  
 

As connected to psychotherapy, the expression "integration" has been credited with 

different meanings. The "integrative point of view" indicates an adaptable, inclusive by 

and large position toward the psychotherapies saw extensively; its defining principles 

seem later in this examination. Treatments that incorporate components drawn from 

different psychotherapeutic customs have taken numerous structures. At the level of 

strategy, integration has come to allude to those techniques involving "applied 

combination of different hypothetical frameworks". By complexity, specialized diverse 
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strategies are described by endeavours to incorporate procedures independent of their 

hypothetical underpinnings, (Norcross and Goldfried, 2002). The expression "integrative 

methodologies" can likewise be utilized; since it alludes all the moreIinclusively toIthe 

full scope of procedures thatIhaveIbeen utilized to thisIend. The pertinence ofIthe 

integrativeIpoint of view to current psychotherapy educationIbegins withItheIclinical 

domain in which specialists rehearse (Messer, 2006).  

 

Numerous psychotherapeutic modalities are currently observed as material within the 

collection of substantial educational interventions. Preparing educational inhabitants to 

work skillfully as specialists and master psychotherapeutic professionals knowledgeable 

in the broadening scope of accessible medications essentially involves thoughtfulness 

regarding this reality, (Locke, 2011). Mastery in this mind-boggling domain involves 

recognition with the different modalities as well as the understandingIof theirIpotential 

interactions, whichImay wellIinfluence the general effect ofIclinical administration. The 

capacity to tailorIa far-reaching treatmentIplan to the specific needsIof individual 

patientsIis essential toIclinicians' jobs as specialists in the arrangement of emotional 

wellness care, trained in both natural and mental parts of passionate sufferingIand 

educational sickness, (Kerr, Goldfried, Hayes, Castonguay and Goldsamt, 2002).  

 

The trademark point of view of the integrativeIdevelopment leavesIit wellIplaced to 

inform. Furthermore, integratedImedicines can give chances to improve clinical 

advantage, especially withIpatients who present with various issues to past interventions 

(Norcross, 2005). Integrative Psychotherapy has been observed to be useful over the span 

of solving human conduct difficulties particularly due to its adaptabilityIandIspotlight all 

in all of an individual. The integration of variousImethodologies impliesIthatItreatment 

can be customized to meetIan assortmentIof necessitiesIandIconcerns. With the 

individuals who need to defeat negativeIexamples of conductIcaused byIuneasiness, 

dread, fears or some otherIpsychologicalIwellness relatedIissues, that incredibly affect 

life fulfillment, Integrative Psychotherapy has been discovered extremely valuable. 

Advisors have discovered that the four measurements of human functioning; emotional, 

social, subjective and physiological frameworks which are influenced by addictions, 
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dejections, at various times injury, loss and low confidence are better tended to through 

integrative methodologies, (Locke, 2011).  

 

It deserves to note here that due to the top to bottom investigation ofIissuesIandIsetting 

of objectives, integrativeIcounselling regularly requiresIa considerable investmentIof 

time by both the client and the advisor. This is the reason a convenient solution process 

isn't average of integrative specialists. Resolving a client's concern is regularly through 

his/her formative or development process particularly since negative practices that have 

exuded on the client's life may not be changed to a positive development process by a 

sudden "portion" of treatment, (Kerr, Goldfried, Hayes, Castonguay and Goldsamt, 

2002). TheIlength of treatmentIwill relyIupon the client, the restorativeIobjectivesIset 

and the kinds of difficulties or issuesIthe advisor is trying to address.  

   

The condition of youngsters who are atItheIsecondary schoolIlevel in Lagos State show 

the average attributes of teenagers either in the rest of Nigeria or in numerous different 

societies of the world. Adolescents can be so different or diverse in formative 

development process. However, analysts tend to steer a center course for their general 

conduct. All things considered, they are as fluctuated as the number of young individuals 

under thought, particularly in light of all the differential intervening development factors 

in their social, ecological, natural, and physiological development forms. In this way, an 

integrative specialist will require a total of theories, client aura and collaboration and 

other restorative plans to have the capacity to accomplish the normal helpful objectives 

that will be expected to accomplish a decrease in the risky sexual difficulties of the client.  

 

The focal preface of integrative counselling is that there are numerous manners by which 

human functioning, particularly the difficulties throughout everyday life, can be 

investigated and seen with the goal that conduct can be decidedly influenced, (Goldfried 

and Castonguay, 2013). In this manner integration can happen through an assortment of 

modalities of a point of view. Clinicians have subsequently through examination, 

research and experience understood that the following structures are conceivable methods 

for helping clients: Humanistic, Psychoanalytical, Psychodynamic, Cognitive, and 

Behavioural Treatments. An integrative specialist can take a shot at a client that has a 
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social issue, (Greenberg and Webster, 2002). For instance, the treatment can be begun 

right off the bat by working on adjusting conduct functioning and reducing side effects. 

This is conceivable by applying psychological conduct procedures to enable the clients to 

set up some power over their functioning before moving to the following phase of 

treatment (Hayes, Castonguay and Goldfried, 2006). Indeed, even at this stage, the 

specialist may utilize psychoanalytic strategies that review youth encounters and 

interpretation, dream investigation of transference.  

 

Another part of the Integrative Psychotherapy is the issue of client specialist relationship. 

The nearness, mentality and general air of the integrative specialist is important. It is by 

and large accepted, and from the involvement with youngsters and their advisors that 

helpful models that make specialists non-judgmental, steady and genially related deliver 

better results in conduct change forms (Goldfield, Pachankis, and Bell, 2005). Integrative 

Psychotherapy empowers the soul of shared regard, collaboration in the request to induce 

the coveted positive social change in the client. It is normal likewise that the advisor 

takes part in profound, intensive, and mindful listening mien without the pre-suppositions 

or suspicions that can contort understanding among client and specialist. The specialist is 

relied upon to submit himself entirely to the course of the intervention. In the agreement 

among client and guide, it seems as though the two are levels with, (Kerr et al, 2002). 

This will assist them with exploring and perceive examples of conduct that should be 

tended to through change and the setting of new objectives.  

 

Integrative Psychotherapy consequently relies intensely on combined bundle or appraisal 

to pick theImost proper treatment methods for specific clientsIwithItheir extraordinary 

mental profilesIand conditions, (Wiser and Goldfried, 2013). The point of Integrative 

Psychotherapy is to advance healing and facilitating wholeness of the client. It guarantees 

that all levels of a man's being and functioning are expanded to their maximum capacity 

be it mental, physical or passionate wellbeing, (Castonguay et al., 2010). The procedure 

that a client will experience must be to such an extent that the client is focused on self-

investigation and be involved in an open recognizable proof of the variables in his/her life 

that has been causing issues and thusly causing current concerns. It is normal that in the 

act of Integrative Psychotherapy, the client would not have shaped an opinion, desire or 
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state of mind previously. This disposition enables theIclients toIbe focused on the fears 

and hurts thatIlimit theirIpsychologicalIfreedom, and beIable toIrecognizeIspecific 

triggersIthat may beIcausingIdisruptiveIpatterns of behaviour, (Kerr et al, 2002).  

 

2.2.8 Peer Education Training 

Eventually, it isIessentialIfor guardians toImaintain a hilter kilterIrelationship status with 

their adolescents, while in the meantime allowing them to take part in principle making 

exercises within the home, (Raietal, 2003). Guardians who are exceptionally lenient 

frequently go up against the job of a peer, Fuligni and Eccles, (2003). In request for 

guardians to have the best effect on their kid's conduct, they have to adjust parental 

monitoring and pre-adult self-governance, Fuligni and Eccles, (2003). This shows 

adolescents that their folks are acknowledging them as increasingly developing and self-

governing while as yet providing the youthful with the solace of parental consideration 

and worry as development towards more independence is accomplished.  

 

There are various reasons that can be adduced for the similarities that are shared by peers. 

One reason is that peers connections are one of the longest connections a man will have 

all through his or her life. Another special element of peers-connections is that 

adolescents are incomprehensible in nature, or undecided; they will in general be both 

profoundly positive and very negative, (Deater-Deckard, Dunn, and Lussier, 2002). Peer 

educational intervention is anyway integral, (Howe, et al., 2010). Likewise, siblings 

typically have both hereditary and natural likenesses all through their advancement 

(Rodger and Rowe, 2010).  

 

The primary methodology in pre-adult issue administration is to obtain self-reports by 

adolescents of the degree to which their conduct is the after-effect of peer educational 

intervention, propelled by worries of what their companions think, (Keefe, 2004; 

Steinberg and Silverberg, 2006; Ruberg, Shru and Liang, 2010). This procedure is 

unsuitable, in light of the fact that adolescents may over-gauge the degree to which they 

are being constrained by others as a method for justifying their choices and past conduct, 

(Suls, Wan and Sanders, 2008). It likewise appears to be likely that inquiries regarding 

peer education intervention are delicate just to coordinate pressure and that pre-adults 
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will need insight into the unpretentious routes by which they are influenced by others, 

(Berndt, 2006; Vorauer and Miller, 2007). A second technique is to put the development 

of peer educational intervention into a bigger homological system to determine whether 

the objective companion affiliations act in understanding with hypothetical desires versus 

that system. For instance, if individuals copy the conduct of peer when they relate to 

them, one may anticipate that objective companion affiliations will be more noteworthy 

when the companion is loved a lot than when the companion is enjoyed or valued less 

(Buk and Gibbons, 2007).  

 

The idea that distinguishing proof increases peer educational intervention is shared by 

numerous theoriesIof socialIinfluence, most prominently socialIlearningItheory 

(Bandura, 2002) andIsocial correlation theory (Buuak and Gibbons, 2007; Suls and 

Wheeler, 2010). By identification, a companion can be viewed as significant for self-

assessment, as a meaningful good example, or as a kindred individual from a critical 

social class, (Blanton, 2011). High peer interaction levels appear to increase the odds that 

a juvenile will be sexually experienced, (Rosen et al., 2010; Dilrio, 2007). This could 

likewise suggest that elevated amounts of peer interaction could likewise increase a pre-

adult's odds of engaging in risky sexual practices. Rosen et al., (2005) revealed by an 

examination that adolescents have seen that their peers would be steady in the event that 

they obtained a sexually transmitted disease (STD) and they likewise felt that the 

securing of a sexually transmitted ailment would not prompt a negative view of them by 

their peers. This could be a consequence of the way that the peers themselves had 

encountered such ailments as were additionally accepting of it. This delineates that 

adolescents may see peer to have less unbending demeanour towards sexual activity. 

Hence, interacting with peers could increase the odds of risky sexual conduct.  

 

Peer interaction levels directly affect pre-adult sexual movement. Boye et al.,(2009) 

determined that increased levels of peer affiliation increased the odd of being sexually 

experienced rather than being inexperienced. So also, they likewise discovered that as 

levels of peer interaction increased the levels of sexual hazard taking conduct increased 

as well. Additionally, adolescents who talked about a more prominent number of sexual 

points with their companions will probably be sexually experienced (Diloro, 2007). 
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Juvenile peers influence numerous parts of life all through their life existence. Peer 

connections are vital to the advancement of social understanding and limit with respect to 

intimacy (Collision, 2010).  

 

Be that as it may, the influence of peers in adolescence can be negative or positive. For 

instance, numerous examinations demonstrate that having companions who participate in 

delinquent exercises is linked to self-revealed risky sexual conduct (Regnerus, 2002; 

Maxwell, 2002; Warr, 2007; Aseltine, 2005). Furthermore, Udry et al., (2007) discovered 

that young ladies who have companions who take part in early sexual action will 

probably take part in intercourse at a prior age. Most examinations that investigate pre-

adult companionships measure them using just a single scale, for example, intimacy 

(Giordano et al., 2008). Peer education intervention is framed in the light of the fact that 

an individual is pulled in to another, who preferably is pulled in consequently (Harup et 

al., 2007). 

2.2.9 Components of Peer Education Intervention 

Coherent withIsocialIlearning clarifications ofIpeer education intervention, these 

findingsIrecommend that impersonation of companions' practices andIdirect 

reinforcementIof conduct by companions areImost critical, (Akers,I2005). At the point 

whenIindividuals areIsocially installed inIa system of connections andImaintenance of 

theseIconnections is vital to organize individuals. TheIsystem can produce trust, build up 

desires for practices, and reinforce social standards. In as much as peer kinships are of 

focal significance duringIadolescence andIoneIof theImore imperative formative 

objectives during this periodIisIensuringIpeer acknowledgment, peer systems ought to be 

particularly successful at directingIandIconstrainingIindividual practices.  

As far as youthful risky sexual conduct and the peer-risky sexual conduct is concerned, 

this system recommends that in spite of the presence of mind thought, adolescents get 

involved in wrong doing. For example, risky sexual conduct as a result of an absence of 

social as well as humanIcapital (e.g., socialIcontrolIandIsocial complicationItheory) or 

because of an imprudent identity quality (e.g., discretion theory), adolescents turned out 

to be delinquent whenever found in kinship arrangement that help and encourage risky 

sexual behaviour (Cashwell and Vacc, 2006).  
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Kinship entities that contain high extents or dimensions of delinquent individuals are 

probably going to create a steady situation of risky sexual conduct. This setting opens 

adolescentsIto aIhigh proportion of delinquentIto non-delinquentIstandards of conduct 

resultingIin the age of socialIcapital withinIthe companionship arrangement that 

reinforces, bolsters and encourages delinquent conduct. AsIthe extent ofInon-delinquent 

companionsIincreases, the social capital created inIthe kinship arrange is probably going 

to encourage desires, practices, and standards less helpful for risky sexual conduct 

(Pardini, Loeber and Stouthamer-Loeber, 2005). This recommends in the request to 

comprehend why affiliations prompt risky sexual conduct peer. TheIstructureIand 

arrangement of companionship systems mustIbeIincorporated intoIinvestigations of 

youthful conduct. It is thisIstructureIand piece that considers an understanding of the 

kind of desires, commitments, and standards being produced.  

 

In spite of the fact that there might be some discussion about the procedures through 

which negative peer alliance is linked with delinquent conduct, there is a wealth of 

research citing that this affiliation exists. Research has obviously reported the links 

between peer education intervention and substance use, and also delinquent conduct and 

solitary qualities. Childs, Sullivan, and Gulledge (2011) discovered that peer had a 

noteworthy constructive outcome on youthful substance use, with a one unit increase in 

peer substance, utilize predicting a 13.4% increase in the normal recurrence of immature 

substance utilize.  

 

Also, this investigation discovered that peer risky sexual conduct essentially anticipated 

immature risky sexual conduct. One unit of increase in peer risky sexual conduct was 

found to prompt a 5.1% increase in the normal check of youthful delinquent conduct. In 

line with past findings, Dodge, Dishion, and Lansford, (2006) talk about in their book 

that youthful adolescents who are in danger for risky sexual conduct, or are on the cusp 

of exhibiting solitary conduct are helpless to negative influences from freak peers. 

Correspondingly, larger amounts of freak peer affiliation were found to foresee later 

increases in star risky sexual conduct convictions (Pardini, Loeber, and Stouthamer-

Loeber, 2005). This finding is particularly applicable to the present examination, as it 
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features the influence peers can have on youthful convictions about risky sexual conduct 

(estimated as good qualities in the current investigation).  

 

The peer is another socializing influence for adolescents and assumes a noteworthy role 

on pre-adult risky sexual conduct, (Cashwell and Vacc, 2006; Snyder, Dishion, and 

Patterson, 2006). Reserved or delinquent peers are frequently touted as the most powerful 

indicator of delinquent conduct (Lipsey and Derzon, 2008). The influence of peer risky 

sexual conduct is by all accounts solid paying little heed to ethnic gathering enrollment 

(Kim and Goto, 2010). Numerous ethnic gathering correlations of peer education 

intervention on issue conduct have discovered that those with peers participating in 

negative conduct will probably take part in this conduct also, paying little heed to 

ethnicity, (Choi, Harachi, Gillmore, and Catalano, 2006; Walker-Barnes and Mason, 

2011).  

 

Peers give adolescents the mentalities, inspiration, and defenses that help delinquent 

conduct, and they give chances to take part in particular delinquent acts (Cashwell and 

Vacc, 2006). Moreover, delinquent acts are frequently committed in gatherings, and 

delinquents have been observed to be more peer-situated than their differing adolescents 

(Seydlitz and Jenkins, 2008). In addition to the fact that adolescents learn how to act 

delinquently from peers within peer systems they can practice and showcase these 

practices (Griffin, Scheier, Botvin, Diaz, and Miller, 2009).  

 

Obviously, there is solid proof that both parental monitoring and peer risky sexual 

conduct add to sexual conduct. Growing proof likewise recommends that guardians 

additionally apply command over the peer connections of their adolescents, Morgan, 

(2004). For instance, guardians may oversee pre-adult peer connections by selecting 

neighbourhoods to live in, helping their kids meet new companions and dodge terrible 

ones, and offer counsel on the most proficient method to oversee kinships and resolve 

clashes, Mounts, (2004). Adolescents who invested more energy with their folks, 

invested less time with their peers, which would block them from developing delinquent 

kinships, Warr, (2003). Additionally, parental monitoring may enable the youth to abstain 

from being involved with delinquent peers.  
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Indeed, Dillon, Pantin, Robin and Szapocznik, (2008) discovered that among an example 

of Latino and African American adolescent delinquents, parental monitoring of peers 

explained the connection between family functioning and riskyIsexual conduct, in spite 

of theIfactIthat the models contrasted crosswise over groupings. In such manner, peer 

risky sexual conduct may intervene in the connection between parental monitoring and 

delinquent conduct. 

2.2.10 Self-Esteem 

Following are the points of view, findings and perspective of writers, researchers, 

practicing psychologists et cetera on the construct of certainty. Certainty or self-esteem is 

an academic create and prominent concept, vigorously researched and talked about, and 

sometimes apportioned with supernatural attributes (Owens and Stryker, 2014). Certainty 

is a champion among the most basic parts of the self-thought. In particular, there are a 

couple of distinct sections of self-thought: physical, insightful, social, and interpersonal 

(Huitt, 2004). TheIsocialIself-thought delineates howIindividuals relateIto otherIpeople, 

andItheItranspersonalIself-thought depicts how individuals relate to questions (Huitt, 

2004).  

 

Self-esteem or certainty as a construct has been one of the more researched parts of 

character over the earlier century (Cast and Burke, 2002). Certainty is an incredibly 

notable form within brain science, addressing in every way that really matters each other 

mental thought or domain, including personality (Blascovich and Tomaka, 2011). Self-

esteem or certainty is anIindividual's feeling ofIhis or her regard orIworth, or how much 

a man regards, favours, recognizes, prizes,IorIlikes him orIherself (BlascovichIand 

Tomaka, 2011). While certainty is an extent of overall evaluations of one's self-thought, 

it includes both appraisal of and learning about oneself (Blascovich and Tomaka, 2011).  

  

By and large, certainty is among the most used thought about creates in brain science 

(Spurgeon and Myers, 2003). A psychological database check for certainty realized more 

than 4,000 articles composed over the latest two decades (Spurgeon and Myers, 2003). 

Anyway, a shortage of articles keeps an eye on the certainty stresses of African American 

folks (Hale, 2014; Kunjufu, 2005). A central passionate health part framed the 
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progression of African American folks from adolescence to adulthood (Franklin and 

Mizell, 2005). The certainty improvement has encountered a psychological change and 

merits celebration and affirmation (Baumeister, 2003; Franklin and Mizell, 2005). The 

American open public has begun to modify itself to clinicians in altering the course of the 

societal perspective of what certainty infers (Baumeister, 2003). ItIwould notIbe in brain 

science's bestIinterest to reprimand theIAmerican publicIfor acceptingIthe guidance of 

experts (Baumeister, 2003).  

Perhaps examiners should diminish their own one of a kind certainty and unassumingly 

settle thatInextItime "theyIwill sit tight forIa moreIintensive andIsolid test introduce 

before making plan proposals to theIAmerican open" (Baumeister et al., 2003). Certainty 

focuses on the objective self (Rosenberg, 2005).  

 

Individuals will all in all remain indifferent to information regarding their certainty 

(Okopi, 2011). Certainty focuses on how much regard individuals put on themselves 

(Enger, 2003). The evaluative fragment of self-information progresses certainty. 

Certainty is perception rather than this present reality. A strong certainty has been seen to 

convey a positive self-thought and confidence in social and academic settings (King, 

2002). Certainty includes evaluation of a man's point of view in life in the following huge 

locales according to Holliday (2002). These are: inherited blessings, intelligence, 

physical traits, and trademark limits, feeling friendly and feeling charming.  

 

According to this model, disappointments, triumphs and stressors simply influence 

overall certainty when they occur in the domains in which confidence is contingent 

(Crocker and Wolfe, 2014). As noted heretofore, certainty has been involved in an 

enormous number of socially hazardous and negative lead results (Dawes, 2004; Mecca, 

2009). For any situation, past research has concentrated on a very basic level on the level 

of overall certainty, with little regard to specific certainty (Kernis and Waschull, 2005; 

Rosenberg, 2005). Indeed, later research indicates that the domains in which certainty is 

contingent are more indicative of social outcomes than whether overall certainty is high 

or low (Pelham, 2005; Rosenberg, 2005).  
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The presupposition that specific certainty or contingencies of confidence have more 

critical insightful incentive in determining social outcomes than overall certainty has 

been submitted by Ajzen and Fishbeins (2010) based on TheoryIofIReasonedIAction, by 

Rosenberg (2005). ThisImodel guesses that the intention to participate in a particular lead 

is a combined limit of the aura towards the direct and passionate social measures. The 

perceptive intensity of the model is principally determined by how intently the aura is 

related to the behaviour (Ajzen, 2007; Ajzen and Fishbein, 2010). Subsequently, the 

domains in which certainty is contingent should give a predominant extent of predicting 

specific practices than overall certainty (Rosenberg, 2005).  

 

While contingencies of confidence may have an exceedingly motivating effect on 

adolescents, there is also a tendency for it to have negative influence (Crocker et al., 

2014; Crocker and Wolfe, 2014). As individuals continually try to elevate, maintain and 

guarantee their certainty, the domains in which individuals stake their confidence 

influence the lead or behaviour one partakes in (Crocker et al., 2014). This postulation 

has been credited to the self-administrative limit of contingencies of confidence (Crocker 

et al., 2014). 
 

2.2.11 Socio-Economic Status 

FinancialIstatus is a definite foundationIvariable that speaksIto an elementIof theIsocial 

structure in the public eye (OakesIandIRossi, 2003). FamiliesIwhere the guardiansIare 

advantaged educationally, sociallyIandIfinancially, advanceIa more elevated amountIof 

accomplishment in their offspring. Such guardians additionally give more elevated 

amountsIofImental help forItheir kids throughIadvanced air that advanceIand empower 

the improvementIofIabilities requiredIfor progress atIschool (Williams, 2007 and 

Williams et al., 2003). The financialIstatus ofIa youngster isItypically determinedIby 

parentalIeducationalIlevel, parentalIword relatedIstatus andIincomeIlevel (Jeynes, 

2002). It is comprehended that low financial status 

contrarilyIandIdepressinglyIinfluences understudies' scholarlyIaccomplishment in the 

light of the fact thatIbecauseIofIlow financialIstatus, anIunderstudyIdoesInotIgetIaccess 

to essential assetsIand this creates extra pressure andIstrain atIhome (Eamon,I2005; 

Jeynes,I2002).  
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AccordingItoIParson, StephanieIandIDeborah (2011), financial statusIisIan articulation 

whichIis utilized to separate between individual's relativeIstatus inIthe network regarding 

familyIincome, politicalIpower, educationalIfoundation andIword related status. Saifi 

andIMehmood (2011) stated that financial statusIis aIcombinedIproportion of monetary 

and socialIposition of anIindividual or familyIwith respect toIothers based onIincome, 

educationIandIoccupation. Suleman etIal., (2012) discovered thatIthose kidsIwhose 

financial statusIwas solid showIbetter scholarly execution and thoseIwithIpoor financial 

status demonstrated poorIand unsuitable scholastic execution. Heyneman (2005) stated 

that for a long time researches have uncovered thatIunderstudiesIdon't demonstrate 

powerfulIexecution in schoolIwhose parentalIfinancial statusIis low. The scholarly 

accomplishment of understudies is contrarily connected with theIlowIparentalIfinancial 

statusIlevel asIit keeps theIindividual away fromIgainingIaccess toIsources 

andIassetsIof learningI(Duke,I2010;IEamon,I2005).  

 

The greater part of theIresearchers and specialists trusted that theIlow financial status 

contrarily influence the scholarly execution of understudies in the light of the fact that 

because of low financial statusItheir necessities and requests remainIunfulfilledIandIthat 

is the reason such understudies don't demonstrate better scholastic execution (Adams, 

2006; Farooq et al., 2011). Adams, (2006); FarooqIetvIal., (2011) inferredIthat theImore 

elevatedIamount of financial statusIis, the better. It is an indicatorIwhich assumes a basic 

roleIin promotingIthe nature of understudies' accomplishment. If this is so, this work was 

intended to investigate the impacts ofIparental financial statusIonIthe risky sexual 

conduct ofIsecondaryIschoolIstudents. The researcher expects thatIthis examination will 

be valuable forIsecondaryIschool understudies andItheir folks as it may propose some 

healing measures for the compelling and better sexual conduct ofItheIsecondary school 

understudies. However extraordinary researchers have defined financialIstatusIinIvarious 

ways.  

Financial status is the aggregate family income while different researchers include 

different factors i.e., parental educational levels. Notwithstanding the broadly utilized 

income variable, some other different factors are additionally viewed asIfamilyIand 

parentalIeducationalIattainment, add-up to familyIincome, livingIin destitution, livingIin 
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a single-parentIfamily, inspiration forIlearning, liquor or medication utilize, wrongdoing, 

network condition among others. 

 

Numerous researchers think that financial statusIis theImost critical and central factor 

which is inIcharge of theIscholarlyIachievement (Coleman,I2006; Duncan,I2005). 

FinancialIstatusIalludes to a finely reviewed order of social position which can 

beIutilized to represent a man's general social position or notoriety. It tends to be 

indicated by various ideas, for example, work status, world relatedIstatus, 

educationalIattainmentIand incomeIand riches (Graetz, 2005). ManyIresearch efforts 

have demonstrated that the financial statusIis aIfactor in charge of the scholarly 

attainmentIofIthe understudies. UnderstudiesIwhoIhave a lowIfinancialIstatus indicate 

poor outcomes and willIprobably leaveItheIschool (Eamon,I2005;IHochschild,I2003). 

MorakinyoI(2003) discovered that thereIis a connection between financial status and 

risky sexual conduct of the understudies. Accordingly, those youngsters whose financial 

statusIis solid showIbetter scholastic execution and thoseIwith poor financial status 

demonstrate poorIand unacceptable scholarly execution.  

 

Awaken and Barrow (2006) stated that financial status affects educational 

accomplishments thatIcontainItestIscores, andIcontinue to influence the kids all through 

their adulthood. White (2002) states, the family trademark thatIis the mostIinfluential 

indicator ofIschool execution is financial status; theIhigher the financial status of the 

understudy's family, the higher his scholastic accomplishment. 

2.3I  EmpiricalIReview 

2.3.1 Integrative Psychotherapy and RiskyISexualIBehaviour  

Bahmani, Etemadi and Shafie (2010) analyzed effective use of integrative therapeutic 

intervention on patients afflicted with risky sexual behaviour. ResultIshowed thatIthe 

averageIrate of risky sexual behaviour in Integrative Psychotherapy groupIwas 

lowerIand average rate of pessimismIand theirIrisky sexual behaviour significantlyIis 

moreIthanIthe averageIrate of learningIbasedIcognitive therapyIgroup. Castonguay et 

al., (2010) analyzed the effectiveness of Integrative Psychotherapy on improvementIof 

anxietyIand the resultIshowed thatIit has anIinfluential impactIonIanxiety. Halmi,I2005 
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analyzedIthe impact=ofIIntegrativeIPsychotherapy on improvementIof eatingIdisorders 

and concluded that thisItreatmentIcauses improvementIof eatingIdisorders. 

 

SimilarIto what has beenIobservedIwith regards to the roleIofIemotion; however, 

integrative therapeutic intervention therapists focusIon developmentalIissues and were 

foundIto be predictiveIof clientIimprovementIin cognitiveItherapy for riskyIsexual 

behaviour (Hayes, Castonguay, and Goldfried, 2006). Compared to CBT, integrative 

therapeutic intervention also tends not to address complexIinterpersonal issuesIthat cut 

acrossIdifferent times andIsituations in the client’sIlife, includingIrelational issuesIthat 

emergeIbetween the clientIandItherapist (GoldfriedIetIal., 2007). However, thisItypeIof 

intervention, mostlyIidentified with theIpsychodynamicItradition, has beenIlinkedIwith 

positiveIoutcome in cognitiveItherapy for risky sexualIbehaviour (Jones and Pulos, 

2013).  

 

OnIthe otherIhand, other studiesIhave foundIthat the wayIthat therapistsItypically 

addressIinterpersonalIfunctioning in integrative therapeutic intervention (i.e., 

byIfocusing on the client’sIcognitions aboutIothers, rather than on theIinterpersonal 

eventsIper se) hasIbeen foundIto be either unrelatedIto therapeuticIchange (Kerr, 

Goldfried,IHayes,ICastonguay,IandIGoldsamt,I2002) or negativelyIrelated to 

improvementI(HayesIetIal., 2006). It was alsoIfound that, asIcompared toICBT, 

therapistsIin integrativeItherapeuticIintervention payIlessIattention toIconflictual 

elementsIin the client’sIlife, such as incongruentIaspects of self (e.g., conflictIbetween 

wishesIandIfears or betweenIdifferentIneeds) andIavoidanceIofIchange (i.e.,Iresistance) 

(GoldfriedIetIal., 2007). 

 

However, empiricalIevidence suggestsIthat focusingIon such motivationalIorIconflictual 

issues mayIbe beneficialIfor theIclient. ForIinstance, GreenbergIandIWebster (2002) 

foundIthat theIuse ofItwo-chairItechniques, which helpIclients become=aware ofIand 

integrateIincongruentIneeds, canIlead to a betterIoutcome thanIproblem-solvingItherapy. 

Furthermore, theItherapists laidImoreIemphasis on defensiveImaneuvers, unacceptable 

feelings, warded-offIwishes, feelings, orIideas wereIparts ofIpsychodynamic 

interventionsIfoundIto be positivelyIrelatedItoIchange in CBTI(JonesIandIPulos, 2013). 
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InIfact, the conceptualIframeworkIdeveloped by SafranIandISegal (2010) providesIa 

coherentIandIcomprehensiveIintegrationIof these differentIdimensions.  

 

ContrastingIwithIBeck'sImodel, SafranIandISegal (2010) positIthatIan individual’sIview 

ofIself, orIschema, is intrinsicallyIinterpersonal inInature. AtItheIcore of 

one’sIdefinition of selfIis one’s viewIof howIhe/she relatesItoIothers. Safran and Segal 

(2010) alsoIargueIthat theseIcoreIinterpersonalIschema, or role-relationshipImodels, is 

basedIon earlyIinteractions that an individualIhas withIsignificantIcaregivers. Such 

relationshipsIare the meansIby which anIindividual canIfulfill crucialIphysicalIand 

psychologicalIneeds. The coreIschema is also relatedItoIintense andIfrequently 

conflictualIemotions (e.g., wishesIof attachment, fearsIofIrejection). Accordingly, the 

challengeIofIcoreIschema mayIrequire moreIthan SocraticI dialogue or theIexamination 

of the evidenceIabout currentIthoughts. It mayIwell requireIthe explorationIofIearly 

relationships, the identificationIofIemotional needsIthat have notIbeenIfulfilled, andIthe 

understandingIofIviews of selfIand waysIof behavingIthat have preventedIthe individual 

fromIcreatingIandImaintaining healthyIand satisfactoryIrelationships.  

 

Ghafari,IBehrozifar,IandINaroei (2010) analyzedItheIimpact of Integrative 

Psychotherapy groupIon the rate of individuals’Iself-awarenessIandIattempts for 

personalIgrowth and it hasIshown the influentialIresults of thisIapproach. Ventgout, 

ClassenIandILegren (2004) analyzedIthe impactIof Integrative PsychotherapyIon 

improvementIof riskyIsexualIbehaviour and thatIthisIapproachIisIinfluential in 

reduction of the riskyIsexualIbehaviourIofIpatients. Kisaneh,IBelachIandIMiach (2004) 

analyzedIthe impactIofIIntegrativeIPsychotherapy on survivalIand theIlife ofIwomenIin 

the primaryIstages and theyIconcludedIthat thisItreatmentIhasIinfluentialIimpactIon 

riskyIsexualIbehaviour of afflictedIwomen thatIare in primaryIstages.  

 

Integrative Psychotherapy contendsIthat manyIproblems ariseIfrom misinformationIand 

missingIinformation (Ojo, 2010). Therefore, with mostIoutpatients, bibliotherapy, the use 

of selectedIbooks forIhomeIreading, oftenIprovides a springboardI for enhancing the 

treatmentIprocessIandIcontent (CorsiniIandIWedding, 2010). AnIassiduousIattemptIis 

made toItailor the therapyIto eachIclient’s uniqueIrequirements. Therefore, 
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inIadditionIto masteringIa wide rangeIof effectiveItechniques, multimodalIclinicians 

addressIthe fact that differentIrelationshipIstyles are alsoInecessary. BecauseIthe 

therapeuticIrelationship is the soilIthat enablesIthe techniquesIto takeIroot, it is heldIthat 

the correctImethodIdelivered withinIand gearedIto the contextIof theIclient’s 

interpersonalIexpectancies, willIaugment treatmentIadherence and enhanceItherapeutic 

outcomes (StrickerIandIGold, 2013).  

 

TheIclient also mustIbe able to identifyItheIoperationally definedIbehaviour, asIwellIas 

be motivatedIto collectIthe personalIdata. The counsellorImustIbe able to detectIwhen 

thisIis not the caseIwith the clientIand when the clientIis providingIinaccurateIdata. This 

mostIoften occursIwhen a clientIwants to beIperceivedIfavourablyIby theIcounselor 

(Stricker and Gold, 2013). DataIshould alwaysIbe collectedIthroughoutItheItreatment 

processIandIanalyzed forItrends. ThisIrecommendationIenables theIcounsellor to 

quicklyImake changesIinItreatment and ensuresIclientIsuccessIin the shortestIamountIof 

time.  TheIefficacy of IntegrativeIPsychotherapy hasIbeen wellIdocumented. The 

efficacyIof IntegrativeIPsychotherapy is clearIandIrationale hasIbroadened 

understandingIof holisticIhelping (Cyr and Lecomte, 2013).  OneIof theIproblemsIwith 

thisIform ofIeclecticism is thatIit oftenIproceeds as if a therapeuticItechnique isIa 

disembodiedIprocedureIthat can be readilyItransported from oneIcontext toIanother, 

muchIlike a medicalItechnique, withoutIconsideration of its newIpsychotherapeutic 

context.  

 

Therefore a therapeuticIprocedureIsuch as an interpretationIor empathicIresponseIdoes 

not standIon itsIown, independentIof theIframework of meaningIcreated by theIentire 

therapeuticIsystem.  This part-wholeIinterdependenceIcan be illustratedIin variousIways. 

ForIexample, a clientIwhose treatmentIhas beenIprimarilyIcognitive-behaviouralImay 

experienceIa therapist’sIshift to empathic/reflectiveIresponding as aIwithholding of 

neededIpsychologicalIexpertise (CastonguayIandIGoldfried, 2007). Conversely, aIclient 

whoseItreatment has beenIclient-centeredIorIpsychoanalyticImayIexperience aIshift to 

cognitive-behaviouralIinterventions asIcontrolling. Although suchIinterventionsIhaveI 

the potentialIto beIeffective, their meaningIand impactIshould be exploredIin theirInew 
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context. WachtelIandIMesser (2008) statedIthat everyIpractitioner ofIIntegrative 

PsychotherapyIuses at leastIsome theoryIto guideItheIchoices.  

 

Integrative Psychotherapy restsIprimarilyIon the theoreticalIfoundation of 

socialIlearningItheory, drawingIalso fromIgeneral systemsItheory andIcommunications 

theory. Indeed, theItechniques thatILazarusIlists as partIof IntegrativeIPsychotherapy 

drawImost heavilyIfrom behaviouralIand cognitiveItherapies, andIminimally, if atIall, 

fromIpsychodynamic and otherItherapies. This isIsurprising givenILazarus’IcriterionIof 

empiricalIdata for selectingItherapies and theIaccumulatingIevidence of 

theIeffectivenessIof suchIapproaches (Castonguay and Goldfried, 2007).  

 

Integrative psychotherapeuticIapproachIappears to fallIsomewhere betweenIaIbroadened 

versionIof behaviourItherapy and an eclecticIstrategy that can chooseIfrom amongIany 

therapyIsystem ifIthere isIempirical dataItoIsupport thatIchoice.  A totally integrative 

psychotherapeutic approach however is neither feasible nor desirable (Safran and Segal, 

2010). TherapistsIneed to operateIfrom some baseIofItheory in orderIto guideItheir 

practice, andIthatIseems to be theIcase even forItechnicalIeclectics. LazarusIdescribed 

hisItechnicallyIeclectic IntegrativeIPsychotherapy as rootedIin a socialIandIcognitive 

learningItheory. InIfact, becauseIof theIpresence of suchItheoreticalIunderpinnings 

StrickerIin WachtelIandIMesser (2008) suggestsIthat the approachImight beIbetter 

characterizedIasIassimilativeIintegration. 

 

Wechsler 2004’s observation reiteratedIthat whenIstudents are activelyIlearning, more 

informationIis acquired and retained much longer. Students also areIable toIapplyIthe 

informationIin a betterImanner, andIcontinue theIlearningIprocess. RecentIstudiesItoo 

haveIfound thatIinteractionIin learningIenvironment leadsIto increasedIacademic 

achievementIand greaterIretentionIrates (LenningIandIEbbers, 2009). TheImuch-

emphasizedIinteractions at allItimes canIonly beImadeIpossible andIeffective whenIthe 

learner’sImind is at peaceIand withoutIanyIemotionalIdisturbance. 

2.3.2 Peer Education Intervention and Risky Sexual Behaviour 

Peers will, in general, get to know one another, especially in the early formative years. In 

addition, peers can be imperative operators of socialization all through a man's life, 
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particularly in youth and adolescence (Deater-Deckard, Dunn and Lussier, 2002). Peers 

can likewise be a special and imperative wellspring of help (Deater-Deckard, Dunn, and 

Lussier, 2002). There is a lot of research that demonstrates that more youthful siblings 

learn by modeling more established peers (Rodgers, and Rowe, 2008). As of late,Ithere 

hasIbeen anIincreaseIin researchIexamining sibling connections. A couple of studies 

have linked the nature of peers' connections to gloom, tension and social issues (Deater-

Deckard, Dunn, and Lussier, 2002). Likewise, a few examinations have taken a gander at 

sibling influence as it is identified with liquor, tranquilize utilize and sex without a 

condom (Olenick, 2008; Rodgers, and Rowe, 2008).  

 

Nonetheless, in 1985, Furman and Buhrmester recognized four measurements to assess 

sibling connections: warmth or closeness, relative status power, struggle, and 

competition. Moreover, Stocker, Lanthier and Furman (2007) discovered three of the four 

factors present in grown-up sibling connections. These measurements have been 

generally utilized in sibling research and may furnish interesting information with respect 

to sibling relationship as a conceivable factor. The cross-sectional research proposes that 

peer education intervention has a moderate to a solid effect on juvenile hazard conduct. 

Such gauges might be inflated owing to the variable bewilders representing either 

companionship choice impacts or the activity of parallel occasions. Around 1,700 every 

day in evaluations 7 to 11 was considered over a year time frame to gauge the influence 

of dearest companions on sexual movement and binge drinking.  

 

Investigation proposed that peer education intervention was little however solid when 

both choice impacts and parallel occasions were considered. Peer education intervention 

fluctuated as an element of individual peer likeness and maternal relations however not in 

accord with other hypothetical expectations. It is proposed that the greatness of peer 

impacts in past research might be overestimated in numerous specific situations. 

Actually, a large number of studies have examined peer education intervention in pre-

adult. The assemblage of proof proposes that a standout amongst the most ground-

breaking and reliable indicator of adolescents' risky conduct is whether an individual has 

companions who additionally take part in that conduct. Such affiliations have driven 
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numerous social researchers to presume that peers apply extensive influence on 

adolescents.  

 

Harris (2008) in her audit of the conduct of hereditary examinations examined peer 

education intervention on adolescent conduct and presumed that about half of the change 

in juvenile identity is hereditary in origin and the remaining half basically mirrors the 

influence of peers. Different investigations have analyzed the influence of various kinds 

of peers and have inferred that closest companions are a standout amongst the most 

strong wellsprings of influence; more powerful than companions when all is said and 

done, general kinship systems, or expansive based peer organize (Berndt, 2006; Cohen, 

2003; Morgan and Grube, 2011). Such ends may not be justified. A dominant part of 

investigations of adolescents' peer education intervention just ask members what the 

number of companions have performed risky behaviour and after that relate this incentive 

with the objective's own risky conduct. A factual relationship between's measures is 

expected to reflect peer education intervention.  

 

Berndt's 2006 findings were on whether the individual's dearest companion had 

performed risky conduct and after that corresponded this view with risky conduct. 

Pundits have noticed that the relationship between one's very own conduct and reports of 

the conduct of companions can't be taken as unambiguous proof for peer education 

intervention (Bauman and Ennet, 2006; Billy and Udry, 2005). On the whole, there is 

proof that adolescent's risky practices related to practices of their dear companions, yet it 

isn't evidenced that such affiliation reflects peer education intervention. The affiliations 

may reflect estimation relics, kinship determination, or the activity of parallel occasions. 

Peer education intervention in adolescent sexual conduct has to a great extent been 

confined to level of interaction (Laurissen, 2004; Small and Luster, 2004) albeit a few 

examinations have indicated the nearness of different parts of peer educational 

intervention e.g. negative peer education intervention; this research includes peer 

interaction levels, intimacy, sexual conduct and risky sexual conduct.  

 

Consequently, by incorporating a few key components of peer education intervention it 

will be conceivable to comprehend the way in which different measurement of their 
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socialization influences outlet that enables adolescents to convey what needs be in 

manners that are unrealistic at home. In contrast to parental influence, peer interaction is 

normally seen as inconvenient to youthful sexuality (Kinsman et al., 2007; Dilorio, 

2007). Regularly, research stresses peer education intervention on an adolescent's 

initiation of sexual activity. In any case, a peer may continue to assume a notable role 

even after a youthful sexual movement begins. Research demonstrates that peer sexual 

standards of conduct affect adolescent’s sexual movement. Juveniles who have sexually 

dynamic peers will probably be sexually dynamic themselves (Miller etIal.,I2010; Romer 

etIal., 2004). Kinsman etIal., (2007) discoveredIthat sexual standard of conduct of the 

peer was instrumental in determining the two intentions and on the long run, sexual 

intercourse among immature. Besides, when a juvenile displays a peer-conduct, for 

example, having sex or using insurance inconsistently, risky sexual conduct is built up 

(Hewis et al., 2007).  

 

Not exclusively does, peer sexual conduct influence adolescents sexual conduct, other 

different aspects of peers' conduct could likewise affect pre-adults sexual conduct 

adversely. Biglan et al., (2010) discovered that adolescents were more inclined to a 

higher chance of sexual movement. Likewise, Perkins et al., (2008) discovered that 

delinquent peer encounter defined by utilization of liquor medicates or getting into 

inconvenience, increased the shot of the juvenile being sexually experienced rather than 

inexperience. In this equivalent examination, it was additionally seen that sexually 

experienced juvenile had more elevated amounts of negative peer qualities than sexually 

inexperienced pre-adult peers' tricky conduct and substance misuse likewise increased the 

odds of non-utilization of condoms among adolescents (Biglan et al., 2010). These 

findings might be converted into the domain of sexual hazard taking by adolescents in 

that delinquent peers increase the odds of adolescents participating in higher versus lower 

hazard practices.  

 

Peer interaction level is imperative since it reveals insight into whether risky sexual 

action among adolescents relies upon the amount of time went through with their peers. 

Most examinations have been illustrative and few have concentrated on the associates of 

sexual conduct. There are, in any case, special cases. An investigation of sexual 
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experience among 966 low-income school going understudies in Mumbai (Abraham and 

Kumar, 2009) noticed that the sexually experienced were fundamentally more probable 

than others to vary on individual qualities: for instance the understudies will probably 

approach assets, hold inspirational states of mind towards pre-marriage sex, report more 

social interaction with peers and be presented to explicit materials.  

 

Factors, for example, parental limitation, family religiosity and income, assumed no 

function in influencing, regardless of whether these understudies had encountered sex. In 

another investigation directed among adolescents in a ghetto setting in Pune city, India 

and the surrounding provincial territories, the level of fearlessness and peer interaction 

were fundamentally connected with reports of encounters of sentimental and sexual 

relations. Notwithstanding, the parental limitation was not related with either set of 

relations, the degree to which adolescents detailed close interaction with guardians was 

inversely connected with these encounters (Alexander etIal., 2010). AsIfarIas social 

indicators areIconcerned, contrasts are not as steady. Marriage age for young ladies was 

indeed impressively higher in Gujarat than in India as a rule, with 35 percent of those 

matured 18– 29 wedded before they were 18 in Gujarat, contrasted with 46 percent in 

India all the more for the most part. Interestingly, on a few other social indicators, and 

especially on those pertaining to adolescents' disparities were not as wide. 

2.3.3  Self-Esteem and Risky Sexual Behaviour 

StudiesIhaveIbeen done to take a closer lookIatIthe connections betweenIself-

esteemIand risk practices. AIfactorIthat might beIinstrumentalIin anIindividual's 

willingnessIto take part in riskItaking practices is identified with confidence 

(D'Zurilla,IChang,IandISanna, 2003). UnderstudiesIwith lowIself-esteemIdevoured 

moreIliquor, hadImore sexualIaccomplices and had more HIV chance taking practices 

than different understudies (BenjaminIandIWulfert, 2005). BenjaminIandIWulfert, 

(2006) foundIthe relationship of simultaneousness with non-monogamous sexual 

accomplicesIandIsubstance utilize recommends the presence of broad sexualIsystems 

thatIlink individuals at higher hazard for HIVIinfectionIwithIincreased open doors for 

disseminatingIinfection. A few examinations have demonstrated that ladies who take part 

inIriskyIsex hadImoreInegative mentalities towardIusingIcondoms, had lowered self-
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esteem, and utilized more illicit medications thanIladies withIhigher sense ofIself-esteem 

(D'ZurillaIetIal., 2003; Sterk,IKlein,IandIElifson, 2004).  

 

An investigation of defensive variable againstIsubstance utilizes and sexualIriskItaking 

was carried out amongIhigh-destitution urbanIyouth. More elevated amounts ofIself-

esteemIwere related with lowerIlevelsIof riskIpractices (Peterson,IBuser,IandIWestburg, 

2010). A relationship between lowIself-esteemIandIoverwhelming drinking in school 

ladies have additionally been exhibited in different investigations (BenjaminIand 

Wulfert,I2005; NeumanIetIal.,I2009). In an investigation by Neumann et al., (2009), 

with three hundred-and-four liquor using understudies, regarding the dangers related with 

liquor utilize, results uncovered that self-esteem and sexual orientation altogether and 

independently anticipated liquor-related states of mind,Iintentions,IandIfollow-up 

conduct. Females, particularly thoseIwithIlowIself-esteem, showed more prominent 

liquor-related concerns promptly in the wake of reading the message, while guys showed 

more self-serving states of mind.  

 

Likewise, highIself-esteem members and guys detailed fewerIintentions to decrease 

drinking conduct. At development, higher confidence was related with more prominent 

drinking recurrence in respect to bring downIself-esteem. These outcomes indicateIthat 

those withIhighIself-esteem mayInot react to informationIregarding liquor. InIan 

examination byITubman, Wagner,IandILanger, (2003) adolescentsIwith 

substanceIutilize issues were arranged intoIfour distinctIandImeaningfulIsubgroups 

dependent on examples ofIdepressive side effects and thought processes in drinking 

before sex. Gatherings or groupings withIhigher and lowerIfunctioning were recognized 

by assessing mental pain, liquor-utilize practices, and HIV-applicable hazard practices. 

These examinations recognized adolescents with abnormal amounts ofIdepressive 

indicationsIandIdrinking intentions whoIareIat lifted hazard for HIV/STI introduction 

because of more elevated amounts of risky sexual conduct and adjusted sexual conduct 

identified with co-occurring liquor utilize.  

 

Self-esteemIisIan evaluation ofIone merit thatIis a part ofIself-pattern (Biro,IStriegel-

Moore, Franko,IPadgett, andIBean, 2006;IHarter,I2010). It tends to be depicted inItwo 
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differentIways: worldwide andIdomain-particular (McGeeIandIWilliams, 2010). 

Worldwide confidence managesIone's appraisal ofIself-esteem in its totality while 

domain-particular confidence appliesImore to the evaluation of self-esteem in aIcertain 

unique situation (Harter, 2010). Different theoriesIhaveIstated thatIearlyIadolescents' 

confidence will, in general, be delicate givenIthat itIisImore powerlessIto social 

correlation forms duringIthis formativeIstage (Dunkel, 2010; Harter and Whitesell, 

2003). In later adolescence, despite the fact that there are some sexual orientation 

contrasts, self-esteem will in general steadily increase and turn out to be more 

constructive as opportunity, individual expert, and job taking capacity increaseIandImore 

chances to carry on in socially suitable ways are accessible (BlockIandIRobins, 2003; 

HarterIand Whitesell,I2003).  

 

Be that as it may, this is not generally the situation. A few examinations have scrutinized 

the presumption thatIhighIself-esteemIinversely connects with commitment in dangers 

(Baumeister,IHeatherton,IandITice, 2003; Baumeister,ISmart,IandIBoden, 2006). 

Despite the fact that reviews have indicatedIhighIself-esteem toIbe identified with low 

levels of hazard commitment (DonnellanIetIal., 2005; McGeeIandIWilliams, 2010), 

different investigations have contended that debilitated egomania resultsIinIinflated 

perspectives of oneself, which would then be able to prompt risky practices (Crocker and 

Park, 2002). This to lessen contention depends on the presumption that individuals some 

of the time take part inIrisky practices to increaseIorImaintainIself-esteem, orIthe danger 

of havingIlow self-esteem (Crocker and Park, 2002). Despite the fact that in this 

examination thereIisIno appraisal of danger toIadolescents' personalities, ifIthereIis a 

constructive connection betweenIself-esteem andIrisky conduct commitment, one may 

accept that there is a plausibility of undermined self-love.  

 

AnotherIlimitation isIthat a dominant part ofIstudies and investigation concentrated on 

such patterns have demonstrated conflictingIoutcomes that raise doubt about the size of 

influenceIself-esteemIhas onIadolescents' commitment inIrisky conduct (Donnellan, 

Trzesniewski,IRobins,IMoffitt,IandICaspi, 2005; McGeeIandIWilliams, 2010). Some 

past work led onIthe evaluation of self-esteem on adolescents' risky conduct 

demonstrated critical relationships however little impactIsizes e.g., SalazarIetIal., (2005). 
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BruhnIandIParcel, (1982) statedIthat because of inconsistenciesIinIfindings, it is hard to 

ascertainIthe extent of the impact of convictions ofItheIself in connection to conduct. 

OneIof the significantIexplanations behind the error is the absence of longitudinal 

examinations contrasted with cross-sectional investigations (McGee and Williams, 2010; 

Rosenberg,ISchooler,IandISchooenbach, 1989). Without an appraisal of progress, it is 

hard to state convincingly that a build genuinely hasIanyIinfluence orInot. It is hence that 

ongoing research will, in general, beIlongitudinal in the request toIcatch change 

crosswise over time.  

 

Self-esteem is an identity quality that is every now and again examinedIin theIadolescent 

hazard takingIresearch. ResearchIIon the connection betweenIself-esteemIandIrisk 

practices indicates conflictingIfindings (Connor,IPoyrazlı,IFerrer-Wreder,IandIGrahame, 

2004). While a few examinations propose that lowIself-esteem corresponds with an 

increaseIinIriskIinvolvement (Scheier,IBotvin,IGriffin,IandIDiaz, 2010); as referred to 

in WildIetIal., 2004; Belgrave,IVanIOss MarinIandIChambergs, 2010), different 

investigations contend that higher self-esteem is additionally decidedly related to hazard 

practices (DeSimone, Murray,IandILester, 2004; ConnorIetIal., 2004). Be that as it may, 

researchIindicatingIthe higherIself-esteemIandIrisk involvementIrelationshipIincludes 

rather formative investigations, which isolate chance taking as versatile and obsessive 

(Baumrind and Moselle, 1985); as referred to in SiegelIetIal., (2004). AccordingItoIthese 

examinations, one of the identity attributes of a versatile daring person isIhigherIself-

esteem. Along these lines, research has exhibited that chance involvementIisIeither 

identified with higher or bring downIself-esteem, relies on the hazard typeIor 

hypothetical foundation of the examination.  

The majority of the researchers propose that lowIself-esteemIis firmly related with, and 

regularly anIantecedent of juvenile hazard practices and medical issues (Abernathy, 

Massas and Romano-Dwyer, 2005). Essentially, Garmezy, (1983) contends that an 

abnormal state ofIself-esteemIis a defensive factorIagainstIriskIinvolvement. Supporting 

this contention, lowIself-esteemIhas beenIlinked to different immature hazard practices, 

for example, smoking, sedate utilize, and sexual movement. In a similar vein, in an 
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examination directed withIalcoholic kids, oneIofIthe identity attributes of themIwas 

found asIlow self-esteemI(Modrcin-TalbottIetIal., 2008).  

 

What's more, youthful young ladies with low self-esteem frequently experience the ill 

effects of sexuallyItransmitted illnesses andIpregnancy (Kirshner,I2004; Modrcin-

TalbottIetIal., 2008). Moreover, lowIself-esteemIhas been essentially connected with 

substanceImisuse (GordonIandICaltabiano, 2006), liquor utilize and issue drinking 

(Scheier,IBotvin,IGriffin,IandIDiaz, 2002); asIreferred to inIWild,IFlisher,IBhana,Iand 

Lombard,I2004), andIsmoking (Höfler,IPerkonigg,ISchuster,ISonntag,IWittchen,I2009). 

Then again, a few scholars contend thatIindividualsIwith lowIself-esteemIinvolve in 

different risky practices, neglect to adapt to various challengingIlife occasions and the 

feelingsIexperienced (Jessor,IVanIDenIBos,IVanderryn,ICosta,IandITurbin, 2005). 

These scholars additionally propose thatIincreasingIself-esteemIofIthe individualsImay 

diminish involvingIin risky behaviours.  

 

In aIlongitudinal report (Jessor,IDonovan,IandICosta, 2011) examinedIthe function of 

some social-ecological and identity factors includingIself-esteemIin explainingIhazard 

takingIfrom an issue conduct point of view. Members of the investigation were 384 high 

school and 184 undergraduates. Jessor et al., (2011) discovered that issue conduct 

inclination in adolescence was fundamentally identified with youthful grown-up issue 

conduct. Identity factors including self-esteem reliably anticipated the issue practices, for 

example, drinking, medicate utilize, andIcigarette smokingIin youthfulIadulthood.  

 

InIanotherIexamination, Wild,IFlisher,IBhana,IandILombard (2004), investigatedIthe 

connection betweenIsixIself-esteemIdomains (peers,Ischool,Ifamily,Isports, self-

perception, and worldwide self-esteem) and risky practices. Members wereI939 

secondary school understudies fromISouthIAfrica andIbetweenIthe evaluations of 8th 

and 11th grades. Results recommended that interventions that mean to shieldIadolescents 

fromIengagingIin risky practices by increasingItheirIself-esteemIare probably going to 

be best and cost-productive in the event that they are appropriate for theIfamily 

andIschool domains. So also, McKaigI(1989) investigatedIthe connection betweenIself-

esteemIand wellbeing conduct inI303 moderately agedIadolescents and concocted a 
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similar perception. The aftereffects of the investigation exhibited thatIthereIwasIa critical 

relationship betweenIhigherIself-esteemIand more advantageous or healthier conduct. 

 

DistinctIfromIthe examinations above, Gonzales,IandIFields' investigation, (2004) 

accentuated the formative parts ofIhigherIself-esteem, in connection to immature hazard 

taking. InIGonzalesIandIFields'Istudy (2004), adolescents' view of hazard taking 

practices (sportsIandIperil) andItheir associations withIother hazard and defensive 

variables including guardians andIpeers, socialIhelp, familyIduties, self-esteem,Isadness, 

and medication utilize wereIexamined. As such, 440IadolescentsIwere surveyed 

regarding the contrasts among high and low games chance taking, peril hazard taking and 

other identity factors. The consequences of this examination showed that sports’ daring 

people revealed more peril related hazard taking and more medication utilize higher self-

esteem than did non-daring people.  

 

Scholarly, self-esteem then again, did not altogether identify with anyIofIthe wellbeing 

compromisingIpractices. These investigations demonstrate anIinconsistent connection 

betweenIadolescents'Iself-esteemIand hazardItaking. LongitudinalIinformation is in this 

manner better ready to catch the changeIinIself-esteemIamongIadolescentsIand their 

consequent risky social commitment. ThereIareIstill restrictions with a portion of these 

examinations in that self-esteem was evaluated as a predecessor that guides in the 

forecast ofIadolescents' risky practices in excess of a middle person. 

2.3.4 Socio-Economic Status andIRisky SexualIBehaviour 

The sexual conduct of the immature is linked to the socio-economicIstatus of theIfamily, 

essentially through the education and incomes of the guardians. Later beginning of sexual 

intercourse and lower youngster pregnancy rates are identified with higher family 

incomes (Casper, 2006). In like manner, more elevated level of parental education have 

been related with lower pre-adult sexual activity, deferred sexual initiation, more secure 

sexual practices and lower dangers of pregnancy, Perkins etIal., (2008). InIan 

investigationIby Choe et al., (2004), a positive affiliation existed between guardians' 

education level and experience of pre-marriage sex among their youngsters. In 

developing nations, be that as it may, a more elevated amount of guardians' education 
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through better economic conditions, might be related with simple access to substances 

and open doors for pre-marriage sex, and in this way, a higher predominance of substance 

utilize and pre-marriage sex during adolescence among their youngsters.  

 

Numerous examinations have examined regardless of whether guardians are viable sex 

instructors for their differentiating and frequently insubordinate adolescents. 

Russo,(2002) underscored that guardians' level of socio-economic status in discussing 

sexuality was fundamental to powerful correspondence with adolescents. Baldwin and 

Baranoski, (2010) discovered that adolescents report's identity more prone to be happy 

with family interactions. Feldman and Rosenthal, (2010), in an investigation of sex 

education, underscored the significance of sexual orientation. Their findings, Feldman 

and Rosenthal, (2010) underscore that youngsters regularly assess moms all the more 

decidedly (as sex instructors) than dads; little girls frequently assess moms more 

emphatically than their adolescents notwithstanding the increasing bulk of writing 

encouraging sex education in the home. The NationalICampaign to counteract Teen 

Pregnancy, (2010) inItheIUnitedIStatesIof America reports that more than 33% of 

youngsters stated that they had not by any means a single accommodating discussion 

with their folks about sex. However parental socio-economicIstatus is by and large 

referenced to the guardians' information of their kid's whereabouts, exercises and 

companions (Jacobson and Crockett, 2010).  

 

Likewise, researchers distinguished that disappointments in parental monitoring were 

identified with an indirect influence permitting the youthful to connect with freak peers. 

Other influential factors contributing to parental monitoring levels were distinguished as 

parent accessibility, family structure, theInumberIof parental figuresIandItheInumber of 

guardians who are at home during critical hours. These all add to parental socio-

economic status levels which influence the risky sexual conduct of adolescents. In an 

investigation concentrated on developing and evaluating an intervention to increase 

monitoring by guardians and gatekeepers of African-American youth, researchers 

underscored that parental socio-economic status can work both as a preventive measure 

and as an intervention measure for adolescents effectively involved in risky practices 

(Stanton et al, 2010). The findings of this investigation indicated a tremendous measure 
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of parental underestimating of juvenile risky conduct which is indicative of more 

prominent requirement for guardians to learn interventions for increased monitoring of 

their adolescents.  

 

Stanton et al., (2010), in a longitudinal report led with a portion of similar information, 

researchers discovered that proof for an inverse connection between seen peers influence 

and unprotected sex (Listanton and Feigelman, 2010). Long haul impacts of peers 

influence gave sustained insurance from immature risky conduct (Li.Fiegelman, and 

Stanton, 2010; Li et al., 2010). Likewise, Metzler, Oell, Biglan, Ary and Smolkowski, 

(2004) foundIa positive connectionIbetween's parental socio-economicIstatus and 

degenerate monitoring and freak peer associations with attendant sexual hazard taking 

conduct in immature. Metzler et al., (2004) explained that when there isn't much parental 

socio-economic status of juvenile exercises, there is a more prominent probability for 

such adolescents to connect themselves with freak peers and thus indulge in different 

tricky conduct including sexual nature and others. A finding related with monitoring that 

could indirectly influence juvenile sexual hazard taking is the accessibility of parental 

figures.  

 

Metzler et al., (2004) set up that in circumstances here, guardians' socio-economic status 

was apparently once in a while accessible or thoroughly missing, and that adolescents 

were probably going to take part in risky sexual conduct; proposing additionally that 

when the guardians were not accessible not exclusively was parental monitoring 

decreased but rather the adolescents likewise needed models of suitable sexual conduct. 

Mass destitution during this period and people groups resulting modification movement 

irritated a few adolescents' standoffish conduct, especially indiscriminate and clandestine 

social involvement. Female adolescents needed to battle with the allurement of financial 

satisfaction and sexual suggestions by generally more extravagant peers and grown-ups.  
 

Therefore, neediness or the need to survive turned into the driving power and inspiration 

driving the sexual movement of immature young ladies (Isiugo-Abanihe, 2003). Indeed, 

proof from many developing nations proposes that poorer ladies will probably have non-

ordinary accomplices and that condom use with non-standard accomplices is essentially 
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lower among poorer ladies. Booysen and Summerton, (2002) have remarked for South 

Africa that destitution increases the weakness of ladies to HIV infection by resulting, in 

addition to other things, in perilous sexual practices, regularly because of an absence of 

information, absence of access to methods for assurance, and inability to arrange condom 

use with sexual accomplices because of entrenched roles and power relations. 

 

The rising level of youthful female sexual movement is likewise an element of the need 

to accomplish or maintain an upscale way of life or for the more extended term goals of 

establishing contacts with affluent or esteemed individuals, and of obtaining help with 

finding a great job (Meekers and Calves, 2007); others utilize sex as a bargain for 

marriage or to demonstrate their fruitfulness as a prelude or essential for marriage 

(Isiugo-Abanihe, 2003).  

 

Odewole, (2010) and Omoteso, (2003) additionally discovered comparative exercises 

among the college understudies they contemplated. A few disposition studies had 

additionally uncovered that theIsexualIstate of mind of adolescentsIis moreIliberalIthan 

thatIof grown-upsI(WHO, 2003, Owuamanam,I2005 andIOdewole, 2010). WHOI(2003) 

demonstrated thatI43% of young ladies andI67% young men matured somewhere in the 

range of 14IandI19 yearsIwereIsexuallyIdynamic.  

 

Franzkowrak, (2010) distinguished sexuality as a pre-adult formative undertaking. InIthe 

investigations ofIRavi, (2011), Carpenter (2010); Horan,IPhillips,IandIHagan,(2010), 

Koenig, (2010), Remez, (2010); andISandersIandIReinisch,(2011) itIwas accounted for 

thatIyoung fellows overviewed wereImore probable than ladies toIreportIsexual 

experience. Numerous ladies wereInotIsexually dynamic. Indeed, it is reported that only 

in four nations out of 41 examined did ladies aged 15-19 report having anyIsexual 

experience. UnuigbeIandIOgbeide, (2009) inItheir examination onIsexual conduct and 

impression ofIAIDS amongIyouthful young ladies in BeninICity, NigeriaIfound 

aIfemale immature populace that wasIsexually dynamic.  

TheIfamily socio-economic status had additionally beenIfound toIhave a critical 

influence on youthful people groups' sexual conduct. In numerous nations, young ladies 

who lack opportunities, and/or are from poor family socio-economic status, look for help 
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and security fromImenItradingIsexIandIaccordingly, hazard HIVIinfectionIandIdifferent 

STIs. Young ladies in some cases go into association with more seasoned menIcalled 

"sugarIdaddies" in Sub-SaharanIAfricaIwho payItheirIschool charges, purchase presents 

for themIandIofferIinducements (MeekersIandICalve, 2007) andILuke, (2011). InISouth 

Africa, for instance, numerous young ladies haveIsexual connections in returnIfor 

favours,IgiftsIandImoney (MacphailIandICampbell, 2011). A couple of concentrates 

detailed comparative courses of action between young fellows and more established 

ladies asIinINigeria, CameroonIandISouthIAfrica whereIsomeIyoung fellowsIhave 

"sugarImummies" (MeekersIandICalves, 2007) andI(Scalway,I2011). Additionally, the 

investigation ofIKuvlesky, (2008) demonstrated thatItheIreligionIof guardians didInot 

haveIinfluenceIon theIadolescents'Isexual conduct. 
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2.4I  ConceptualIModelIforItheIStudy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

StimulusI(S)      OrganismI (O)                ResponseI(R) 

 

Figure 2.1: ConceptualIModelIforItheIStudy 

ExplanationIofIConceptualIModel 

TheIconceptualImodel for thisIstudy is made up of theIindependent variables or the 

treatment interventions namely; Integrative Psychotherapy Intervention (IPI) and Peer 

Education Intervention (PEI). These variables were manipulated by the researcher to 

observe effectsIon the dependentIvariable (Risky sexual behaviour). TheIinterveningIor 

mediatingIvariables consistsIof organismicIand environmentalIfactors. TheIorganismic 

factorsIare thoseIfactors whichIare residentIwithin the individualIsuch asIgender, locus 

ofIcontrol, emotional intelligence, self-esteem, self-efficacy and age amongIothers. The 

environmentalIfactors areIvariablesIwhich are residentIoutside the individualIandIcould 

affect theIresponses of the participantsIto the treatmentIpackage. ExamplesIof 

environmentalIfactors areIsocialIsupport, work overload, socio-economic status and 

school climate among others. Though several interveningIvariables areIcapable of 

influencingIthe effectivenessIof the interventionsIin achieving reduction of risky sexual 

behaviour inIthisIstudy, theIinterveningIvariables of interestIare parental socio-

economic status and self-esteem. ThisIisIbecauseIliteraturesIhave shownIthat theseIhave 

significantIinfluence in reducingIriskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 
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There was a control group. TheIresearcher gaveIa non-therapeuticItalk on “Poverty 

alleviation inINigeria” after the initial introduction and pretest session. A concluding 

session was arranged which also involved the posttest exercise. 
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CHAPTERITHREE 

METHODOLOGYI 

ThisIchapterIfocuses on the explanationIof how the studyIwas carriedIout. ThisIincludes 

the descriptionIof researchIdesign, studyIpopulation, sampleIandIsamplingItechnique, 

instrumentation,IprocedureIforIdataIcollection,IsummaryIofIactivities in the 

experimentalIgroupsIandImethodI used for data analysis. 

3.1  Research DesignI 

TheIstudyI=adopted a pretest-posttest,IcontrolIgroupIquasi-experimentalIdesignIwithIa 

3x2x2IfactorialImatrix. InIessence, the rowIconsistsIof Integrative Psychotherapy and 

peer educational intervention andItheIcontrol. TheIrowIwasIcrossed withIself-esteem 

variedIat threeIlevels (HighIandILow) and parental socio-economic status 

variedIatIthree levelsI(HighIandILow). ThisIisIrepresentedIinItheItable below. 
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TableI3.1: AI3x2x2IFactorialIMatrixesIfor theIReduction of Risky 

SexualIBehaviourIofIIn-SchoolIAdolescents. 

Treatments Self-Esteem (B) 

High (B1) 

 

Low (B3) 

Parental Socio-Economic Status ( C ) 

High (C1) Low (C2) High (C1) Low (C2) 

IP (A1) 7 7 8 

 

9 

PEI (A2) 8 9 8 9 

CG (A3) 8 7 8 8  

Key:  SE = Self-Esteem; PSS = Parental Socio-Economic Status; IP = Integrative 

Psychotherapy; PEI = Peer Education Intervention; CGI= ControlIGroup 

ThisIdesignIisIschematicallyIrepresentedIas: 

O1    XA1I  O2    

O3I  XA2I   O4    

O5I  XI      O6 

WhereIO1, O3Iand O5 areIpre-testsIfor the threeIgroups. 

           O2, O4 and O6 are post-tests for the three groups. 

XA1- integrative psychotherapy ( Treatment 1) 

XA2- Peer Education Intervention. (  Treatment 2) 

X  Placebo 
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3.2  PopulationI 

TheIpopulation forIthe studyIcomprised of all in-schoolIadolescents in Lagos State, 

Nigeria. There are 500 secondary schoolsIacrossI20Ilocal governments in LagosIstate. 

The research covered all in-school adolescents withinItheIageIrangeIofI10-19Iyears in 

Lagos State, Nigeria. 

3.3 Sample and Sampling Technique 

Multi-stageIsamplingItechniqueIwasIused toIselectIthe participantsIforItheIstudy. The 

first stage involved a simpleIrandom selection of three (3) LocalIGovernmentIAreas 

fromIthe twenty (20) LocalIGovernmentIAreas in Lagos State. The second stage had to 

do with a simple random selection of one (1) secondary school in each of the selected 

local government area; the next stage was screening of the adolescents in senior 

secondary school I to III),using the screening instrument. A total of ninety -six 

(96) in-school adolescents were selected based on the inclusion criteria to take part 

in the study and distributed accordingly. Integrative Psychotherapy Intervention (IPI) 

group had thirty-one (31) participants; Peer Education Intervention (PEI) group had 

thirty-four (34) participants; while the Control Group (CG) had thirty-one (31) 

participants.  

3.4  InclusionICriteria 

TheIfollowing criteriaIwere usedIin selectingIthe participantsIfor theIstudy: 

i. ParticipantsIshouldIbe secondary schoolIstudents. 

ii. The students should have scored high in the screening instrument administered 

(Above 40 points) 

iii. There was to be a willingness to participate in the study. 

iv. In-school adolescents participating were to obtain the consent of the school 

authority. 

v. There was an age limit of 10 to 19 years for the participants. 

3.5  Instrumentation 

Sexual Decision Making Scale ( SDMS) 

Sexual Decision Making Scale (SDMS) developed by Ward, Darke and Hall (2010)Iwas 

used asIa screeningItool for in-school adolescents. ItIconsists of 20Iitems withIaI4-point 
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scoreIin whichIrespondents react to theIitems in theIscaleIrangingIfrom stronglyIagree 

(4) toIstronglyIdisagree (1). ExamplesIof theIitems in the scaleIinclude: I have no 

passionate love for the opposite sex; I love to be in a company of the opposite sex always; 

I love to touch the sensitive parts of my boy/girlfriend; and I love to romance with my 

loved ones. The total obtainable score was eighty (80), while a score of 30 and below was 

used for screening out the participants. The internalIconsistency reliabilityIcoefficient of 

the instrumentIaccording to the authorIwas .83. ParticipantsIresponded to itemsIby 

indicatingIthe choicesIorIresponses. However, theIinstrumentIwasIre-validatedIbyIthe 

researcherIandICronbachIalpha of .87IwasIobtained in a pilotIstudyIwhichIinvolvedIan 

administrationIof theIinstrument to a selectedIsample ofIthirty (30) in-

schoolIadolescents inIIbadan, OyoIState, Nigeria. 

 

Risky Sexual BehaviourIScale (RSBS) 

Risky sexual behaviourIscale (RSBS) developed by Metzler, Noell, and Biglan (2002) 

was used to measure the criterion measure in the pretest-posttest stage. The risky sexual 

behaviourIscale is aI15-itemIinventory. ExamplesIofIitems inIthe scaleIinclude: I don’t 

need to be committed to a person toIhaveIsexIwithIhim; OneInight stand areIsometimes 

veryIenjoyable; ItIisIokay to haveIsexual relationship withImoreIthanIoneIperson atIa 

time; and If a boy/girl takes anti-biotic after sex he/she wouldInot contact sexually 

transmitted diseases. EachIitem wasIrated on aI4-pointIscale (1=stronglyIdisagreeIto 

4=stronglyIagree). ThisIscale is a summativeIscale baseIon the itemsIwithIcognizance 

of someIitems beingIreversed inIscoring. AllIanswers givenIwere scoredIand addedIup 

to indicateItheIlevel of risky sexualIbehaviour, withIa highInumber indicatingIaIgreater 

incidenceIofIriskyIsexualIbehaviour. LanguageIvalidityIfindingsIof the originalIversion 

of the scaleIindicatedIrange from .66ItoI.91. The internalIconsistencyIreliability 

coefficientIwas .89. However, theIadapted versionIof the instrumentIwasIre-validated by 

the researcherIandICronbach alphaIof .84 wasIobtained in a pilotIstudyIwhichIinvolved 

an administrationIof the instrumentIto a selectedIsample ofIthirty (30) in-school 

adolescentsIinIIbadan, OyoIState, Nigeria. 
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ParentalISocio-EconomicIStatusIScale (PSSS) 

Parental Socio-economicIStatusIScale (PSSS) developedIbyISalami (2001) wasIadopted 

toImeasure theIsocio-economicIstatus of the students. ThisIscale wasIbased onIthe 

parents’Ioccupation, educationalIlevel, residenceIandItypesIofIequipment inItheIhouse. 

It is a twelveI(12) Iitems self-report questionnaire used toImeasure theIsocio-economic 

status. On the scale, the scores obtained were further divided into three categories: high, 

moderate and lowIsocio-economicIstatus. The testIretestIreliability of theIscaleIwas 0.73 

during the pilot study. However, theIinstrumentIwasIre-validated by the researcherIand 

CronbachIalpha of 0.89Iwas obtainedIin a pilotIstudy whichIinvolved anIadministration 

of theIinstrument to aIselected sampleIofIthirty (30) in-schoolIadolescents inIIbadan, 

OyoIState, Nigeria. 

 

Self-EsteemIScale (SES) 

TheISelf-EsteemIScale (SES) developedIbyIRosenberg (1989) wasIused as aImeasure of 

self-esteemIof in-school adolescents. ItIconsistsIof 10IitemsIwithIa 4-pointIscoreIin 

whichIrespondentsIrated their self-esteemIfrom stronglyIagreeI(4) to stronglyIdisagree 

(1). ExamplesIof theIitems in the scaleIinclude: AtItimes I thinkII amInotIgood atIall; I 

takeIa positiveIview ofImyself; and I wishII couldIhave moreIrespect forImyself.IThe 

internalIconsistencyIreliability coefficientIof the instrumentIaccording toIRosenbergI 

was 0.91. ParticipantsIresponded to itemsIby indicatingIchoice ofIresponses. However, 

theIadapted versionIof the instrumentIwasIre-validated by the researcherIandICronbach 

alpha ofI0.78 wasIobtained in a pilotIstudy which involvedIan administrationIofIthe 

instrumentIto a selectedIsampleIofIthirty (30) in-schoolIadolescentsIinIIbadan, Oyo 

State,INigeria. 

3.6  Procedure for Data Collection 

AIletterIof introductionIwas collectedIfrom the DepartmentIofIGuidanceIand 

Counselling, UniversityIofIIbadan, Ibadan for presentationIto 

theIMinistryIofIEducation, LagosIStateIwith respectIto the intendedIfieldIresearchIby 

theIresearcher. TheIresearcherIdiscussedIthe purposeIandImodalities for theIexecution 

of theIprojectIwith theIrespective TutorsIGeneral and then theIPrincipals of the 

concerned schools, during the several visits to them. The Vice Principals and Guidance 
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Counsellors who were to help to facilitate the project were equally briefed and the 

execution of the field workIwas mapped out. In the courseIofIthese visits, theIassistance 

ofIresearch assistants were sought and obtained. These assistants were part of the 

organization and administration of the various activities that helped in the success of the 

field work- getting the venues ready, class control, distribution and collection of 

questionnaires, encouraging students’ continuous participation, helping to carry out 

instructions from the researcher, etc. 

 

TheIstudy wasIcarried outIin fourIphases: pre-sessionIactivities, pre-test, treatmentIand 

post-test. In each of theIthree schools selected by random sampling, Ipre-session, 

activitiesIincludedItheIscreening, recruitmentIandIassignment ofIparticipants to theItwo 

experimentalIgroups and the controlIgroup. Advertisement, announcement to students, 

and briefing were made at the College Assembly; introducing the students to the 

programme and calling for their support and participation. This was done in eachIofIthe 

three selected secondary schools. One of the schools was selected for Integrative 

Psychotherapy Intervention. The second school was for Peer Education Intervention 

while the third school served as the Control Group. Furthermore, aIpreliminaryImeeting 

wasIorganized to familiarizeIwith the interestedIparticipants andIto solicitItheir 

willingnessItoIparticipate in theIstudy. The selected participants wereIaskedIto fill and 

sign the consentIform to formalize their participation in the research process. Before the 

pre-test, the Sexual Decision Making Scale was administered and result obtained. This 

was used to shortlist those who were to take part in the project. At the pre-test stage, 

Parental Socio-Economic Status Scale (PSSS), Self-Esteem Scale (SES) and Risky 

Sexual Behaviour Scale (RSBS) wereIadministered to theIparticipants in quick 

succession. ParticipantsIinIthe two experimentalIgroups only wereIexposed toIeight 

sessions ofItreatment each (Integrative Psychotherapy, eight sessions and Peer Education 

Training, eight sessions). EachIsession was forIanIaverageIof 60Iminutes equivalent to 

one hour (1 Hour). TheIControlIGroup was notItreatedIwith any of the instruments, but 

theIparticipants inIthe groupIwereIexposed to a lecture titled “Poverty AlleviationIin 

Nigeria”. TheIpost-testIwas administeredIas a part of theIconclusion of the programme 

in each of the three (3) groups. One session was used for thr post test administration. 
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TheISynopsisIofITreatmentIPackages: 

Experimental Group 1 (Integrative Psychotherapy) 

1st Session: General orientationIandIadministrationIof theIinstrumentItoIobtainIpre-test 

scores. 

2ndISession: ThisIsessionIfocusedIon the meaning of riskyIsexualIbehaviourIand the 

meaning of Integrative Psychotherapeutic Intervention. 

3rdISession: ThisIsession dealt with the explanation of the processes of Integrative 

Psychotherapy.  

4thISession: InIthisIsession, anIattempt wasImade toIexplain learning from past 

mistakesIinIrelation to riskyIsexual behaviour. 

5th Session: The session focusedIonItheIidentificationIof negative sensation/thought 

patterns and creation of positive thought substitution. 

6th Session: This session was on the modeling and exploration standards with expected 

modeling. 

7th Session: During this session, the researcher explained the self-instruction/ motivation 

and its implications on risky sexual behaviour. 

8th Session: The session dealt with summary of Integrative Psychotherapy, collectionIof 

post-testIscoresIandIformal closingIof theIsessions.  

 

ExperimentalIGroupI2: (Peer Education Training) 

1st Session: GeneralIorientation andIadministration of theIinstrument toIobtainIpre-test 

scores. 

2nd Session: ThisIsessionIfocusedIon the meaning of risky sexual behaviour and Peer 

Education Intervention implications.  

3rd Session: InIthisIsession, theIresearcherIexplainedItheIprocesses of Peer Education 

Intervention. 

4th Session: In this case, the researcher focused on the implications of repeated assertion 

technique with riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 

5th Session: The sessionIwas basedIonIexplanationIof development of adequate 

timeImanagement skills as essential for the risky sexual behaviour of in-

schoolIadolescents. 
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6th Session: In this session, the researcher explained weakened identity functions as 

significantItoIrisky sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 

7th Session: This session centered on how to have positive attitude towards reactivating 

development, reactivating ego and reducing risky sexual behaviour. 

8th Session: The session was for the summary of Peer Education Intervention, collection 

ofIpost-testIscores after administrationIandIformalIclosingIofItheIsessions. 

 

ControlIGroup 

SessionI1:  IntroductionIandIpre-test. 

SessionI2: A talk was given on: Poverty Alleviation in Nigeria. 

SessionI3: PostItestingIandIconclusion. 

3.7I  ControlIofIExtraneousIVariables 

ExtraneousIfactors are those components or traits that may influence the result of the 

exploratory investigation besides the psychotherapies that were utilized. TheIresearcher 

has guidedIagainst the impacts ofIsuch factors throughItheIfollowing:(1) proper 

randomization of members intoIthe twoIinterventionIgroups and theIcontrol groups; (2) 

adherenceItoIinclusion criteria; (3) successful utilization of the 3x2x2 factorialImatrix 

and the AnalysisIofICovarianceI(ANCOVA) measurable instrument thatIwas utilized to 

similarly deal with likely incidental factors. 

3.8I  DataIAnalysis 

Frequency counts and AnalysisIofICovariance (ANCOVA) were the majorIstatistical 

toolsIthat wereIemployed in thisIstudy. Frequency count wasIusedIto analyze the 

demographicIcharacteristicsIof theIrespondents while ANCOVA wasIused to testIthe 

hypothesesIatI0.05 levelIofIsignificance. A postIhoc analysis was conducted toItest the 

directionIofIsignificantIdifferenceIobserved inIthe main treatment on risky sexual 

behaviour of the participants. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ThisIchapter presents theIresultsIandIdiscussion of findingsIinIthisIstudy based on the 

seven hypotheses raised. The results and discussions are supported with previous 

empirical findings as presented. ThisIis doneIbasedIon the analysisIof theIseven 

hypothesesIformulatedIfor theIstudy; the summaryIofIfindings concludes theIchapter. 

HypothesisIOne:  

ToItest thisIhypothesis, AnalysisIofICovarianceI(ANCOVA)IwasIadopted toIanalyze 

theIpost-testIscoresIofItheIparticipantsIonItheirIlevel of risky sexual behaviour 

usingIthe pre-testIscores asIcovariateItoIascertainIthe postIexperimentalIdifferences are 

statisticallyIsignificant. TheIsummaryIof theIanalysisIisIpresented inITable 4.1Ibelow: 
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TableI4.1: SummaryIof 3x3x3 AnalysisIofICovarianceI(ANCOVA)IPost-TestIRisky sexual 

behaviour of In-School Adolescents 

SourceI TypeIIIIISum 

ofISquares 

dfI MeanI 

Square 

FI Sig. I Partial Eta 

Squared 

Corrected Model 

Intercept 

Pre-score 

TRT  Group 

SESTEEM 

SES 

TRT Group * SESTEEM 

TRT Group * SES 

SESTEEM * SES 

TRT Group * SESTEEM * 

SES 

Error 

Total 

Corrected Total 

4487.152a 

596.866 

287.857 

725.139 

42.824 

15.605 

78.986 

111.399 

124.977 

 

26.816 

1780.181 

71998.00 

6267.333 

20 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

4 

3 

4 

 

2 

75 

96 

95 

224.358 

596.866 

287.857 

362.570 

21.412 

7.802 

19.747 

37.133 

31.244 

 

13.408 

23.736 

9.452 

25.146 

12.128 

15.275 

.902 

.329 

.832 

1.564 

1.316 

 

.565 

.000 

.000 

.001 

.000 

.410 

.721 

.509 

.205 

.272 

 

.571 

.716 

.251 

.139 

.289 

.023 

.009 

.042 

.059 

.066 

 

.015 

.    {a. RISquared = .716 (AdjustedIRISquared = .640)} 
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TheIresultsIfromITableI4.1 showed thatIthere is significantImainIeffect of treatmentsIin 

the reduction of riskyIsexualIbehaviour of the participants (F2, 75 = 15.275, p < 0.05, η2 = 

0.289). ThisImeansIthere isIsignificantIdifference in the meanIscores ofIthe in-school 

adolescents’ risky sexual behaviour exposed to Integrative Psychotherapy (IP) and Peer 

Education Training (PET) whenIcompared withIthe ControlIGroup. Hence,Ihypothesis 

one isInotIaccepted. ItIwasItherefore concludedIthat there isIsignificant mainIeffectIof 

treatmentsIinIreduction ofIin-schoolIadolescent riskyIsexualIbehaviour. ThisIimplies 

that IPIandIPET areIeffective in reducing risky sexual behaviourIamong in-school 

adolescents. 

 

To further provide information in the reduction of risky sexualIbehaviour ofIthe 

participantsIamong theIthreeIgroups (IP, PET andIControl), itIis goodItoIascertainIthe 

directionIof the differencesIandIdetermine theImagnitude of the meanIscores ofIthe 

participantsIin each of the treatmentsIandIthe controlITableI4.2. 
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TableI4.2: SignificantIDifferencesIin theITreatmentIGroups 

Treatment groups N SubsetIforIalpha = 0.05 

1 2 

Integrative Psychotherapy (IP) 31 21.2258  

    

Peer Education Training (PET) 34 22.7353  

    

Control Group 31  34.8710 

    

Sig.  .544 1.000I 
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TheIfollowing observationsIwereImade onITable 4.2, (1) ThereIwas no statisticalIsignificant 

differenceIbetween the post-hocItests meanIscores in reducing the risky sexual behaviourIof 

the in-schoolIadolescents in the IP and PET groups. However, theIparticipantsIin theIIP 

(MeanI= 21.2258) benefitedIbetter thanIthose in the PET (MeanI= 22.7353). This is most 

probably because Integrated Psychotherapy is a counsellingIapproach that embracesIan 

attitudeItowards the practiceIof psychotherapyIthat affirms the inherentIvalue of the 

individualIand also respondsIappropriatelyIandIeffectively to the personIatItheIaffective, 

behavioural,IcognitiveIandIphysiological levelsIofIfunctioning. It is more impacting on the 

participants than Peer Educating Training as shown in the result of the tests. 

 

(ii) ThereIwasIsignificantIdifference in the post-hocImean testIscores in reducing the risky 

sexual behaviour ofIthe in-school adolescentsIexposed to IP and ControlIGroup. The 

participantsIin IP (Mean = 21.2258) reducedIthe risky sexual behaviour significantlyI better 

thanIthose in the ControlIGroup (Mean = 34.8710). TheIControlIGroup wasInotIsubjected 

toIanyIof theIpsychologicalIsessions as to give a change of orientation to the participants 

concerning their attitude to risky sexual behaviour.  

(iii) ThereIwasIsignificantIdifference in the post-hocItest meanIscores in reducing the risky 

sexual behaviour ofIthe in-school adolescents exposedIto PET and controlIgroup. The 

participantsIinIPET (MeanI= 22.7353) reducedIthe risky sexual behaviourIsignificantly 

betterIthan those in the ControlIGroup (MeanI= 34.8710). Instead of exposing the 

participants to the instruments provided in order to bring about a behaviour that will reduce 

sexual risk, the adolescents were only given a lecture on a non-psychological session. The 

adolescents were only lectured on “Poverty alleviation in Nigeria”. 
 

In summary, these observations from theIresultsIofIthe tests imply thatIthere are 

significant differences among theImean scores ofIparticipants in PET, IPIandIthose in 

theIControlIGroup. The IP and PET areImore effectiveIthan the ControlIGroup, andIthat 

the IP hadIthe greater potencyIof reducing risky sexualIbehaviour among in-school 

adolescentsIthan PET. 
 

Hypothesis Two: The results from TableI4.1 showed thatIthere is noIsignificant 

mainIeffect ofIparental socio-economicIstatus onIriskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-

schoolIadolescents (F2, 75 = 0.329, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.009). ThisImeans 
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thereIisInoIsignificantIdifference in the meanIscores of theIparentalIsocio-

economicIstatus on risky sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents in the low, moderate 

and high socio-economic status when compared with each other. Hence, hypothesis two 

was accepted. 

 

HypothesisIThree: The results from TableI4.1 showedIthatIthereIis noIsignificant 

mainIeffectIofIself-esteem on riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents (F2, 75 = 

0.902, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.023). ThisImeansIthere is noIsignificantIdifference in the 

meanIscores of theIself-esteem onIriskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents in 

the low, moderate and high self-esteem when compared with each other. Hence, 

hypothesisIthreeIwasIaccepted. 

 

HypothesisIFour: The results fromITable 4.1 showed thatIthere is 

noIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIof treatmentIandIparentalIsocio-economicIstatus on 

riskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-school adolescents (F3, 75 = 1.564, pI>I0.05, η2I=I0.059). 

ThisImeansIthereIis noIsignificant interactionIbetween treatmentIandIparentalIsocio-

economicIstatus on riskyIsexual behaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. Hence, hypothesis 

four was accepted. 

 

Hypothesis Five: TheIresults fromITableI4.1 showed thatIthere is 

noIsignificantIinteractionIeffect of treatmentIand self-esteemIon riskyIsexual 

behaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents (F4, 75 = 0.832, pI>I0.05, η2I= 0.042). 

ThisImeansIthere is noIsignificantIinteractionIeffect betweenItreatment andIself-esteem 

on risky sexual behaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescents. Hence, 

hypothesisIfiveIwasIaccepted. 

 

Hypothesis Six: The results fromITableI4.1 showed thatIthere 

isInoIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIof parentalIsocio-economicIstatusIandIself-esteem 

on riskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-school adolescentsI(F4, 75 = 1.316, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.066). 

This means thereIisInoIsignificant interactionIeffectIbetween parentalIsocio-

economicIstatus and self-esteem onIrisky sexualIbehaviour of in-school adolescents. 

Hence, hypothesis six was accepted. 
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Hypothesis Seven: The results fromITableI4.1 showed thatIthere is 

noIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIof treatment,IparentalIsocio-economicIstatus andIself-

esteem on riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents (F2, 75 = 0.565, p > 0.05, η2 = 

0.015). This means thereIisIno significantIinteraction effect betweenItreatment, 

parentalIsocio-economicIstatus andIself-esteemIon riskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-

schoolIadolescents. Hence, hypothesis seven was accepted. 

4.2I  DiscussionIofIFindings 

ThisIstudyIexamined theIeffectivenessIof Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education 

Training on risky sexual behaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescents in LagosIState, Nigeria. The 

findingsIare logically discussed below: 

The first hypothesis stated that there was noIsignificantImainIeffect of treatments on 

risky sexual behaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. The results from this studyIshowedIthat 

there is significantImainIeffect of treatments in the reduction ofIriskyIsexualIbehaviour 

ofItheIparticipants. ThisImeansIthereIisIsignificantIdifferenceIinItheImeanIscores of the 

in-schoolIadolescents’ risky sexual behaviour exposed to Integrative Psychotherapy (IP) 

and Peer Education Training (PET) whenIcomparedIwithItheIControlIGroup. Hence, 

hypothesisIoneIisIrejected. ItIwasIthereforeIconcluded thatIthereIisIsignificantImain 

effectIofItreatmentsIinIreduction of in-schoolIadolescentIrisky sexualIbehaviour. This 

impliesIthatIIP and PET areIeffective in reducing risky sexualIbehaviourIamong in 

schoolIadolescents. DespiteIthe factIthat bothItreatmentsIwereIeffective, itIisIgoodIto 

ascertainItheIdirection of the differencesIandIdetermine the magnitudeIof theImean 

scoresIof theIparticipants in each of theItreatmentsIand theIControlIGroup. Thus, the 

ScheffeIpost-hocIanalysis wasIcalculatedIand the resultIimpliedIthatIthereIisIsignificant 

differenceIbetweenItheImeanIscoreIofIparticipantsIinIIP, PET andIthose inItheIControl 

Group, while IP and PET are moreIeffective than ControlIGroup, and invariably it 

pointed out that the IP had the greater potency of reducing riskyIsexual behaviourIamong 

in-schoolIadolescents than PET. The reason for this could be that the Integrative 

Psychotherapy is more cognitive than mere peer education. Participants in Integrative 

Psychotherapy groupIhaveIbeenIexposed toIhow theirIthinking patternIinfluencesItheir 

emotionalIreaction andIbehaviours with respect to sexuality through the treatment 

package used in the eight sessions had. TheyIhave also learntItoIidentify 
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sensation/thoughtIpatternsIandIcreation of positive thought substitutionIirrationalIand 

distortedIthoughtIbeliefs andIself-instruction against attributes whichIpredispose themIto 

risky sexual behaviour. 

 

ThisIfindingIis inIconsonanceIwith the findingsIofIBahmani, Etemadi, andIShafie 

(2010) which examined the successful utilization of integrative therapeutic intervention 

on clients withIriskyIsexualIconduct. ResultIdemonstrated that the normal rate of risky 

sexual conduct in Integrative Psychotherapy amass was lower and normal rate of 

negativity and their risky sexual conduct altogether is more than the normal rate of 

psychological treatment grouping. Castonguay et al., (2010) broke down the viability of 

Integrative Psychotherapy on the reduction of anxiety and the outcome is significant. So 

also, the finding of the study is in concurrence with that of Jones and Pulos (2013) that in 

their investigation discovered that integrative therapeutic intervention for the most part 

related to the psychodynamic convention and has been linked with a positive result in 

subjective treatment for risky sexual conduct. Ghafari,IBehrozifar,IandINaroeiI(2010) 

investigated the effect of Integrative Psychotherapy gather onItheIrateIofIindividuals' 

mindfulness and endeavours for self-improvement and itIhasIdemonstrated 

theIinfluential after-effects of this methodology. Ventgout, Classen and Legren (2004) 

dissected the effectIofIIntegrative Psychotherapy on the management of riskyIsexual 

conduct and that this methodology is influential in the decrease of the risky sexual 

conduct of patients.  

 

This finding likewise lines up with different examinations (MillerIetIal., 2010; 

RomerIetIal., 2004; Kinsman, etIal., 2007) that discoveredIthat sexual standard of 

conduct of the peer assemble were instrumental in determining the two intentions and 

inevitable sexual intercourse among adolescents. Besides, when an immature showcases a 

peer-conduct, for example, having sex, or using assurance inconsistently, risky sexual 

conduct is set up. Regularly, research underlines that peer education intervenes on a 

juvenile's initiation of sexual activity. In any case, peer may continue to assume a notable 

position even after a youthful start of a sexual movement. Research has demonstrated that 

peer sexual personal conduct affects adolescent’s sexual movement. The juveniles who 

are sexually dynamic peers will probably be sexually dynamic themselves (Hewis, 2007).  
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Moreover, the finding of the examination was likewise in harmony with that of Harris, 

(2008), who in her audit of conduct of hereditary investigations broke down the impact of 

peer education intervention on juvenile conduct and inferred that half of the fluctuation in 

pre-adult identity is hereditary in origin and the remaining half basically mirrors the 

influence of peers. Different investigations have analyzed the influence of various kinds 

of peers and have inferred that closest companions were a standout amongst the most 

intense wellsprings of influence; stronger than companions when all is said and done, 

general kinship systems, or expansive based peer network (Berndt, 2006; Cohen, 2003; 

Morgan and Grube, 2011). A larger part of concentrates on adolescents' peer education 

intervention basically ask members what number of companions have performed hazard 

bahaviour and after that connect the incentive with the objective's very own hazard 

conduct. A factual connection between the measures is accepted to reflect peer education 

intervention. 

 

The second hypothesis states that thereIwasInoIsignificantImainIeffect 

ofIparentalIsocio-economicIstatus on riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 

The results confirmed that thereIisInoIsignificantImainIeffect of parentalIsocio-

economicIstatus on risky sexual behaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. ThisImeans thereIis 

noIsignificantIdifference in the meanIscores of the parentalIsocio-economicIstatus on 

risky sexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents in the low, moderate and high socio-

economic status when compared. Hence, hypothesis two was accepted. The result could 

have been so, because of the fact that many other environmental factors may be prevalent 

and unknown which could affect the adolescents’ risky sexual behaviours. Be that as it 

may, the finding of this investigation repudiates the investigations of (Meekers and 

Calve, 2007; Luke, 2011). The investigations discovered that family socio-economic 

status had a huge influence on youthful people groups' risky sexual conduct. Studies that 

were completed in numerous different nations discovered that, young ladies lacking 

chances and from poor socio-economic status homes look for help from men who 

exchange sex and along these lines gamble with HIV infection and different STIs, due to 

security. Young ladies now and again go into association with more seasoned menIcalled 

"sugarIdaddies" inISub-SaharanIAfrica and payItheirIschool charges, purchase presents 
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for them and offers inducements. InISouthIAfrica, for instance, numerous young ladies 

have sexual connections in return forIfavours, blessings and cashI(MacphailIand 

Campbell, 2011). A couple of concentrates announced comparative courses of action 

between young fellows and more established ladies asIinINigeria, Cameroon andISouth 

AfricaIwhereIsomeIyoungIfellows haveI"sugarImummies" (MeekersIandICalves, 2007 

andIScalway, 2011).  

 

Similarly, as this investigation did not demonstrate any huge main impact ofIparental 

socio-economicIstatus onIthe risky sexual conduct of the in-school adolescents, 

correspondingly, the investigation of Kuvlesky (2008) demonstrated thatItheIreligion of 

guardians likewise didInotIhave an influenceIonItheIadolescents'Isexual conduct. 

Different factors, for example, parental limitation, family religiosity and income, 

assumed no significance in influencing regardless of whether these understudies had 

encountered sex. In another investigation led among adolescents in a ghetto setting in 

Pune city and the surrounding rustic regions, the level of fearlessness and peer interaction 

were essentially connected with reports of encounters of sentimental and sexual relations. 

Be that as it may, the parental limitation was not related with either set of relations, the 

degree to which youth detailed close interaction with guardians was inversely connected 

with these experiences (Alexander et al., 2010).  

 

Likewise, numerous investigations have examined regardless of whether guardians are 

powerful sex teachers for their differentiating and regularly insubordinate adolescents. 

Russo, 2002 stressed that guardians' level of socio-economic status in discussing 

sexuality was key to successful correspondence with adolescents. Baldwin and 

Baranoski, 2010 discovered that adolescents report's identity more prone to be happy 

with family interactions. Feldman and Rosenthal, 2010, in an investigation about sex 

education, underline the significance of sex. Their findings, Feldman and Rosenthal, 

2010 accentuate that youngsters regularly assess moms all the more emphatically (as sex 

teachers) than dads. It will be fairly pretentious anyway that most girls frequently assess 

moms more emphatically than their youngsters in spite of the increasing main part of 

writing encouraging sex education in the home. For example, the NationalICampaignIto 

avoid TeenIPregnancy (2010) detailed thatImoreIthan 33% of adolescents stated that 
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they had not by any means a single accommodating discussion with their folks about sex. 

However, while discussing parental socio-economic status, it is by and large referenced 

to the guardians' information of their youngster's whereabouts, exercises and companions, 

(Jacobson and Crockett, 2010). 

 

ThereIwasInoIsignificant mainIeffect of self-esteemIon riskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-

schoolIadolescents. The above-stated null hypothesisIwas accepted because the results 

from TableI4.1IshowedIthatIthereIis no significantImainIeffectIof self-esteem onIrisky 

sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. ThisImeansIthereIisInoIsignificantI 

difference in theImeanIscores ofIthe self-esteem on riskyIsexual behaviourIofIin-school 

adolescentsIinIthe low, moderate and high self-esteem when compared with each other.  

 

In consonance with the present finding, researches on self-esteem and risky sexual 

conduct have not delighted in an agreement report, rather unique outcomes were watched. 

A few investigations propose thatIlowIself-esteemIis connected withIan increaseIin 

hazard involvementI(Scheier,IBotvin,IGriffin,IandIDiaz, 2010; Belgrave, Van Oss 

Marin and Chambergs, 2010). Different examinations contend that higher self-esteem is 

additionally decidedly related to hazard practices (DeSimone, Murray and Lester, 2004; 

Connor et al., 2004). Be that as it may, researchIindicatingIthe higherIself-esteemI and 

hazardIinvolvementIrelationshipIincludesIrather formative examinations, whichIdefine 

chance taking as versatileIandIpathological (BaumrindIandIMoselle,I1985); as referred 

to in Siegel et al., (2004). According to these investigations, one of the identity attributes 

of a versatile daring person isIhigherIself-esteem. In this way, researchIhas exhibited that 

chanceIinvolvement isIeither identified with higherIor brought-downIself-esteem, 

depending on the hazard type. This legitimizes the finding of this investigation which 

demonstrates that having either high as well as low self-esteem among in-school 

adolescents does not make a difference with regards to issues of risky sexual conduct. 

 

Additionally, this finding negates that of Benjamin and Wulfert (2006) where they 

discovered that understudies with lowIself-esteem devoured more liquor, hadImore 

sexualIaccomplices and hadImore HIVIhazard takingIpractices thanIdifferent 

understudies. BenjaminIandIWulfertI(2006), foundIthe relationship of simultaneousness 
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with non-monogamous sexual accomplices andIsubstance utilize suggesting the presence 

of broad sexual systems that link individuals at higher hazard forIHIVIinfectionIwith 

increasedIopen doors for disseminatedIinfection. A few investigations have demonstrated 

that ladies who take part in riskyIsexIhadImoreInegative states of mind towardIusing 

condoms,Ihad brought down self-esteem,IandIutilizedImore illicit medicationsIthan 

ladies with higherIself-esteems (D'ZurillaIetIal., 2003; Sterk,IKlein, andIElifson, 2004).  

 

As a rider to the above, investigation of defensive components againstIsubstance utilize 

and sexualIhazard takingIwas directed amongIhigh-neediness urbanIyouth. More 

elevated amounts ofIself-esteemIwere related withIlowerIlevels of hazard behaviours 

(Peterson,IBuser,IandIWestburg, 2010). A relationship betweenIlowIself-esteemIand 

substantial drinkingIin school ladies haveIadditionally been exhibited in differentIstudies 

(BenjaminIandIWulfert, 2005; NeumanIetIal., 2009). In an investigation by Neumann et 

al., (2009), with three hundred-and-four liquor using undergraduates, regarding the 

dangers related with liquor utilize, results uncovered that self-esteem and sexual 

orientation fundamentally and independently anticipated liquor-related states of mind, 

intentions,IandIfollow-up conduct. Females,Iparticularly thoseIwithIlowIself-esteem, 

showed more prominent liquor-related concerns promptly subsequent to reading the 

message, while guys displayed more self-serving states of mind. 

ThereIwas noIsignificantIinteractionIeffect ofItreatment and parentalIsocio-economic 

statusIon risky sexualIbehaviour ofIin-school adolescents. TheIresultsIof theIstudy 

showed that thereIwas noIsignificantIinteractionIeffect ofItreatment andIparentalIsocio-

economic status on risky sexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. This implies there 

isInoIhuge interaction impact among treatmentIand parental socio-economic status on 

risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents. Henceforth, speculation four was 

acknowledged. The finding of this investigation repudiates a few other findings (Metzler, 

Oell, Biglan, Ary and Smolkowski, 2004) in a longitudinal report directed foundIa 

positiveIconnectionIbetweenIparental socio-economicIstatus and freak monitoring and 

degenerate peer associations with attending sexual hazard taking conduct in the youthful. 

Metzler et al., (2004) explained that when there isn't much parental socio-economic status 

of immature exercises, there is a more prominent probability for such adolescents to 
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connect themselves with freak peers and subsequently indulge in different risky practices 

including sexual nature and others. A finding related to monitoring that could indirectly 

influence juvenile sexual hazard taking is the accessibility of parental figures.  

  

In addition, the finding of this investigation likewise certifies that of Halmi (2005) which 

broke down the effect of Integrative Psychotherapy on the reduction of eating disorder 

and sexual risk practices among 300 adolescents. The examination presumed that this 

treatment facilitates improvement, in this way Integrative Psychotherapy was powerful. 

There is proof that juvenile's hazard practices related to practices of their dear 

companions, however, it isn't evidenced that such affiliation reflects peer education 

intervention. The affiliations may reflect estimation ancient rarities, kinship 

determination, or the activity of parallel occasions. Peer education intervention on pre-

adult sexual conduct has to a great extent been confined to level of interaction (Laurissen, 

2004; Small and Luster, 2004) albeit a few investigations have indicated the nearness of 

different parts of peer education intervention e.g. negative peer education intervention; 

this research includes peer interaction levels, intimacy, sexual conduct and risky sexual 

conduct. Berndt's (2006) findings in a meta-investigation on whether the individual's 

dearest companion has performed hazard conduct and after that compare this view with 

hazard conduct. Pundits of this result have noticed that the relationship between one's 

very own conduct and reports of the conduct of companions can't be taken as 

unambiguous proof for peer education intervention (Bauman and Ennet, 2006; Billy and 

Udry, 2005). 

 

ThereIwill be noIsignificantIinteraction effectIof treatmentIandIself-esteemIonIrisky 

sexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. TheIresults from the study showedIthatIthere 

is noIsignificant interaction effectIofItreatment and self-esteemIonIrisky sexual 

behaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. This implies thereIisIno huge interactionIimpact 

amongItreatment andIself-esteemIonIthe riskyIsexualIconduct of in-school adolescents. 

Subsequently, theory five was acknowledged. The finding is additionally interestingly 

with different longitudinal investigations of Jessor, Donovan, and Costa (2011) that 

discovered that issue conduct inclination in adolescence was altogether identified with 

youthful grown-up issue conduct. Identity factors including self-esteem reliably 
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anticipated the issue practices, for example, drinking, tranquilize utilize, and cigarette 

smoking in youthful adulthood. So also, the finding of Wild, Flisher, Bhana and Lombard 

(2004) showedIthatIthereIwas a huge relationship betweenIhigherIself-esteemIand more 

beneficial conduct. DistinctIfrom the investigations above, GonzalesIandIFields' study 

(2004) underlined the formative partsIofIhigherIself-esteem, in connection to youthful 

hazard taking.  

 

Besides, later beginning of sexual intercourse and lower youngster pregnancy rates are 

identified with higher family incomes (Casper, 2006). In like manner, more elevated 

amounts of parental education have been related with lower pre-adult sexual movement, 

deferred sexual initiation, more secure sexual practices and lower dangers of pregnancy 

(PerkinsIetIal., 2008). InIanotherIstudy by Choe etIal., (2004), a positive affiliation 

existed between guardians' education level and experience of pre-marriage sex among 

their youngsters which are indices of high regard. In developing nations, be that as it 

may, a larger amount of guardians' education through better economic conditions might 

be related with simple access to substances and open doors for pre-marriage sex, and 

thusly, the higher pervasiveness of substance utilize and pre-marriage sex during 

adolescence among their youngsters; high or low self-esteem notwithstanding. 

 

ThereIwasInoIsignificantIinteraction effectIofIparentalIsocio-economicIstatus and self-

esteem onIriskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. TheIresultsIfromIthe study 

alsoIshowedIthat thereIwasInoIsignificantIinteractionIeffect of parentalIsocio-economic 

statusIand self-esteemIonIriskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. ThisIimplies 

thereIwasIno critical interaction impactIbetween parental socio-economic status 

andIself-esteem on the riskyIsexual conduct of in-schoolIadolescents. Consequently, 

speculation six was acknowledged. A conceivable purpose behind this distinction could 

be because of the way that adolescents are presented to a few different factors, for 

example, internet based life and other ecological exigencies which are past the extent of 

the guardians, the findings subsequently can't help contradicting some different findings 

where researchers distinguished that disappointments in parental monitoring were 

identified with an indirect influence permitting the juvenile to connect with freak peers. 
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Another influential variable contributing to parental monitoring levels was distinguished 

as parent accessibility, family structure, the quality or quantity of parental figures and the 

number of guardians who are at home during critical hours. These all add to parental 

socio-economic status levels which influence risky sexual conduct ofIadolescents.  

 

ThisIfinding additionally supports that of Stanton etIal., (2010) who maintained that 

parental socio-economic status can work both as a preventive measure and as an 

intervention measure for youth officially involved in risky practices. The findings of this 

examination indicated a tremendous measure of parental underestimating of pre-adult 

hazard conduct indicative of more noteworthy requirement for guardians to learn 

interventions for increased monitoring of their adolescents. A few investigations have 

scrutinized and discovered the supposition thatIhigh self-esteemIinverselyIconnects with 

commitment inIrisks (Baumeister,IHeatherton;IandITice,I2003; Baumeister,ISmart,Iand 

Boden, 2006). Despite the fact that reviews have demonstrated highIself-esteemIto be 

identified with lowIlevelsIof hazardIengagement (DonnellanIetIal.,I2005; McGeeIand 

Williams,I2010), different investigations have contended that debilitated pretention 

resultsIinIinflated perspectives of oneself, which would then be able to prompt risky 

behaviours (CrockerIandIPark, 2002). ThisIcontention depends on the presumption that 

individuals now and then take part inIrisky practices to increaseIorImaintainIself-esteem, 

orIto decrease the danger of having low self-esteem (Crocker and Park, 2002).  

 

Likewise, pre-adult young ladies with low self-esteem frequently experience the ill 

effects of sexuallyItransmitted infections andIpregnancy (Kirshner,I2004; Modrcin-

TalbottIetIal., 2008). Besides, lowIself-esteemIhasIbeen altogether connected with 

substanceIabuse (GordonIandICaltabiano (2006), liquor utilize andIissueIdrinking 

(Scheier,IBotvin,IGriffin,IandIDiaz; asIreferredItoIinIWild, Flisher,IBhana,IandI 

Lombard, 2004), andIsmoking (Höfler,IPerkonigg,ISchuster,ISonntag,IWittchen, 2009). 

Then again, a few scholars contend thatIindividualsIwithIlowIself-esteemIinvolves in 

different hazard practices, neglect to adapt to various challengingIlife occasions and the 

feelingsIexperienced (Jessor, VanIDenIBos, Vanderryn,ICostaIandITurbin, 2005). These 

scholars additionally recommend thatIincreasingIself-esteemIof theIindividuals may 

decrease involving in hazard practices. 
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ThereIwasInoIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIofItreatment, parentalIsocio-economic status 

and self-esteemIon riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. The results of this 

study showed thatIthere is noIsignificantIinteractionIeffect ofItreatment, parentalIsocio-

economicIstatus and self-esteemIonIrisky sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents. 

This means thereIisInoIsignificantIinteraction effect betweenItreatment, parentalIsocio-

economic status and self-esteemIonIrisky sexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. 

Therefore, hypothesis seven was accepted. Rather than the past findings ofIGhafari, 

Behrozifar,IandINaroei (2010) broke down theIeffectIof Integrative Psychotherapy 

gather on the rate of individuals' mindfulness and endeavours for self-awareness and it 

has demonstrated theIinfluential after-effects of this methodology. Ventgout,IClassen and 

Legren (2004), additionally broke down theIeffectIof Integrative Psychotherapy onIthe 

management ofIriskyIsexual conduct and that this methodology is influential in decrease 

of the risky sexual conduct of patients.  

The finding is additionally upheld by past studies, forIinstance, GreenbergIandIWebster 

(2002) discovered thatIthe utilization of two-seat systems, whichIenableIclients to wind 

up mindful of and integrate incongruent requirements, can prompt a superior result than 

critical thinking treatment. Actually, a huge number of studies have examined peer 

assemble educational intervention in adolescents. The collection of proof proposes that a 

standout amongst the greatest and steady indicators of adolescents’ risky conduct is 

whether an individual has companions who additionally take part in that conduct. Such 

affiliations have driven numerous social researchers to infer that peers apply significant 

influence on adolescents. Not exclusively do peer sexual conduct influence adolescents 

sexual conduct, different parts of peers' conduct could likewise affect on juveniles’ sexual 

conduct adversely. Biglan et al., (2010) discovered that adolescents were more inclined to 

high-chance sexual action. 

 

So also, Perkins et al., (2008) discovered that delinquent peer gather encounter defined by 

use of liquor, medicates or getting into inconvenience, increased the shot of the immature 

being sexually experienced rather than inexperience. In this equivalent examination, it 

was additionally seen that sexually experienced youthful guys had larger amounts of 

negative peer attributes than sexually inexperienced pre-adult peers' tricky conduct and 
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substance misuse; likewise increased the odds of non-utilization of condoms among 

adolescents. These findings might be converted into the domain of sexual hazard taking 

by adolescents in that delinquent peers increase the odds of adolescents participating in 

higher versus brought-down hazard practices. Some past work led onIthe appraisal of 

self-esteemIonIadolescents'Irisky conduct demonstrated noteworthy connections 

however little impact sizes (Salazar et al., 2005).  

 

Thus, destitution or the need to survive turned into the driving power and inspiration 

driving the sexual action of immature girls (Isiugo-Abanihe, 2003). Indeed, proof from 

many developing nations proposes that poorer ladies will probably have non-ordinary 

accomplices and that condom use with non-normal accomplices is essentially lower 

among poorer ladies. Booysen and Summerton (2002) have observed for South Africa 

that neediness increases the weakness of ladies to HIV infection by resulting, in addition 

to other things, in perilous sexual practices, frequently because of an absence of 

information, absence of access to methods for assurance, and inability to arrange condom 

use with sexual accomplices because of settled sexual duties and power relations. 

4.3I SummaryIofIFindings 

BasedIonIthe results presented in this chapter, theIfollowing summaries are derived from 

the study: 

i. ThereIwasIsignificantImainIeffect of treatment onIriskyIsexualI 

behaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. The participants in the two 

psychotherapies benefited more than those in control group. 

ii. ThereIwasInoIsignificantImainIeffect of parentalIsocio-economicIstatus 

on risky sexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

iii. ThereIwas noIsignificantImainIeffectIofIself-esteemIon riskyIsexual 

behaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. 

iv. ThereIwas noIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIofItreatmentIand parental 

socio-economicIstatus on riskyIsexualIbehaviour of in-school adolescents. 

v. ThereIwas noIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIofItreatmentIandIself-esteem 

onIriskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents. 
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vi. ThereIwas noIsignificantIinteractionIeffectIof parentalIsocio-economic 

statusIandIself-esteem on risky sexual behaviour ofIin-school adolescents. 

vii. ThereIwasInoIsignificantIthree-wayIinteractionIeffectIofItreatment, 

IparentalIsocio-economicIstatus andIself-esteemIon riskyIsexual 

behaviour of in-school adolescents. 
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CHAPTERIFIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary,Iconclusions,IandIrecommendations are also drawnIfromIthe findings. The 

study was undertaken out of the concern for in-school adolescents who have continuously 

displayed risky sexual behaviours. In this chapter, attempts were also made to present 

recommendations, pointing out some of theIlimitations to theIstudyIandIsuggestions 

were made for futureIresearch works. 

5.1I  Summary 

This study inv.est.igat.ed the eff.ect.iven.ess of Int.egrat.ive Psych.oth.er.apy and Pe.er 

Educati.on Tra.in.ing on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-scho.ol ad.ol.escents in Lag.os State, 

N.ig.eria. S.oc.io-.ec.on.om.ic status and s.elf-.este.em w.er.e the int.erven.ing v .ariabl.es in this 

study. Th.er.eIwas s.ign.if.icantIma.in eff.ectIofIt.reat.ment on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-

scho.ol ad.ol.escents. The p.art.ic.ipants in the two psych.oth.er.api.es ben.efit.ed m.or.e than 

th.ose in c.ontr.ol group.Th.er.e was noIs.ign.if.icantIma.inIeff.ect of p.ar.ent.al s.oc.io-

.ec.on.om.ic status on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-scho.ol ad.ol.escents. 

 

Th.er.e was noIs.ign.if.icantIma.inIeff.ectIof s.elf-.este.em on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-

scho.ol ad.ol.escents.Th.er.eIwasInoIs.ign.if.icant int.eracti.onIeff.ect of t.reat.ment and 

p.ar.ent.al s.oc.io-.ec.on.om.ic status on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-scho.ol ad.ol.escents. 

Th.er.eIwas noIs.ign.if.icantIint.eracti.onIeff.ect of t.reat.ment and s.elf-.este.em on risky sexu.al 

beh.avio.ur of in-scho.ol ad.ol.escents. 

Th.er.e was no s.ign.if.icant int.eracti.on eff.ect of p.ar.ent.al s.oc.io-.ec.on.om.ic status and s.elf-

.este.em on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-scho.ol ad.ol.escents. Th.er.e was no s.ign.if.icant 

th.ree-w.ay int.eracti.on eff.ect of t.reat.ment, p.ar.ent.al s.oc.io-.ec.on.om.ic status and s.elf-

.este.em on risky sexu.al beh.avio.ur of in-scho.ol ad.ol.escents. 
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5.2I  Conclusion 

This studyIinvestigatedIthe effectiveness of Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer 

Education Training on risky sexualIbehaviour of in-schoolIadolescents in Lagos State, 

Nigeria. Socio-economicIstatus and self-esteem were the intervening variables in this 

study. Participants were exposed to training for eight weeks and data were collected, 

analyzed and revealed the findings of this study. OnItheIbasisIof theIfindingsIofIthis 

study, itIwasIconcludedIthat, Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer EducationITraining 

wereIeffectiveIin theIreduction ofIriskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescents in 

Lagos State, Nigeria. ItIisIexpectedIthatIproperIapplication ofItheseIintervention 

programmes shouldIyieldIsimilarIresultIinIfuture. OnItheIpotency of theItreatment 

intervention, Integrative Psychotherapy was more effectiveIinIthe reduction ofIrisky 

sexualIbehaviour compared to PeerIEducation Training. Socio-economic status andIself-

esteemIhadInoIsignificantIeffect on the riskyIsexualIbehaviour of the participants used 

in the study.  

5.3I Implications of Findings 

TheIfindings of thisIstudy are not without someIimplications. First, it providesIempirical 

supportIforItheIeffectivenessIof Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training 

on risky sexual behaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescentsIin Lagos State,INigeria. The outcome 

ofIthisIstudy has great implications for the adolescents, counselling and educational 

psychologists, school teachers, and other educational institutions, stakeholders in 

educational sectors and researchers who might discover gaps and intend to carryIout 

furtherIstudies. 

 

ToItheIparticipants, thisIstudy hasIexposedIthe studentsItoItrainingIprogrammesIwhich 

haveIhelpedIthemIacquire useful skills, which has informed them about riskyIsexual 

behaviour. This would goIaIlongIway to improve sexualIorientation habit among the 

adolescents. AsIevidenced from theIfindingsIof thisIstudy, the twoItreatmentItechniques 

wereIeffective. On this basisItherefore, expectedIbehavioural and attitudinalIchangeIand 

paradigmIshift fromInegative thought and dispositions toIpositiveIonesIcould be 

enhanced if individual knowledge towards sexual behaviour is utilized effectively in the 

adolescents’ day to day activities.    
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SchoolIcounsellorsIcould effectivelyIandIconfidentlyIuse these interventionsItoI 

improve sexual behaviours among adolescents. Since Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer 

Education Training were effective in reducing sexual behaviours, aIproperIapplication of 

the principlesIunderliningIthese IpsychologicalIinterventionsIshould IproduceIsimilar 

result. However, Integrative Psychotherapy wasImoreIpotentIin risky sexual behaviours 

ofIsecondary school adolescents. ThisIthenIhas become aIleadingIlight toIother 

researchersItoIexamine theIeffect of other psychologicalIinterventionsIforIsame or 

similarIpurpose. 

 

FurtherIimplicationIof the studyIisIthat, itIprovidesIthe basicIinformationInecessaryIfor 

identifyingIonIhow to reduce risky sexual behaviours of adolescent secondary school 

students. To counselling and educational psychologists, there is the need for knowledge 

of conceptualizing students’ sexual challenges and adequately tackling them using 

Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training. 

5.4I RecommendationsI 

TheIfollowing recommendationsIareImadeIbasedIon theIfindingsIof thisI study.  

i. An orientation programme for fresh students coming into the secondary school is 

recommended. Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training shouldIbe 

anIintegralIcomponentIof theIorientation programme whichIshouldIbeIanchored 

byIqualified counselling psychologists. ThisIkindIof trainingIatIthe 

inception/resumptionItoIschool is veryIcriticalIas itIwouldIequip adolescents 

withIskillsIneededItoIcope inIthe school and outside the school environment 

particularly when issues of sexuality arise. 

ii. TheIfindingsIof thisIstudy should beIofIinterestIto professionals i.e., counselling 

psychologists, social welfare workers, and social health workers et cetera; who 

could use the empirical data provided by this study to help adolescents in 

promoting healthy sexual activities in Lagos State and Nigeria at large. 

iii. The serious need for counselling services has been revealed in this study which 

calls for appropriate attention. The policy makers and the government at all levels 

should give counselling services a significant position in the society and make 

jingles that will constantly educate the  people of the nation on the importance of 
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counselling andItheIchallenges of riskyIsexualIbehavioursIamongIadolescents. 

This will help the adolescents to consider counselling as a helping service and 

encourage them to respond when the call comes. 

iv. The government should also encourage professional counsellors to open 

counselling clinics in the cities, as obtained in the field of medicine, to provide 

opportunities for adolescents to receive counselling helps. More counselling 

psychologists should be employed and encouraged so as to meet the growing 

challenges of the sexuality in the modern time. 

v. The finding of this study indicates that parents’Isocio-economicIstatusIandIself-

esteem have noIsignificant effects on riskyIsexualIbehavioursIamong 

adolescents. This suggests that there are various other social factorsIthat could 

encourageIriskyIbehaviours amongIadolescents. It is therefore left to parents, 

guardians and other significant others, in the lives of adolescents to inculcate and 

internalize virtues that promote sanctity amongst adolescents.  

vi. The counselling psychologists should wake up to the challenges of the 

adolescents particularly in the growing complex world we now live in. Parents, 

religious leaders and community elders should step up their activities and educate 

adolescentsIonIthe essence of noninvolvement inIrisky sexualIbehaviours.  

5.5I  ContributionsItoIKnowledge 

TheIfindingsIofIthisIstudy haveIcontributedItoIknowledgeIin the followingIrespects. 

1. In theIefforts at reducing the engagement of in-school adolescents in risky sexual 

behaviour, this study has contributed by revealing that psychotherapeutic efforts 

will be a veritable means of achieving such objectives. For instance, as shown in 

this study, Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training reduced risky 

sexual behaviours of the adolescents, which is a proof that if counselling practice 

could make use of these therapies, there is significant likelihood that the 

occurrence of risky sexual behaviour of adolescents would be reduced drastically.  

2. Secondly, the study has contributed in term of helping to develop further theories, 

models and policies that could help in the attempts at reducing the level of risky 

sexual behaviour of adolescents. Specifically, using Integrative Psychotherapy 

approach and the introduction of Peer Education Training in adolescent up-
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bringing could be very useful, as well as developing the capacities of adolescents 

in order to engage in profitable and productive discussion that could help reduce 

incidences of risky sexual behaviour. 

3. ThisIstudyIhas also contributedItoIknowledgeIin that itIhas exposed the policy 

makers and government agencies to understand that using psychotherapies, such 

as Integrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training, will not only help in 

reducing risky sexual behaviour among adolescents, but also reduced 

consequential effects of it suchIasIunwantedIpregnancy, abortion, sexually 

transmittedIdiseases orIinfections (STDs/STIs),IHIV/AIDs, expulsion from 

school, out-of-school incidences etc. 

5.6I  LimitationsIofItheIstudy 

TheIcurrentIstudyIprovidedIsome salientIrevelations asIregards the Integrative 

Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training on riskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-school 

adolescents in LagosIState, Nigeria. ThereIare someIlimitationsIthatIareIworthy of 

mentioning. First, aIlimitedInumberIofIninetyI(90) studentsImightInotIbeIenough to 

makeIgeneralizationsIon the populationIofItheIstudy. ThisIlimitedInumber of 

participantsIwasIusedIdue toIadministrative, logistics,ItimeIandIfinancialIconstraintsIto 

achieveItheIobjectivesIof the experimental study; a largerInumber, if employedIcould 

haveIachievedIaIdifferentIresult. However, thisIlimitationIhasInotIaffectedItheIfindings 

of thisIstudyIadversely inIanyIway. Also, thisIstudyIcovered   onlyIthreeIlocal 

governmentsIin LagosIState; theIresearcher wasIunableIto coverIotherIlocal 

governments, by choiceIwhich couldIhaveIwidenedItheIscopeIofItheIstudy. InIspite of 

theIafore-mentionedIlimitations, the findingsIofIthis studyIremainIvalid andIusable. 

5.7I  SuggestionsIforIFurtherIStudies 

The effectivenessIofIIntegrative Psychotherapy and Peer Education Training on risky 

sexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents can be replicated with samples from different 

schools and different categories of students inIotherIgeo-politicalIzones of theIcountry 

otherIthan the SouthIWest Zone whereIthis studyIwasIconducted. Also, future 

researchesIshouldIconsiderIother possible intervening variablesIthat 

wereInotIconsidered in this study such as, emotional intelligence, social support, etc. to 
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revealIaccurate relationshipIbetween theIvariables. MoreIresearch is neededIto 

determineIotherIvariables that mightImediate or moderateIthe relationshipIbetween 

treatmentIand risky sexual behaviour.  
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APPENDIX 

TREATMENT PACKAGES 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 1 (INTEGRATIVE PSYCHOTHERAPY FOR RISKY 

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR AMONG IN-SCHOOL ADOLESCENTS) 

 

SessioI1 

Topic: GeneralIIntroduction and AdministrationIof InstrumentIto obtainIPre-test 

ScoresI 

Objective: TheIpurpose of thisIsession isIto administerIRisky SexualIBehaviourIScale 

(RSBS), ParentalISocio-Economic Status Scale (PSSS) asIwell asISelf-EsteemIScale 

(SES) soIas to determineIthe presentIsituational levelIof theIparticipantsIregardingIthe 

dependentIvariable (RiskyISexualIBehaviour) and interveningIvariables (Self-Esteem 

and Parental Socio-Economic Status). 

Activity 

I. The researcher warmly welcomed the participants into the programme. Participants 

were informed that they were having eight (8) sessions of 1hour each for a period of 

eight weeks. 

II. The researcher explained the reason for the programme and the benefit derivable 

when the programme would have ended. 

III. The researcher also explained the rules guiding the conduct of the programme and 

what is expected of the participants. 

IV. The researcher administered the pre-test instruments to the participants. 

V. The participants were given a take home assignment to identify different factors that 

contribute to risky sexual behaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

ClosingIRemarks: 

• TheIparticipants wereIcommended forItheir cooperationIandIencouragedItoIdo 

theirIhomework. ParticipantsIwere alsoIreminded of theItime and venueIforIthe 

nextIsession. 
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SessionI2 

Topic:ITheIMeaningIofIRiskyISexual Behaviour and Integrative Psychotherapy  

Objective: By the endIof theIsession, theIparticipantsIshould have been ableIto:  

• DiscussIthe issuesIandIproblems of risky sexual behaviour 

• UnderstandIand explain theImeaningIof Integrative Psychotherapy 

• IdentifyIthe differentItherapeuticIstrategiesIof Integrative Psychotherapy 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipants were welcomedIwarmly. 

II. The researcherIreviewed theIassignmentIwith theIparticipants andIprovidedIaccurate 

empathyIfor theIparticipants on riskyIsexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

III. TheIresearcherIexplained the meaningIof IntegrativeIPsychotherapyItoIthe 

participantsIinIrelation to riskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescentsIthus: 

Issues of risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents are as per the following:  

A gathering of researchers have for the most part seen hazard taking as the practice that 

conceivably caused a long haul of negative outcomes about wellbeing and veers off 

individuals from the standards of dominant culture. These practices canIbeIexemplified 

as smoking, liquor and medication utilize, andIearlyIandIun-defensiveIsexual 

intercourse. As opposed to damaging practices, sports include hazard taking and are 

considered as more socially worthy. For instance, it was proposed that hazard taking 

includes not just maladaptive hazard taking conduct (e.g. sedate utilize), yet additionally 

socially adequate hazard practices (e.g. participating in perilous or outrageous games). 

Plus, involving in socially adequate hazard taking practices includes fewer hazards than 

contrasted and the maladaptive hazard taking practices as far as their wellbeing or long 

haul impacts.  

Meaning and Strategies of Integrative Psychotherapy (IP) 

In any case, Integrative Psychotherapy (IP) treatment involves the utilization of systems 

that inhibit suddenness and adaptability in critical thinking, wellbeing maintenance, and 

relating to individuals, and reconnecting the world with full contact. Integrative 

Psychotherapy propounded by Arkowitz grasps a mentality towards the act of 

psychotherapy that certifies the inherent estimation of every individual. The point of 

Integrative Psychotherapy is to advance healing and facilitating wholeness of the client. It 
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guarantees that all levels of a man's being and functioning are expanded to their 

maximum capacity be it mental, physical or passionate wellbeing. The procedure that a 

client will experience must guarantee that the client is focused on self-exploration and be 

involved in an open identification of the components in his/her life that have been 

causing issues and subsequently that in the act of Integrative Psychotherapy, the client 

would not have framed an opinion, desire or mentality beforehand. This mien or dignified 

manner of conduct empowers the clients to be centered around the feelings of dread and 

damages that restrain their mental opportunity and have the capacity to perceive 

particular triggers that might cause troublesome examples of conduct.  

Through this mindfulness, Integrative Psychotherapy makes a solid coalition among mind 

and body; empowering clients to begin setting objectives and practising new practices. 

This further aids in offering new viewpoints at the levels of theory and practice 

cooperative energy or combination of various models of identity functioning 

psychopathology, and mental change. Integration treatment anyway involves grounding 

oneself in one arrangement of psychotherapy yet with a view toward specifically 

incorporating (assimilating) practices and perspectives from different frameworks. That 

is, an assimilative nitration expert uses a single intelligible hypothetical methodology as a 

center/base yet could use from an expansive based scope of specialized interventions 

different theories to enable clients to conquer their difficulties or change conduct.  

 

• Therapeutic Strategies of Integrative Psychotherapy: It is critical to underscore that 

albeit regular variables (i.e., principles of progress) have a focal influence; this 

programme isn't particularly intended to show integrative treatment. Or maybe, the 

essential objective is to show clinical practice within an integrative system. The 

programme would involve training understudies in ''unadulterated shape'' treatments, and 

albeit all understudies would be minimally presented to a portion of the current 

integrative methodologies, numerous trainees would not get broad training in any of these 

methodologies. Toward the finish of their training, be that as it may, all understudies 

would be required to integrate in their clinical work commitments of various 

introductions (within the setting of an effectively settled integrative theory and/or within 

their very own model of treatment). The proposed clinical training depends on a 
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formative model of training, which involves five phases: preparation, exploration, 

identification, consolidation, and integration. 

  As a takeIhomeIassignment, participantsIwere askedIto writeIout whatItheIterm 

Integrative Psychotherapy andIitsIstrategies mean. 

 

ClosingIRemarks:  

• TheIresearcher commended theIparticipantsIfor theirIcooperation. 

• TheIparticipants were remindedItoIdo theirIhomework. 

• ParticipantsIwere informed ofItheItimeIand venueIfor theInextIsession. 

 

SessionI3 

Topic:IProcessesIofIIntegrativeIPsychotherapy 

Objective:IByIthe endIof theIsession, theIparticipantsIshouldIbeIableIto:  

• StateItheIprocessesIofIIntegrative PsychotherapyIinIrelation to riskyIsexual 

behaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipantsIwereIwelcomedIwarmly. 

II. TheIresearcherIreviewedItheIassignmentIwith theIparticipants. 

III. TheIresearcher additionally will explain procedures of Integrative Psychotherapy as 

follows: Becoming a psychotherapist is by its temperament a long haul formative 

undertaking. Connection with a given psychotherapeutic custom and method of 

training is regularly integral to this procedure. Becoming an integrative advisor 

presents extraordinary formative difficulties. Here,ItheIjob isIless unmistakably 

definedIand moreIopen toIindividualIadvancement.   

IV. In this way, developing the ability to endure and viably oversee increased uncertainty 

is a basic errand for trainees in integrative ways to deal with psychotherapy. All 

through the training, inhabitants can experience generally fluctuated supervisory and 

hypothetical influences, every single one of which is possibly developmental in 

nature.  

V. The integrative methodology stresses on the liberal utilization of the best 

methodology accessible and urges psychotherapists to remain state-of-the-art. It 
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centers particularly on how the inclusion of novel interventions may influence an 

expert's baseline approach and how that approach may, in turn, modify a definitive 

type of absorbed systems.  

VI. Integrative methodologies can have an influence in a long-lasting learning model 

wherein receptiveness to new thoughts or information, the selection of novel 

strategies, and continued expert development can happen within an intelligible and 

VII. versatile structure. Therefore, continuing education incorporating an integrative 

           position might be profitable. 

VIII. TheIresearcherIwill ask theIparticipants to explain differentIprocessesIinvolved 

inIIntegrativeIPsychotherapy and its implications to risky sexual behaviour. 

ClosingIRemarks: 

• TheIresearcherIcommendedIthe participantsIforItheirItimeIandIeffort. 

• TheIparticipants should be remindedItoIdoItheirIhomework  

• TheIparticipants and research assistant(s) must be reminded of theItime and 

venueIfor the nextIsession. 

SessionI4 

Topic: LearningIfrom Past Mistakes  

Objective: By the end of the session, the participants should be able to learn from past 

mistakes of either self or others and mention such past mistakes that they have learnt 

from. 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipants are warmlyIwelcomed. 

II. TheIresearcherIreviewedItheIassignmentIwithItheIparticipants. 

III. TheIresearcherIexplainedIthat another quality of Integrative Psychotherapy is the 

ability to learn from past mistakes. 

Individuals that have problems with risky sexual conduct commit a similar error 

again and again in the light of the fact that they are unwilling to speak the truth 

regarding why they erred in any case. Individuals who are strong set aside their 

opportunity to think about what did not work so they can abstain from running 

into a similar kind of inconvenience later on. One ought not to feel discouraged 

after a dismissal or disappointment - regardless of the amount it harms, instead 
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rather think about how the slip-up you made can enable you to become more 

grounded. As the saying goes, "A cunning man gains from his oversights. An 

insightful man knows how to maintain a strategic distance from them." Though 

one will most likely be unable to keep away from the principal botches, one can 

gain the intelligence that will help the individual not to make a similar mistake 

once again later on.  

Be that as it may, it has been seen that inspiration for change happens when 

individuals see an inconsistency betweenIwhereItheyIareIandIwhereItheyIneed 

to be. In employing this IPI methodology, the researcher causes students to 

perceive the error between the impacts of sexual results on the lives of the pre-

adult now and how the understudies might wantItheirIlivesItoIbe. Consciousness 

ofIthis inconsistency mayIwellIdrive the longing forIchange. Here, again, the 

researcherIneedsItoIpass on indistinguishable regard and sympathy for 

understudies from portrayedIaboveIinIlineIwithIthe ramifications ofIsexual 

exercises. InIdevelopingIchanges, theIresearcher isn't setting out to pass on to the 

students the feeling that "you are a washout since you bombed," yet rather to 

mirror the understudy's very own stated worries of how his or her sexual exercises 

interfere with objective attainment. The researcher discovered that numerous 

adolescents don't have communicated objectives, particularly past the quick future 

to the extent sexual exercises results are concerned. Forgetting the past 

“disappointment or blunder" these students might have the capacity to verbalize 

particular objectives and eliminate the unclear conviction that is troublesome. 

Invariably, the adolescents may create compelling abstinence by setting new 

achievable objectives that will maintain a strategic distance from their sexual 

dangers. 

Assignment 

1. Describe any problematic situation or wrong steps you took that led to risky sexual 

behaviour. 

2. State clearly steps you would take to overcome risky sexual behaviour. 

ClosingIremarks: 

• TheIresearcherIcommendedItheIparticipantsIfor theirIcooperation. 
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• ParticipantsIwereIremindedItoIdo theirIhomework  

• TheyIwere reminded of theItime and venueIfor theInextIsession 

SessionI5 

Topic: Sensation Seeking 

Objectives: ByIthe endIof this sessionIthe followingIshouldIbeIattained: 

• Participants will be expected to identify negative sensation/thought patterns and 

create positive thought substitution, with a “stop statement”. 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipantsIwere warmlyIwelcomed. 

II. ResearcherIreviewed theIassignment withItheIparticipants. 

III. TheIresearcherIcreated imaginary sensation-producing situations which can produce 

involvement in risky sexual behaviour. Sensation alludes to the five fundamental 

faculties of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing. Models of inquiries to be asked are: 

"Do you experience the ill effects of upsetting sensations, for example, pains, throbs, 

dizziness, and so forward?" "What amount do you center around sensations?" "What 

do you especially like or aversion in the method for seeing, smelling, hearing, 

touching and tasting?" In this situation, the trainees or participants are told in an 

inconspicuous way that it was left for them to issue a command "stop" to themselves 

when looked with such a circumstance of joy, frenzy and dread, which advances risky 

sexual conduct. Studying risky sexual conduct in the scholarly setting is suitable in 

light of the fact that it gives a characteristic setting in which understudies are looked 

with challenging errands that involve formal, or informal appraisal. These challenging 

errands are of significant significance since they regularly influence certifiable 

results. The scholastic setting can present dangers to the risky sexual conduct of in-

school adolescents since information about individual capacity and intelligence are 

frequently on open showcase. A few understudies may find it important to control the 

impression of their group of onlookers (e.g., guardians, instructors, peers) or utilize 

cautious attribution examples to shield their self-esteem from the ramifications of 

disappointment.  

Because of the extraordinary, thorough condition that the scholastic setting can give, 

researchers have considered risky sexual conduct among understudies since its 
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introduction in the mental writing. Past research has indicated that risky sexual 

conduct can be genuinely regular among understudies. Risky sexual conduct among 

understudies has additionally been linked to extrinsic inspiration and lower self-

esteem. 

 

Assignment 

• Participants are given a take home assignment to write-out ten (10) sensational 

statements and illogical thoughts that could lead to risky sexual behaviour of adolescents. 

ClosingIremarks: 

• TheIresearcherIcommendedIthe participantsIfor theirIcooperation soIfar. 

• They wereIremindedIof the timeIandIvenue for theInextIsession. 

• Special mention was made of the efforts of the research assistant(s). 

Session 6 

Topic: Modeling and Exploration 

Objective: By the endIof theIsession, theIparticipantsIshouldIbeIableIto:  

• Define modeling and exploration as concepts. 

• BeIableIto identifyIand defineItheirIpurposeIinIlife  

• TheIstudents shouldIbe ableItoIexplain theImeaning of modelingIandIevaluate 

exploration standards with expected modeling. 

Activity: 

I. Participants were warmly welcomed by the researcher. 

II. The researcherIreviewed theIassignment with theIparticipants. 

III. TheIresearcher additionallyIexplained exploration citing model that the client will 

have a feeling of continued advancement; considers self to beIgrowingIand 

expanding; is available to new encounters; has a feeling of realizing own 

potential; sees enhancement in self and conduct after some time. The understudy 

has objectives throughout everyday lifeIandIaIfeelingIofIdirectedness; feelsIthere 

isImeaningItoIpresent andIpastIlife; holdsIconvictions thatIgiveIlifeIreason; has 

pointsIand targets forIliving. The researcher likewise explains that instead of 

''forcing'Ithe understudy to be trained in one introduction to the detriment of 

others, the proposed programme would permit (or ''power") understudies to get 
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somewhere around a minimal measure of involvement with every one of the real 

ways to deal with psychotherapy. The method of reasoning of this exploration 

stage depends on the result writing, which indicates that in spite of the fact that 

psychotherapy works with nobody introduction yet has appeared to be better than 

the majority ofItheIothers over all types of the confusion. Accordingly, not one 

methodology has yet earned the privilege to be adjudged as the single and just (or 

even most) powerful type of treatment.  

 

In the meantime, since none of the current methodologies have been discovered 

inadequate for an extensive assortment of clients, there is no observational legitimization 

for preventing understudies from receiving a deliberate training in any of the real 

introductions. Obviously, a few understudies are so dedicated to one specific introduction 

that they would happily be presented to this methodology for the span of their training. 

Notwithstanding, the restrictive decision of an introduction by understudies from the get-

go in their training may uncover an outlandish predisposition, an inclination which in all 

probability mirrors the belief system of past coaches and/or a constrained presentation to 

the writing. This ought to in no way, shape or form recommend that it is inappropriate for 

understudies to have grown right off the bat in school or during their training an 

inclination for a specific hypothetical introduction. Before clinicians can settle onIan 

informed decision about what works for them and their clients, in any case, such 

researchers and analysts need to apply diverse types of treatment within the setting of 

clinically and thoughtfully stable supervision. Since process research has more than once 

demonstrated that there are significant contrasts between what specialists say they do and 

what they really do in treatment, trainees ought to be informed that the manner in which a 

particular type of treatment is polished and the sort of effect it can have on a client is 

more than prone to be unique in relation to what has been passed on to them in their prior 

exposures.  

 

Modeling has gotten much consideration from numerous researchers with various mental 

and philosophical points of view in various fields of study, particularly brain science and 

education because of its huge impact on understudies' risky sexual conduct. It has been 
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operationalized from the point of view of various hypothetical methodologies over the 

previous decades. For instance, acknowledgment infers that great interaction and 

connection between the educators and students are a critical part of learning results. This 

treatment approach did not depend on the encounter of predominance or inferiority but 

instead an understudy instructor relationship. It is vital that the students ought not to give 

the feeling that scholarly technique is too long or awkward yet rather ace the 

methodologies and methodology. A lot of IPI is on listeningIratherIthanItelling/thinking. 

EmpathicIlistening and exactIreflection are urgent toIfacilitatingIchangeIandIlearning 

results. In the event that students feel that they have really comprehended and 

acknowledged the technique, they are increasinglyIopenItoIviewingIthe educators asIa 

legitimate specialist to their own change procedure. 

 

Assignment 

• As a take home assignment, participants were asked to identify their potentials and 

define their purpose in life towards abstinence from risky sexual behaviour.  

ClosingIremarks: 

• TheIresearcherIcommended the participantsIfor theirIcooperation. 

•  ParticipantsIwereIreminded to do theirIhomework  

• TheyIwere also remindedIof theItime and venueIfor theInextIsession. 

• The research assistant(s) are appreciated. 

Session 7:  

Topic: Self-Instruction and Motivation 

Objectives: By theIend of thisIsessionIthe followingIshouldIbeIattained: 

• TheIparticipantsIshouldIbe ableItoIunderstandItheIimportance of self-instruction and 

motivation. 

• By the end of this session, participants are expected to become more confident in 

them by instructing selves with, “I can do it” statements.  

Activity 

I. The researcher explains that there areItwo noteworthyIclasses of self-

instruction stageIforms: self-judgmentIandIself-response. OneItypeIofIself-

instruction, self-responseIalludes to anIexamination ofIself-watched 
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exhibitionsIagainst a few standards, forIexample, one'sIearlierIexecution, 

someoneIelse'sIexecution, or a flat out standard of execution and learning 

results. Another type of self-instruction which is self-judgment involves 

causal attribution, which alludes to convictions about the reason for one's 

blunders or victories, for example, a score on a test and learning results. Self-

instruction and inspiration when legitimately done involves not just reading 

and writing or listening to addresses and jotting down points yet, in addition, 

requires fixation and reading out for important actualities. It may not be as 

simple as it appears to be the eyewitness. It involves the idea and hearing 

capacity of the individual. 

II. In the light of their involvement with various methodologies during the 

exploration stage, understudies would be normal, at some point during their 

school, to distinguish the therapeutic introduction they feel most great with, 

theoretically and clinically. This depends on the presumption that before 

leaving school, understudies ought to have the capacity to independently 

create far-reaching and sound case details and treatment gets ready for an 

assortment of clinical issues. While the response to a hypothetical model 

before receiving any formal psychotherapy training may reflect unjustified 

predisposition and/or deplorable nearsightedness, a shallow understanding of 

various methodologies at a later phase of training may either reflect or prompt 

an absence of clinical core interest. To accomplish a huge level of mastery in 

any significant introduction, understudies ought to have the chance to gain a 

considerable measure of involvement in one of them and also the chance to 

procure a wide and profound wellspring of information of the theoretical 

establishments of this specific methodology. With cutting-edge students, in a 

push to go past the reading of course books and treatment manuals, 

understudies would be relied upon to peruse various works of art and late 

innovations related to one favored methodology. Understudies would likewise 

need to acclimate themselves with the exact writing about the procedure and 

result of their introductions. 
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III. TheIparticipants are appreciatedIforIcoming and theirIhomeworkIreviewed 

by theIresearcher. 

IV. TheIresearcher will explain theImeaning and importance of self-instruction, 

statingIclearly that a client/student should have a positive attitude toward self-

acceptance, his/herIgoodIandIbadIqualities and also feel positiveIaboutIpast 

life. This will help in self actualization, or self self-esteem. It might then 

become easier for any desirable behavioural change to be made. 

V. The researcher will encourage participants with the under listed motivating 

statements as they solve their risky sexual problems. 

   1. You are on the right path. 

   2 You can try more; or you can try better.. 

   3. So far, so good. 

   4 Step by step, proceed in the right direction. 

   5. Your statements are logical. 

Assignment:I 

• ParticipantsIwereIgiven homeIwork toIdevelop themselves by generating self-

instructional and motivation statements and then live byIthem. 

 

Closing remarks  

• TheIresearcher commendedIthe participants forItheirIcooperation. 

• TheIparticipantsIwereIremindedIto do their homework.  

• ParticipantsIwere be intimatedIwith the timeIandIvenueIforItheInextIsession. 

 

Session 8 

Topic: OverallIreview, Post-ExperimentITestIAdministrationIandIConclusion. 

Objectives: ByItheIend of theIsession, theIparticipants should beIableIto: 

• SummarizeItheir experienceIbased on whatIthey have benefitedIfrom theIvarious 

skillsIthey haveIlearnt sinceIthe commencementIof theIprogramme; 

• RespondIto theIpost-testIinstruments. 
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ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipants wereIwarmly welcomedIand the homeIwork reviewedItogetherI 

with theIresearcher. 

II. There wasIan interactiveIsession betweenIthe researcherIand theIparticipants to 

ascertainIthe effectIof the therapeuticIprogramme.  ActivitiesIof theIprevious 

sessionsIwere role-playedIto be sure theyIhave attainedIpositiveIexperienceIvia 

theIintervention. 

III. TheIparticipants were given the post-test instrument to work on and returned 

immediately after. The researcher will thank theIparticipants forItheirIco-

operationIwhile a tokenIgift is givenIto each one of themIin appreciationIof 

their participationIin the trainingIprogramme. 

ClosingIRemarks 

• TheIresearcher commendedIthe participantsIfor their unrelentingIcooperation. 

• The participantsIwereIencouraged to utilizeIeffectively the skillsIthey haveIacquired 

via theIinterventionIprogramme. 

• TheIresearchIassistant(s) wereIappreciated for theIcooperation, supportIandIsuccess 

of theIentireIprogramme. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 2(PEER EDUCATION INTERVENTION FOR RISKY 

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR OF IN-SCHOOL ADOLESCENTS) 

SessionI1 

Topic:IPre-testIadministration 

Objective: TheIpurposeIof thisIsession is toIadminister Risky sexual behaviour Scale 

(SRBS), Parental Socio-Economic Status Scale (PSSS) asIwellIas Self-EsteemIScale 

(SES) soIasIto determineIthe presentIsituationalIlevel of the participantsIregardingIthe 

dependentIvariable (RiskyIsexualIbehaviour) and interveningIvariables (Self-Esteem and 

Parental Socio-Economic Status). 

Activity 

I. TheIresearcher warmlyIwelcomed the participantsIinto theIprogramme. 

ParticipantsIare informedIthat they willIbe havingIeight (8) sessionsIofI1hour 

eachIfor a periodIofIeightIweeks. 

II. HeIwillIexplain the reasonIfor the programmeIand theIbenefitIderivableIby 

the endIof theIprogramme. 

III. TheIresearcherIexplained the rulesIguiding the conductIof theIprogramme 

and whatIis expectedIof theIparticipants. 

IV. TheIresearcherIadministered the pre-testIinstruments to theIparticipants. 

V. TheIparticipants wereIgiven a takeIhome assignmentIto identifyIdifferent 

factorsIthatIcontribute to risky sexual behaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

 

ClosingIRemarks: 

• TheIparticipants were commendedIfor theirIcooperationIandIencouragedItoIdoItheir 

homework. 

• ParticipantsIwereIreminded of the timeIandIvenue forItheInextIsession. 

SessionI2 

Topic: MeaningIofIriskyIsexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescentsIandIimplications 

of peerIeducationIintervention. 

Objective: By theIend of theIsession, theIparticipantsIshouldIbeIableIto:  

• DiscussItheIissuesIandIproblemsIof riskyIsexualIbehaviourIof in-schoolIadolescents 

• UnderstandIandImention the meaning ofIpeer education intervention. 
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• IdentifyItheIdifferentItherapeuticIstrategiesIof peer education intervention. 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipants were welcomedIwarmly. 

II. TheIresearcherIreviewedIthe assignmentIwith theIparticipants andIprovided 

accurateIempathyIfor the participantsIon riskyIsexualIbehaviourIofIin-school 

adolescents. 

III. The researcher will explain the meaning of Peer Education Intervention to the 

participants in relation to riskyIsexualIbehaviourIofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

Peer education intervention (PEI) is an illumination treatment given to the in-

school adolescents in transit and the way peers could be chosen and guided to 

diminish conceivable risky sexual conduct in the school. Fellowship organizes 

that certain high extents of delinquent individuals are probably going to create 

a domain steady of risky sexual conduct. This setting opens adolescents to a 

high proportion of delinquent to non-delinquent personal conduct standards 

resulting in the age of social capital within the kinship arrange that reinforces, 

bolsters and encourages delinquent conduct. As the extent of non-delinquent 

companions' increases, the social capital created in the kinship organize is 

probably going to encourage desires, practices, and standards less helpful for 

risky sexual conduct. This recommends in a request to understand why peer 

affiliations prompt risky sexual conduct, the structure and organization of 

fellowship systems must be incorporated into investigations of youthful 

conduct. It is this structure and creation that enable us to understand the kind 

of desires, commitments, and standards being produced.  

 

Despite the fact that there might be some discussion about the procedures through which 

negative peer alliance is linked with delinquent conduct, there is a wealth of research 

citing that this affiliation exists. Research has obviously recorded the links between peer 

education intervention and substance use, and in addition delinquent conduct and 

standoffish or unfriendly qualities. It was discovered that peer substance utilize had a 

critical beneficial outcome on immature substance use, with a one unit increase in peer 

substance, utilize predicting a 13.4% increase in the normal recurrence of youthful 
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substance utilize. Furthermore, this investigation found the peer risky sexual conduct 

fundamentally anticipated youthful risky sexual conduct. One unit of increase in peer 

risky sexual conduct was found to prompt a 5.1% increase in the normal tally of youthful 

delinquent conduct. Additionally, larger amounts of freak peer affiliation were found to 

anticipate later increases in professional risky sexual conduct convictions. This finding is 

particularly pertinent to the present examination, as it features the influence peers can 

have on immature convictions about risky sexual conduct (estimated as good qualities in 

the current investigation).  

 

Determination versus socialization is an enduring hypothetical and observational inquiry 

in peer relations. Choice and socialization are elective clarifications for the perception 

that adolescents and their peers will, in general, have comparable levels of risky sexual 

conduct and substance utilize. Choice alludes to adolescents gravitating to companions 

who are like them. Determination forms begin as right on time as kindergarten, give off 

an impression of being a driving instrument in forming peer gatherings, and ought to be 

viewed as when studying peer influences. Likeness indicators, for example, sexual 

orientation and race are essential organizing qualities of peer gatherings. Closeness 

among gathering individuals is identified with numerous results and attributes including 

scholarly accomplishment, engaging quality, animosity, substance utilize, and different 

practices. Socialization, or social influence, explains individual – peer comparability by 

the procedure of peers exerting influence on the conduct of the individual. A few 

investigations have reported the hazard related with degenerate peer influences. 

 

Assignment:  

AsIaItake homeIassignment, theIparticipantsIwere askedIto write outIwhatIpeople 

understandIby the termIpeer educationIintervention andIrelateIit to riskyIsexual 

behaviourIofIin-school adolescents. 

ClosingIRemarks:  

• TheIresearcher commendedItheIparticipantsIfor theirIcooperation. 

• TheIparticipants were remindedIto do theirIhomework. 

• TheIparticipants were intimatedIwith theItimeIandIvenue for theInextIsession. 
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SessionI3 

Topic:  ProcessesIof Peer Education Intervention 

Objective: By theIend ofItheIsession, theIparticipantsIshouldIbeIable to:  

• StateItheIprocessesIof peer education intervention in relationIwithIriskyIsexual 

behaviourIofIin-school adolescents. 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipantsIwereIwelcomedIwarmly. 

II. TheIresearcherIreviewedItheIassignment given at theIlast session with the 

participants. 

III. The researcherIlikewise explainedIthe procedures of peer education 

intervention as follows: 

Peer education intervention alludes to a subjective full of feeling persuasive 

idea thatIinteractsIwith relevant factorsIand is worried about self-impression 

of things to come. AsIaIheuristicImodel, peer education intervention isIa 

multifacetedIandIdynamicIprocess. InvolvedIare forms that includeIthinking 

aboutIinterestsIand objectives forItheIfuture (inspiration), mappingIout 

approaches toIexecuteItheseIinterestsIand objectives (planning), and 

assessing a sensible time span for executing these interests and objectives 

(evaluating). Earlier examinations have demonstrated an inverse connection 

between positive peer education intervention and commitment in hazard 

practices, in that adolescent who thinks negatively about their future will, in 

general, take part in more risky practices. Commitment in risky practices 

seems to assume that future results are not contemplated or are disregarded to 

fulfill prompt needs or wants.  

 

For instance, inIone examination that surveyed sexual hazard taking among inner-city 

adolescents, youth who did not think they had an exceptionally positive future occupied 

with more risky sexual practices, for example, unprotected sex and different sex 

accomplice. In another investigation of mediated adolescents, the individuals whoIhadIa 

moreIpositive peer education intervention were less hasty and occupied with less risky 

practices, additionally emphasizingItheInegative relationship betweenIpositive peer 
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education intervention and engaging in risky practices. These investigations featureIa 

negative connection between thinking emphatically about the future and engaging in 

along these lines risky practices, suggesting that positive considerations about the future 

may fill in as a potential defensive factor against engaging in risky practices. Albeit a few 

examinations bolster a connection between peer education intervention and risky 

practices, there are two essential confinements with the surviving writing on this subject. 

Initially, there is conflicting proof that peer education intervention distinguishes the 

individuals who take part in more risky practices from the individuals who don't.  

An early investigation that evaluated peer educational intervention among 

self-depicted delinquents and non-delinquents demonstrated no distinction in 

the opinions of things to come between the two gatherings. It very well may 

be conjectured that more chances to take part in risky sexual conduct existed 

for one gathering than alternate paying little heed to how they felt about their 

future. The conflicting findings from this examination, which was directed a 

very long while back, recommend that conducting an investigation of 

comparative nature may illustrate the connection between peer education 

intervention and hazard commitment. A second constraint is that a couple of 

longitudinal examinations have been directed on the connection between peer 

education intervention and risky practices. Considering that peer education 

intervention manages contemplations about the future, it is gainful to lead 

longitudinal examinations to evaluate change in hazard taking as an element 

of adjustments in long haul objectives and feeling of self. 

Assignment 

• AsIa takeIhomeIassignment, theIparticipantsIwereIasked toIwriteIout in their own 

words what they understand by the processes of peer education intervention. 

• What are the basic goals of peer education intervention? 

Closing remarks:  

• TheIresearcherIcommendedIthe participantsIforItheirIcooperation. 

• ParticipantsIare remindedIto do theirIhomework. 

• TheIparticipantsIwereIintimated withIthe timeIandIvenue for theInextIsession. 
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SessionI4 

Topic:IRepeated AssertionITechnique 

Objective: By theIendIof theIsession, theIparticipantsIshouldIbeIableIto:  

• Explain the meaning of repeated assertionItechnique. 

• Identify the implications of repeated assertionItechnique with riskyIsexualIbehaviour 

ofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

• AsIa takeIhomeIassignment, theIparticipantsIshall be askedIto planItheirIacademic 

workIandIset achievableIgoals on a particularIcourse againstIthe nextImeeting. 

ActivityI 

I. TheIparticipants are welcomedIwarmly. 

II. The researcherIreviewedIthe assignmentIwith theIparticipants. 

III. The researcher mentioned repeated affirmation as a strategy. He will likewise explain 

to members the meaning of rehashed affirmation method and present likely models. 

Rehashed affirmation system is fitting when the other individual over-responds and 

disregards or rebates your musings, needs or feelings. Instead of countering or 

arguing each rebate by justifying individual feeling, opinions and needs it is normally 

more viable to immovably rehash the original point you made while as yet responding 

to authentic points made by the other individual. You disregard all non-pertinent 

issues and reactions that goad you or occupy you from the main point. It is likewise 

helpful when individuals won't take 'no' for an answer. This system epitomizes the 

focal part of empathy - being diligent without getting chafed, irate or uproarious. The 

rehashed statement strategy involves your ignoring any superfluous issues raised by 

the other individual and returning to your original point. A standard phrase to learn is 

“But the point is....” or “The issue is”. The following are the guidelines:  

i. Select a short one-sentence refusal statement and use only that statement no matter 

what the other person says or does. 

ii. After each statement by the other person, say your broken-record sentence.  Don’t 

allow yourself to get sidetracked by responding to any issues the other person raises. 

iii. Say it in a soft, calm, unemotional voice. 

iv. Don’t ‘attend’ to the other person very well - it will only encourage him/her to 

keep talking. 
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v. Allow plenty of silence. This will show that you are listening to the other party’s 

argument or point. 

vi. Persist. You must say your broken record one more time than the other person 

makes his request.  

Assignment 

• AsIa take homeIassignment, theIparticipantsIwereIaskedIto writeIoutIin their own 

words what they understand by the term conscious and unconscious mindset 

• Highlight the implications of unconsciousness with riskyIsexualIbehaviourIofIin-

schoolIadolescents 

ClosingIRemarks: 

• TheIresearcher commended theIparticipantsIfor theirItimeIandIeffort. 

• TheIparticipantsIwere remindedIto do theirIhomework  

• ParticipantsIare intimatedIwith the timeIandIvenue for the nextIsession. 

 

SessionI5 

Topic: TimeIManagementIandIOrganization 

Objectives: The followingIobjectivesIare expectedIto be achievedIby theIendIofIthis 

session: 

• TheIparticipantsIshouldIbe ableIto explainItheImeaningIofItime. 

• The participantsIshouldIbe ableItoIexplain howItime couldIbeImanaged. 

• TheIparticipantsIshouldIbeIable to mentionIhow to and developIadequateItime 

managementIskills asIessentialIforItheIrisky sexualIbehaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescents. 

Activity 

I. TheIparticipantsIwere warmlyIwelcomedIand theIresearcher willIreview 

home workIof the previousIsession withIthem. 

II. TheIresearcher will explain timeImanagement as the way towardIplanning 

andIexercising cognizant authority over the measure of time spent on 

particular exercises particularly to increase capability, effectiveness or 

efficiency. Time management abilities include: listing every single current 

errand, putting them on paper in order to begin to gain things under power, 

developing an adaptable individual timetable, prioritizing scholarly exercises, 
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identifying accommodating assets, using extra time carefully, seeking 

committed investigation condition, avoiding diversion, using deadlines or 

timeline and word tallies to accomplish an undertaking and likewise avoiding 

complex hierarchical exercises.  

Successful time management is a basic segment ofItheIindependent 

investigation expectedIinIsecondaryIeducation. Inability to oversee timeIin 

request to finish andIsubmitIassignments and plan for the appraisal can make 

issues for maintenance and risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents. 

Moreover, poorItimeImanagement canIbe a noteworthy wellspring ofIstress 

andIanxietyIandIcreating weight on members. Organizing time thusly 

minimizes stress and indecision that may emerge if there should be an 

occurrence ofIanyIadditionalIworkIthat mustIbeIopened in. The journal of 

occasions or exercises oughtItoIbeImovedItoward the premiseIof 

requirementsIandIpurposes. There ought to be the designation of sufficient 

time to each undertaking with the goal thatInoIspecificIerrandIexpends 

additional time than would normally be appropriate. Whatever time an 

understudy spends on the investigation, what time of the day he puts aside for 

work just can be useful by organizing and planning their time with the goal 

that an understudy can stay away from diversion from standard examinations. 

DeterminingItimeIlimits forIstudyIdefines the quick objective forIcompleting 

one's workIwithinIparticular timeIlimitsIand likewise causes oneIto oppose 

unfruitful recreationalIdiversion towards risky sexual conduct of in-school 

adolescents. 

 

Assignment: 

AsIa takeIhomeIassignment, theIparticipantsIwere askedIto developIa personalItime 

tableIeach forItheir “professional”Iactivities that will safe guard theIriskyIsexual 

behaviourIofIin-school adolescents. 

ClosingIRemarks: 

• TheIresearcher commendedIthe participantsIfor theirItimeIandIcooperation. 

• The participants were reminded to do their homework.  
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• They were also reminded of the time and venue for the next session. 

 

Session 6:  

Topic: Supporting Weakened Identity 

Objectives: By the end of this session the following should be attained: 

• The participants should be able to explain weakened identity in line with risky sexual 

behaviour of in-school adolescents. 

• Participants should be able to explain how to support weakened identity functions as 

significant to risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents. 

Activity 

I. The participants were warmly welcomed and the researcher will review the 

home work of the previous session with them. 

II. The researcher explained weakened identity as follows: 

To make the oblivious cognizant or increase client mindfulness, create more 

prominent sense of self control or discretion over unfortunate or maladaptive 

driving forces, discard maladaptive or undesirable internalized questions and 

supplant them with more versatile internalized objects, fix self-abandons through 

mirroring, presenting a possibly romanticized protest, and expressing sympathy 

during ideal therapeutic disappointments. Customary psychoanalysts begin every 

session a similar way. They tell the client, "Say whatever rings a bell." This is the 

fundamental principle in analysis, and a variety of this methodology is utilized in 

most psychoanalytically situated treatments. The fundamental standard is 

intended to encourage the rise of oblivious driving forces and clashes. To utilize 

the essential principle, the examiner holds fast to the following guidelines. Here 

and there, ideal conditions for investigation are like those for contemplation.  

Every single outer improvement are minimized. To give oblivious driving forces 

and clashes a chance to ascend to awareness, diversions must be minimized. This 

is one motivation behind why Freud utilized a love seat. In the event that the 

examiner has the client lying on a love seat and then sits behind it, the client can't 

see him; the distracting improvement of the expert's outward appearances is 

eliminated. With the elimination of the experts' genuine outward appearances, 
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more prominent accentuation can be put on what outward appearances (or 

considerations and feelings) the patient imagines the investigator is experiencing. 

The patient's internal upgrades are minimized. At the point when free associating, 

it is best not to be excessively ravenous or parched or physically uneasy. For 

instance, if clients come to investigation hungry, contemplations about 

nourishment will surge into their free affiliations. So also, if the client is 

physically uneasy, it will divert from the free affiliation process.  

In any case, debilitated personality capacities could be upheld as critical to risky 

sexual conduct of in-school adolescents. Jones and Berglas, (2013) asserted such 

risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents created along two conceivable 

pathways. Their first speculated pathway concentrated on an examination of the 

meaning and trade estimation of encouraging feedback. In this pathway, they 

concentrated on the issues that spoiled youngsters confronted on account of a 

background marked by unlimited love. The non-contingency of achievement 

criticism would make individuals be not able to plummet the reason for holding a 

positive risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents in view of the questionable 

idea of the achievement information.  

Under such conditions, individuals would encounter a question about their 

capacity to maintain or repeat past levels of execution since they don't 

comprehend what conduct will reproduce achievement. For instance, if 

individuals experienced non-contingent achievement regarding their numerical 

capacities, the resultant risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents for 

Mathematics may be certain, however questionable, on the grounds that they can't 

determine why they are great at Mathematics or in the event that they truly are 

great. At the point when defied with Mathematics tests, such individuals would 

self-handicap in light of the fact that the result of the tests may disconfirm the 

positive risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents. 
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Assignment: 

TheIparticipantsIwere given aIhome work to explain weakened identity and how it could 

be supported to reduce risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents. 

ClosingIRemarks 

• TheIresearcherIcommendedIthe participantsIfor theirItimeIandIeffort. 

• The participantsIwereIremindedIto do theirIhomework  

• ParticipantsIwereIreminded of theItime andIvenueIfor the nextIsession. 

 

SessionI7 

Topic: Reactivating Development 

Objectives: ByItheIend of theIsessionIthe participantsIshould beIable to: 

• DevelopIpositiveIattitudeItowardIthemselvesIandIothers. 

Activity 

I. TheIparticipantsIareIwelcomedIwarmlyIand togetherIwith theIresearcher, 

homeIwork of the lastImeeting wasIreviewed. 

II. TheIparticipants will be taughtIthe needIto developIpositiveIattitudeItoward 

learningIactivities  

The predominance ofItheIrisky conduct and articulation ofIsensation-seekingIasIrisky 

conduct rely upon the degree of opportunity or impediments, and the social condition 

determines these limits. At the end of the day, in societies described by expansive 

socialization, individualism and independence are supported and restrictions are more 

adaptable. In the socialization procedure, adolescents are permitted to express their own 

qualities, for example, hazard taking. Then again, in societies portrayed by tight 

socialization, conforming social standards are justified, social confinements are 

unbending, and any deviation from the standards is rebuffed in various ways. Hazard 

taking conduct isn't basic in these societies. Notwithstanding, the way that some versatile 

adolescents in high-chance conditions oppose risky conduct while a few adolescents in 

generally safe situations take part in hazard taking conduct indicates that ecological 

influences alone don't determine chance taking conduct. How much adolescents involve 

in hazard taking conduct can likewise be intervened by different factors, for example, 

statistic qualities of adolescents. Indeed, research reliably features that guys will probably 
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involve in hazard taking practices. Correspondingly, age is another pivotal factor in 

explaining hazard taking, and has been usually linked with adolescents' hazard taking 

practices. As made reference to previously, adolescents begin to find new encounters in 

the adolescence time frame. Legitimately, encounters of assortment of hazard taking 

practices ascend alongside the increasing age in this period. Studies have affirmed this 

thought. At the end of the day, more seasoned adolescents will in general see risky 

conduct as not so much risky, but rather more every now and again involved in these 

practices. Reviewing hazard taking writing, one can find that some identity factors, for 

example, sensation-seeking, self-esteem, and locus of control have additionally been 

linked with hazard taking practices.  

 

Set up reasonable and achievable objectives, plans and errands thus, deal with their 

critical thinking expertise inclinations. Conduct isIany movement thatIcanIbe watched, 

estimated andIrecorded. Conduct isIcaused. WhatIa kid does, heIimproves the situation a 

reason. Conduct is the consequence of the activity among condition and the kid's growing 

self. Conduct includes 'each one of those parts of human movement which we can watch'. 

Risky sexual conduct of in-school adolescents has for quite some time been linked to 

individual prosperity. An individual interview gives a one of a kind chance to connect 

with the issue andIofferIherInonjudgmental, steady concern.IIt might beItheIfirstItime 

theIclientIhasIgottenIindividualIconsiderationIseparate fromIfamilyIandIcompanions. 

The understudies may have irresolute feelings about this emergency and the specialist can 

speak to a protected, unbiased help for the client. The most vital piece to the achievement 

of an interview is to perceive the client's poise, merited regard, and to encourage and 

bolster the client's taking duty regarding, and command over, the circumstance. As 

depicted sometimes potential breaks in classification related with reporting information to 

insurance organizations can inhibit the free affiliation process, psychological choice or 

cognizant planning is lessened. 

III. TheIparticipants will also be encouragedIto setIup realisticIandIachievable 

goalsIratherIthan unrealisticIones. 

Assignment: The participantsIwereIasked toIexplain reactivating development andIits 

implicationIto riskyIsexualIbehaviour ofIin-schoolIadolescents. 
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ClosingIRemarks 

• TheIresearcherIcommendedIthe participantsIfor theirIcooperation. 

• TheIparticipants areIremindedIto do theirIhomework,  

• The participantsIare notified ofIthe timeIandIvenueIforIthe nextIsession. 

 

SessionI8 

Topic: OverallIReview, Post-ExperimentITestIAdministrationIandIconclusion. 

Objectives: ByIthe endIof theIsession, theIparticipants shouldIbeIableIto: 

• SummarizeItheir experienceIbased on whatIpeople haveIbenefited fromItheIvarious 

skillsIlearnt sinceIthe commencementIof theIprogramme. 

• RespondItoItheIpost-testIinstruments. 

Activity 

I. TheIparticipants are warmlyIwelcomedIand the homeIworkIreviewed 

togetherIwith theIresearcher. 

II. There will be anIinteractive sessionIbetween the researcherIandIthe 

participantsIto ascertainIthe effect of the therapeuticIprogramme. 

ActivitiesIof the previousIsessions wereIrole-playedIto be sureIpeople have 

attainedIpositiveIexperience via theIintervention. 

III. TheIparticipants will have theIpost-testIinstruments. TheIresearcher will 

collect the responses and then thank the participantsIfor theirIco-operation 

while aItokenIgift is givenItoIeach oneIofIthem in appreciationIofItheir 

participationIin theItraining. 

ClosingIRemarks 

• TheIresearcherIcommendedIthe participantsIfor theirIunrelentingIcooperation. 

• TheIparticipants wereIencouragedIto utilizeIeffectively the skillsItheyIhave 

acquiredIvia the interventionIprogramme. 

• The assistant researcher(s) are kindly appreciated. 
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CONTROL GROUP 

Session 1 

Topic: Administration of Pre-test Instrument 

Objective: To administer pre-test instruments to the participants. 

Activity: The researcher familiarized with the members of the group.  The researcher also 

explained to participants that the programme is mainly for research purpose only and that 

their support and co-operation are highly needed.  The pre-test instruments were 

administered on the participants. 

Closing Remarks 

• The researcher commended the participants for their time and effort. 

• The participants were reminded of the time and venue of the next session. 

 

Session 2: 

Topic: Poverty Alleviation in Nigeria 

Objectives: The following objectives are expected to be achieved by the end of this 

session: 

• The participants should be able to describe the state of poverty in Nigeria. 

• The participants should be able to explain the development of youth policy in Nigeria. 

Activity 

I. The participants are warmly welcomed and the researcher will systematically 

introduce the topic “Poverty alleviation in Nigeria”. 

II. The researcher explained the development of youth policy in Nigeria. 

Poverty in Nigeria is inescapable in spite of the fact that the nation is wealthy 

in human and material assets that ought to convert into better living standards. 

According to the review, National Living Standards Survey, 2004, exhibited 

by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) 2007, around 69 million 

individuals were living in poverty, which speaks to 54.4 percent of the 

Nigerian populace. Since the 1980s, the Nigerian poverty circumstance has 

been deteriorating. The rate of poverty during those years meant 17.7 million 

needy individuals in 1980, 34.7million in 1985 and, not minding the drop 

somewhere in the range of 1985 and 2002 (because of the usage of the 
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auxiliary change programme), around 39 million individuals were poor 

in2002. In 2006, in any case, around 67 million individuals were poor and 

regardless of the drop-in incidence somewhere in the range of 2006 and 2004, 

around 69 million individuals were poor in 2004.The high poverty rates in 

Nigeria go past low incomes, savings and development in light of the fact that 

these are exacerbated by the abnormal state of inequality resulting from 

unequal access to income openings and essential infrastructure. Unequal 

abilities because of education and wellbeing status additionally assume a job. 

 

According to the NBS, 2007, Nigeria has a more unequal circulation of income than 

Ethiopia, Madagascar, India, Niger, the United States and Sweden. The Gini Coefficient 

of income inequality for Nigeria was put at 56.9 percent, which is among the most 

noteworthy within the class of equivalent nations. Incidentally, the significance of 

equivalent access to income openings and resources can't be over stressed all things 

considered access assumes a vital job in reducing poverty and spurring the economy to 

long haul. Nigeria is a nation that is luxuriously honored with huge measures of human, 

physical, and normal assets. The normal asset enrichment of the nation includes oil, gas, 

and a few strong mineral assets. There is an extensive variety of climatic, vegetation, and 

soil conditions that are appropriate for rich rural creation. The decent variety of types of 

plants and creatures is indispensable for both residential utilization and fare. The nation is 

additionally honored with a dynamic populace, a substantial extent of who are 

exceedingly taught, dynamic, and skilled.  

 

According to the NBS, (2007), poverty exists when a man within a family unit does not 

spend up to N23,733:00 per annum. The clear decline in the poverty headcount in 2002 

and 2004 was mostly because of a generally quicker rate of increase in the populace base 

contrasted with a moderately slower rate of decline in the quantity of poor people. 

Practically identical nations are those with comparative qualities as far as GDP and per 

capita net national item and income. Given a portion of the causes and outcomes of 

poverty talked about over, the ongoing patterns in the incidence of poverty on the planet 

appear to be fairly alarming. Aside from the 2000s and the late 1970s when major 

economic advances were seen, the wildernesses of poverty were pushed back and the 
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income of even the poorest nations like Niger, Mali and Bangladesh and individuals 

within the nations rose.  

 

The 1980s seen a few inconsistencies being developed in these nations as economic 

development disintegrated with extensive decline. Total poverty in Nigeria: an 

examination of things to come drift individual's prosperity. Somewhere in the range of 

1980 and 2010 the living standard of the general population deteriorated, with the end 

goal that this decade was named the "lost decade" as far as advancement was concerned. 

Within this period it was assessed that in excess of a billion people on the planet live in 

miserable poverty a large portion of whom are ravenous consistently and with nearly a 

similar figure not having access to clean water for drinking, bathing and satisfactory 

sanitation. Youngster mortality in developing nations was ten times higher than in the 

advanced nations with 7 million individuals dying each year from preventable infections. 

Within the period, poverty went up against another measurement with increasing 

inequality between the rich and the poor within these nations. 

 

Assignment 

• As a take home assignment, participants were asked to read more about the poverty 

level in Nigeria and the Development of Youth Policy in Nigeria. 

Closing Remarks: 

• The researcher commended the participants for their cooperation. 

• The participants were reminded to do their homework  

• The student participants were intimated with the time and venue for the next session. 

• Research assistant(s) are appreciated. 

Session 3 

Topic: Administration of post-test instrument at the 8th week. 

Objective: Administration of post-test instrument. 

Activity: 

I. The post-test instruments were administered after which the researcher will 

give some counselling talk on poverty and development of youth policy in 

Nigeria and encourage the participants to seek any assistance concerning what 

people have learnt from the researcher whenever people need such. A token 
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gift will be given to each person to show appreciation and thanking them also 

for their co-operation. 

Closing remark 

• The researcher commended the participants for their time and effort. 

• The research assistants shall be loudly commend 
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UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN 

FACULTY OF EDUCATION 

DEPARTMENT OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING         (CODE……….) 

(QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RESEARCH) 

Dear Respondent, 

CONSENT FORM FOR STUDENTS/ASSISTANT RESEARCHER(S) 

Surname.…………………………………… (Mr. Mrs. Ms, Master, Miss) 

Other names….…………………………………………………………. 

Gender or Sex…………………………….Age as at August 1……………………… 

Class as applicable …………………………….. 

School….....................................................................Location…….………….…  

 Reading through this letter, I understand that I am invited to take part as a student/ 

assistant researcher in a psychological research that is based on the sexual  

behaviour of adolescents in Lagos State Secondary Schools. I hereby agree to  

participate in the research and training; which is tagged Integrative Psychotherapy 

 and Peer Education Training on risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents 

 in Lagos State. As it is organized for my school and to be carried out here, I promise 

 to abide by the rules and regulations attached and to give my adequate cooperation 

 so that the programme is successful. 

 Thank you for inviting me into the programme. 

 

……………………………………. 

Signature of the student/Assistant   Researcher 

 

………………………………………  

Date 
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UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN 

FACULTY OF EDUCATION             (CODE…………….) 

DEPARTMENT OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING 

(QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RESEARCH) 

Dear Respondent, 

This questionnaire is designed to elicit information on Integrative Psychotherapy 

and Peer Education Training as interventions on risky sexual behaviour of in-school 

adolescents in Lagos State. You are implored to fill the questionnaire with sincerity and 

faithfulness. Your responses will be used for research purpose only and a high level of 

confidentiality is guaranteed. Please feel free to ask question(s) on any item that is not 

clear to you. It is important that you understand what is asked so that you can give an 

adequate answer as it concerns you. 

 

SECTION A (PERSONAL DATA) 

Please tick (√) the appropriate option and fill in the gap where necessary. 

1. Your Names: …………………………………………………………………….. 

2. .Age: Below 15 Years (      ); between 15-19 Years (     ) 

3. Sex: Male (      ), Female (       ) 

4. Name of School …………………………………………………………………. 

5. Location of School ……………………………………………………………… 

 

SECTION B (SEXUAL DECISION MAKING SCALE) 

INSTRUCTION: Please tick (√) in the appropriate column your experience in the last 6 

months, using the following as your guide: 

NOTE: SA means Strongly Agree (4), 

             A means Agree (3), 

             D means Disagree (2), and 

             SD means Strongly Disagree (1) 
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S/N  ITEMS SA A D SD 

1. I have a boy friend/girl friend.     

2. I have no passionate or committed love for the opposite sex.     

3. I love to be in a company of the opposite sex always.     

4. I love to touch the sensitive parts of my boy/girl friend.     

5. I love to romance with my loved ones.     

6. I have had sex at least once.     

7. I have aborted at least once.     

8. Abortion is evil but it is necessary to cover up.     

9. I know about the use of contraceptives.     

10. I know different styles of love-making.     

11. I wear sexy dresses.     

12. I have sexual intercourse for curiosity sake or just for fun.     

13. I hated sex before but now I am coping.     

14. Blue films motivate one to have sex.     

15. Watching blue films is not a sin.     

16. I find it difficult to restrain from sex when already aroused.     

17. HIV/AIDS or no HIV/AIDS, man is bound to die by a means.     

18. I have once submitted to sexual activities.     

19. I know a lot about Sex Education.     

20. I love to dress to arrest people’s attention.     
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                                             UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN 

                                            FACULTY OF EDUCATION           (CODE……………) 

                       DEPARTMENT OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING  

                                (QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RESEACH) 

Dear Respondent, 

This questionnaire is designed to elicit information on Integrative Psychotherapy 

and peer education interventions on risky sexual behaviour of in-school adolescents in 

Lagos State. You are implored to fill the questionnaire with sincerity and faithfulness. 

Your responses will be used for research purpose only and high level of confidentiality is 

guaranteed. Please feel free to ask question(s) on any item that is not clear to you. It is 

important that you understand what is asked so that you can give an adequate answer or 

response as it concerns you. 

SECTION A (PERSONAL DATA) 

Please tick (√) the appropriate option and fill in the gap where necessary. 

1. Age: Below 15 Years (      ), 15-19 Years  (       ) 

2. Sex: Male (      ), Female (       ) 

SECTION B (RISKY SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR SCALE) 

INSTRUCTION: Please tick (√) in the appropriate column 

NOTE: SA means Strongly Agree (4), 

 A means Agree (3), 

D means Disagree (2), and 

SD means Strongly Disagree (1) 

  S/N                                 ITEMS  SA A D SD 

1. I don’t need to be committed to a person to have sex with 

him/her. 

    

2. One night stand is sometimes very enjoyable.     

3. The best form of sex is when no strings are attached.     

4. It is okay to have on-going sexual relationship with more 

than one person at a time. 

    

5. If a boy/girl takes anti-biotic after sex, he/she would not 

contact sexually transmitted diseases. 
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S/N.                  ITEMS SA    A D SD 

S/N ITEMS SA A D SD 

6. It is possible to have sex with a person and not like that 

person very much. 

    

7. Sex is more fun with someone you don’t love.     

8. It is alright to pressure someone to have sex.     

9. Extensive premarital sex is fine.     

10. Casual sex is acceptable.     

11. Sex without love is meaningful.     

12. Sex as a simple exchange of favour is okay if both persons 

agree to it. 

    

13. I have sex often.     

14. I believe if you can play sex safe there is no need for 

contraceptives. 

    

15. Sex on its own is perfectly alright.     

 

SECTION C (SELF-ESTEEM SCALE) 

S/N  ITEMS SA A D SD 

1. At times I think I am not good at all.     

2. I generally take a positive view of myself.     

3. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.     

4. I wish I could have more respect for myself.     

5. I am able to do things as well as most other people.     

6. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an equal plane 

with others. 

    

7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.     

8. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.     

9. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.     

10. I certainly feel useless at times.     
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SECTION D (SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS SCALE) 

1. Occupation. 

 What job or occupation do your parents or guardian do for a living? Mark them out in the 

columns in the appropriate corresponding rows. 

Parents Crafting, 

Farming, 

Fishing, 

Artisanship, 

Driver 

Clerical Officer, 

Clerical Assistant, 

Messenger, Civil 

Servant 

Trader, 

Business  

Pastor 

/Imam, 

Clergy 

Lawyer, 

Teacher, 

Engineer, 

Doctor/Nurse 

Father      
Mother      
Guardian      
 

2. Educational Level 

S/N ITEMS Father Mother Guardian 

1. No Education     
2 Elementary Education    
3 Secondary School or Teacher's Training College    
4. Professional Training, Clergy, Trade Center    
5. Ordinary or Higher National Diploma (OND or HND)    
6. University  Graduate    

7. Above first degree e.g. Masters, PhD Holder.    

 

3.    Residence 

Parent's Own House Quarters Rented House 
Father    
Mother -   
Guardian    
 

 

 4.  Type of Home that you dwell in.  

Please mark with a tick (    ) as appropriate 

(a) Flat (      ); 

(b) Rooms (      );  

(c) Duplex (       ); 

 (d) Others (       ) 
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5. How many are you in a room? Underline your answer: 

 (a) One; 

 (b) Two; 

 (c) Three; 

 (d) Four; 

 (e) Five and above. 

6. How many people are living in your house? Underline your answer:  

(a) Five; 

 (b) Six; 

 (c) Seven; 

 (d) Eight 

(e) Nine and above. 

7. Please tick (√) if available in your house 

(a) Radio set (    ); 

 (b) TV set (     ); 

(c) Video/CD player (     ); 

 (d) Air conditioner (     ); 

(e) Freezer (    ); 

 (f) Refrigerator (     ); 

 (g) Gas/Electric cooker (    ); 

(h) Kerosene stove (    ); 

 (i) Charcoal stove (      ); 

 (j) Computer (      ); 

(k) Others (       ). 
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LETTERS OF PERMISSION TO USE LAGOS STATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

FOR RESEARCH
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PICTURES FROM RESEARCH FIELD WORK 
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